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KET TO CATALOGUING
SYMBOLS

* Unused ** Never hinged O  Used

  On cover ∆  On piece S   Specimen

+ Block of Four B Block larger than four E   Essay

TC Trial Colour DP  Die Proof PP Plate Proof

MAJOR ABREVIATIONS
c.d.s. = Circular Date Stamp; C.T.O = Canceled to Order; 

F.D.C. = First Day Cover ; ms. = Manuscript;  var. = Variety

CONDITION
     The various gradings of stamps are, in order; superb, extremely fi ne, very 
fi ne, fi ne. In the case of sets, large blocks, sheets, etc., the condition quoted 
represents the average, and quality above and below this standard can be 
expected. 
Mixed Condition:  In large lots, the condition is generally expected to range 
from fair to at best fi ne. Serious defects can be expected.
Handstamp on reverse: Denotes either a dealer, collector or indecipherable 
expert’s mark.
Signed by:  Denotes either the actual signature or mark of the expertiser.  The 
absence of  mentioning a signature does not refl ect on the ability or knowledge 
of the party involved

GUM:

Shaded portion can represent an actual hinge or the area disturbed by a hinge.
n.h. = Never Hinged – unused with original gum in Post Offi ce  state 

and unmounted.

l.h. = Lightly Hinged – unused with full original gum showing some 
evidence of a previous hinge which may be present in part or 
entirely removed.

o.g. = Original Gum – unused with original gum somewhat disturbed 
by previous hinging which may still be present.

part o.g.   = Part Original Gum – unused with original gum, large hinge 
remnants may or may not be present.

disturbed o.g. = Disturbed Original Gum – unused with original gum affected 
by sweating, glazing or mount disturbance; may not resemble the 
original gum.

unused = Unused without gum.

Ungummed =  Unused without gum, as issued.

BLOCKS OR SHEETS AND THEIR GUM: Minor separations are the rule 
rather than the exception, in the case of blocks or sheets of any size.  A few 
separations, around four perfs. per row, do not affect the value of a block or 
sheet and are not grounds for the return of a lot.  

CATALOGUE VALUES: The fi nal column shows the catalogue value of the 
lot.

ESTIMATED VALUES: If the estimated cash value is given , it is shown in 
the description and always indicated by the abbreviation “Est. Cash Value”.  It 
is used where the lot is large or where the actual value has little relation to the 
catalogue price.  It represents the auctioneer’s appraisal of the true MARKET 
value of a lot. 
  
PLEASE NOTE – CREDIT CARDS : A  3% fee will be charged to credit 
card and PayPal users and a bidding deposit  may  be requested.  
OVERSEAS BUYERS: We require that payment be made by credit card, bank 
draft, wire, or cheques in U.S. dollars made payable on a U.S. bank.

BIDDING LEVELS
 Up to  $  150 $5
 $150 - $300 $10
 $300 - $600 $25
 $600 - $1,500 $50
 Over  $1,500 approx. 5%
 Bids which do not conform to the above will be automatically 
reduced to the correct level.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
      A) Reservations must be made at least 2 days prior to the sale.
      B) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.

BIDS BY FAX  or E-MAIL                                                                                          
Must be received no later than 2 hours before the session commences. 

And MUST be confi rmed by a reply from a Harmers International repre-
sentative.

                    Fax: 914.962.5885    E-Mail: bids@harmersInternational.com

VALUATION OF LOTS
Valuations of all lots are available the week prior to the auction upon request.

GUM DESCRIPTION
Recognizing that there are occasional differences of opinion concerning gum 
nomenclature by various expert committees, for example, a stamp described as 
o.g. being certifi ed as large part o.g. or even part o.g., this minor classifi cation 
discrepancy alone is not suffi cient grounds for return.

COVER CONDITION
Minor faults, including but not limited to fi le folds, not affecting stamps, small 
tears and some back fl ap damage have not been noted in the descriptions and 
are not grounds for return.

REGISTERING TO BID IN OUR SALE
Bidders must  be registered to participate in  Harmers International Auctions.
Bidder registration forms are included with catalogues, are available on our      
web site, www.HarmersInternational.com or by request.
Trade references are required (no societies or clubs).  Dealers must provide a 
copy of their Resale Certifi cate to avoid NYS sales tax.
ONLINE BIDDING
Live on-line bidding is available.   We are not responsible for technology issues 
that may impact communication of bids. 

EXTENSIONS AND EXPERTISING
Any lots placed on extension for expertising MUST be submitted by Harmers 
International, Inc.. Submission by the purchaser will nullify any extension 
request. Therefore, upon notifi cation of purchase, please contact us with the lot 
numbers you wish submitted and the expert.

Auction Agents

Charles E. Cwiakala
1527 S. Fairview Ave.
Park Ridge, Il, 60068  U.S.A.
Tel/fax (847) 823-8747
CECwiakala@aol.com

Purser & Associates
84 Webcower Rd., #2
Arlington, MA 02474  U.S.A.
Tel. (857) 928-5140
Fax: (781) 777-1023
Email: info@pursers.com

Jean-Claude Michaud
15 Briarwood Crescent
Halifax, NS B3M1P2  CANADA
Tel. (902)443-5912
Fax (902)445-5795
Email: jcm.ph@ns.sympatico.ca

Mary Weeks
8 Old House Close,
Ewell, Epsom, Surrey, KT171LE 
ENGLAND
Tel. (020)8393-8217
Fax (020)8393-1332
Email: mary@maryweeks.demon.co.uk

Frank Mandel
P.O. Box 157
New York, NY 10014 U.S.A. 
Tel. (212)675-0819
Fax. (212) 366-6462

Harold Gordon
614-6505 CSL Road
Montreal, QC H4V1G3
Tel/fax (514) 488-0445
CANADA
Email: hbgordon@videotron.ca

Jean Lancaster
20 Milner Road
Kingston-on-Thames
Surrey , KT1 2AU  ENGLAND
Tel (020)8547-1220
Fax. (020)8547-3739
Email: jean.lancaster@lineone.net

Jochen Heddergott
Bauerstrasse 9
D-8000 Munchen 40  GERMANY
Tel. (089) 272-1683
Fax (089) 272-1685
Email: mail@philagent.com



SALE Number ONE

UNITED STATES

CENTRES INVERTED & ERRORS  

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH &  FOREIGN
The “Boca” Collection of 1847 Issues  * “Stamford” U.S. Coils

“Cortland” Centres Inverted * The “Duchess” British West Indies

“Island” Pre-South Africa * Joseph Baumann “Austria”

The Lt. Col. James W. Smith Collection of Dominican Republic                                                                                               
and the properties of six other owners

SALE and EXHIBITION To take place in New York City at:

THE GRAND HYATT
Lexington Avenue & 42nd Street (Adjacent to Grand Central Station) 14th Floor Executive Board Room 1409

Tuesday, April 13, 2010 - Afternoon Session at 1:00 PM  U.S. & COLLECTIONS  LOTS 1 – 490

Wednesday, April 14th  – Morning Session - 10:00 AM CENTRES INVERTED & ERRORS LOTS 500 – 594

Afternoon Session at 12:30 PM BRITISH COMMONWEALTH & FOREIGN SINGLES & COLLECTIONS           
LOTS 595 – 1134

EXHIBITION OF LOTS

April 12,13.14 from 9:30 am to 5:15 pm or by Appointment

To be sold at Auction by

Office Located at: 1325 Echo Hill Path, Yorktown Hts, NY, 10598
Telephone: (212) 532-3700           Fax: (914) 962-5885              Email:info@HarmersInternational.com

Keith A. Harmer – Licensed Auctioneer, License Number 1345246                                                               
On all lots sold a commission of 18% on the hammers price will be payable by the buyer



Tuesday, April 13, 2010
Afternoon Session at 1:00 P.M.

UNITED STATES

STAMPLESS COVERS

1  1854 :  Front to James Gadsden (The Gadsden Purchase) bearing red NEW ORLEANS OCT to Mexico 
City via VERACRUZ (dated oval). “PAID 10” prepaid U.S. rate and ship fee “4” reales handstamp 
Mexican rate.  On exhibition page.    Est. Cash Value $250 - 300.  
James Gadsden, a prior President of the South Carolina Railroad, was an advocate of a transcontinen-
tal railroad via a southern route.  He was appointed by President Pierce as the Minister to Mexico and 
negotiated the Gadsden Treaty leading to The Gadsden Purchase by which the US aquired the southern 

section of Arizona and the southwestern portion of New Mexico, simplifying the construction of a an 
east-west railway line,

2  1864 :  Free Schuyler Colfax Speaker H. Rep.  (1863-69) signature on all over grey 38th Congress 
Representatives Washington DC envelope to Kentucky bearing double circle Congress FEB 24 WASH-
INGTON DC c.d.s.    Est. Cash Value $300 - 350.  
As Speaker of the House, under Abraham Lincoln then Andrew Johnson, Colfax announced the passage 
of the Thirteenth Amendment, abolishing slavery.  He later served as 17th Vice President of the United 
States under U.S. Grant but was replaced as the party’s nominee for a second term in 1872, due to his 

involvement in the Crédit Mobilier of America / Union Pacific Railway scandal.

POSTMASTERS’ PROVISIONALS

1845-46 New York, NY
3 * 5c  black, pos 35,    part o.g,, good to clear margins all round, “soiling”, fine.  Foundation Cert. 

(1976).    ..............................................................................................................................................( 9X1) 1,500
Scott quotes “Example with original gum are extremely scarce and will command a higher price.”

4 O 5c  black,  PAIR,   large to good margins all round, blue pen cancels, very fresh and extremely fine.  
Foundation Cert. (1985).    .................................................................................................................. ( 9x1) 1,300

5 O 5c  black, AC connected,     good margins all round, blue pen cancel, very fine.      ......................( 9X1a) 575

6 O 5c  black without signature,     good to clear margins all round, blue pen cancel, very fine.      ...( 9X1e) 900

7  5c  black, Ac connected,     margins all round except touched at two spots, tied by pen stroke on 1846 
date-lined folded letter sheet to Providence, bearing red NEW YORK 16 MAR 5cts c.d.s. and matching 
curved PAID.       .............................................................................................................................  ( 9X1a) 725

8 * 1846  Providence, R.I.: 5c  grey black Pos 11,    unused, large margins all round, very fine.      ..( 10X1) 225

9 * 5c, 10c  grey black se tenant pair,    unused, CORNER MARGIN SE-TENANT PAIR, extremely fine.  
Foundation Cert. (1979). Sc. $2,000 with gum.   ......................................................................…  ( 10X2a)

The Harmers 

Welcome you to the First Auction of

Harmers International, Inc.
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1847 FIRST ISSUE
All cancelations are red unless oetherwise mentioned

5c RED BROWN, SHADES

10 * 5c  brown,  PAIR,  unused, margins to cut in, deep sharp color and impression, fine.  Foundation 
Cert. (1990)    ......................................................................................................................................... ( 1) 16,000

A very rare multiple of this shade

11 O 5c  near chestnut,     good to large margins all round, very deep early impression and colour, extremely 
fine.     ………………………………………………………………………………………………….( 1) 550

12 O 5c  red brown,     huge to good margins all round, red grid part ms. cancel, extremely fine.      ... ( 1) 550

13 O 5c  brown,     large to good margins all round “Paid” mirror image on reverse, deep rich colour, 
extremely fine.     ................................................................................................................................... ( 1) 550

14 O 5c  red brown,     probable sheet margin copy, good to enormous margins, blue cancel, extremely 
fine.      .................................................................................................................................................... ( 1) 585

15 O 5c  red brown,     enormous to good margins all round, deep rich colour, extremely fine.     ........ ( 1) 550

16 O 5c  red brown,     sheet margin copy, others good, light pen-cross cancel, extremely fine.      ........ ( 1) 275

17 O 5c  red brown Pos. 6L 1,     good margins all round, magenta grid, very fine.  Foundation Cert. 
(1983), Bartels guarantee    ................................................................................................................... ( 1) 800

18 O 5c  red brown,     stitch “watermark” good margins all round, very fine.      .................................. ( 1) 550
An underappreciated variety.

19 O 5c  red brown,     good to very large margins all round showing portions of adjacent stamp at left, neat 
large blue “5” cancel. very fine.      ......................................................................................................... ( 1) 650

20 O 5c  red brown,     large to good margins all round, blue possibly “S” in circle cancel, deep rich colour, 
very fine.      ............................................................................................................................................ ( 1) 585

21 O 5c  red brown,     good to large margins all round, neat blue c.d.s., very fine.      ................................. ( 1) 675

22 O 5c  red brown,     large to good margins all round, neat red large St Louis, c.d.s, very fine.      ........... ( 1) 750

23 O 5c  red brown,     good margins all round, very fine.      ........................................................................ ( 1) 550

24 O 5c  red brown,     good margins all round, blue c.d.s, very fine.      ....................................................... ( 1) 585

25 O 5c  red brown,     good margins all round, very fine.      ........................................................................ ( 1) 550
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26 O  5c  red brown,     right sheet margin copy, others good to clear, very fine.      ..................................... ( 1) 550

27 O  5c  brown,     large to close margins all round, light blue Baltimore oval “5” cancel, very fine.  
Foundation Cert. (1981).    ................................................................................................................... ( 1) 585

28 O   5c  red brown,     large to ample margins all round, very fine.      ....................................................... ( 1) 550

29 O  5c  red brown,     large to good margins all round, very fine.      .......................................................... ( 1) 550

30 O  5c  red brown,     clear to enormous margins all round, probable sheet margin copy, very fine.      .... ( 1) 550

31 O  5c  red brown,     just clear to enormous margins all round, possible sheet margin copy, very fine.      ( 1) 550

32 O  5c  red brown,     good margins all round, black grid cancel ms. ink spot at LR, very fine.      ........... ( 1) 650

33 O  5c  red brown,     good margins all round, insignificant inclusion, very fine.      ................................. ( 1) 550

34 O  5c  red brown,     margins all round, very lightly cancelled, very fine.      ........................................... ( 1) 550



35 O  5c  red brown,     good margins all round, very fine.      ....................................................................... ( 1) 550

36 O  5c  red brown,     good margins all round, intense grid cancels, very fine.      ..................................... ( 1) 550

37 O  5c  red brown,     good margins all round, tiny corner crease, blue grid, still very fine.       ................ ( 1) 585

38 O  5c  red brown,     good margins all round, cancelled by what appears to be “14” ms., very interesting as 
this does not correspond to any rate, very fine.      .................................................................................. ( 1) 275

39 O  5c  red brown,     good to clear margins all round, fresh, almost very fine.      .................................... ( 1) 550

40 O  5c  red brown,     good to clear margins all round, almost very fine.      .............................................. ( 1) 575

41 O  5c  red brown,     good to clear margins all round, black grid cancel, almost very fine.      ................. ( 1) 675

42 O  5c  red brown,     good to ample margins all round, almost very fine.      ............................................ ( 1) 550

43 O  5c  red brown,     good to close margins all round, almost very fine.      .............................................. ( 1) 550

44 O  5c  red brown,     large to good margins all round, very fine.      .......................................................... ( 1) 550

45 O  5c  red brown,     enormous to close margins all round, almost very fine.      ...................................... ( 1) 550

46 O  5c  red brown,     good to clear margins all round, indistinct blue cancels, almost very fine.      ......... ( 1) 585

47 O  5c  red brown,     margins all round, lightly cancelled, crease not mentioned in certificate, fine.  Founda-
tion Cert. (1980).    .................................................................................................................................. ( 1) 550

48 O  5c  red brown,     large to good margins all round, black and red grid cancels, tiny corner crease mostly 
in margin, almost very fine.      ............................................................................................................... ( 1) 550

49 O  5c  red brown,     margins all round, red grid and ms. cancels, almost very fine.  Foundation Cert. 
(1986)    ................................................................................................................................................... ( 1) 550

50 O  5c  dark brown,     large to good margins all round, extremely fine.      .............................................( 1a) 775

51 O  5c  orange brown,     huge to large margins all round, extremely fine.      .................................... ( 1b) 1,100

52 O  5c  orange brown,     good margins all round “socked on the nose” greenish blue cancel, paper 
fibre at TR, very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1976)    ............................................................................ ( 1b) 1,135

53 O  5c  orange brown,     good to clear margins all round, blue c.d.s., bright fresh colour, almost very 
fine.      .................................................................................................................................................. ( 1b) 1,125

Multiples

54 O  5c  red brown,  PAIR,   good to clear margins all round, fresh colour and almost very fine.      ......... ( 1) 1,200

55 O 5c  red brown,  PAIR,   margins all round, blue grid cancel, “light vertical crease at left”, fine to very 
fine.   Foundation Cert. (1985).    ............................................................................................................ ( 1) 1,200

56 O   5c  red brown,  PAIR,   left copy margins all round, right copy just in at top, very fine and fine.       ( 1) 1,200

57 O  5c  red brown,  PAIR,  left copy, margins all round, right copy in a bottom, fresh, very fine and fine.       
..................................................................................................................................................................( 1) 1,200
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58 O   5c  red brown,  PAIR with pen cancel,   margins all round, left copy vertical crease, fresh, almost very 
fine.     ............................................................................................................................................. ( 1) 550

59 O  5c  red brown,  STRIP OF THREE,   good margins all round to frameline barely touched, indistinct 
blue c.d.s., almost very fine.      ....................................................................................................... ( 1) 2,300

“All science is either Physics or Stamp Collecting” -Lord Kelvin
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60 O   5c  red brown,  STRIP OF FIVE,   good margins three sides, light vertical crease through center 
stamp, fine for a multiple this large.    Sc. $27.500 for block of FOUR   .................................. ( 1)

61 O  5c  red brown, shades,     SEVEN copies and a PAIR, either with margins and faults or just 
touched, variety of cancels and shades, fine group.    Est.Cash Value $1,250 - 1,500.   .......... ( 1)

62 O  5c,  SEVEN used copies, all with margins and small faults, variety of cancels and shades, all but 
one in original auction lot sheets and descriptions, a superior remainder group.    Est. Cash Value 
$700 - 800.   .................................................................................................................................... ( 1)

63 O  5c,  FIVE used barely cut in or touched copies,including one sheet margin copy with certificate, all in 
original auction lot sheets, far better than normal.    Est. Cash Value $500 - 750.   ............................. ( 1)

64 O  5c  red brown, shades,     TEN pen cancelled copies with margins all round and some touched, 
very nice variety of shades and markings.    Est. Cash Value $1,000 - 1,250   ............................... ( 1)

10c black

65 PP 10c  black,  PLATE PROOF ON CARD,,   good margins all round, very fine.      ....................... ( 2P4)    900

66 O 10c  black,  large to good margins all round, black grid cancel, very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1989)    ( 2) 1,600

67 O 10c  black,     large to good margins all round, sharp impression, very fine.      .................................. ( 2) 1,250

68 O 10c  black,     large to good margins all round, indistinct blue cancel, very fine.      ........................... ( 2) 1,300

69 O 10c  black,     red grid plus small manuscript, huge margins three sides top ample to clear, very fine.  
Foundation Cert. (1982)    ..................................................................................................................... ( 2) 1,250

70 O 10c  black,     good margins all round, very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1984)    ..................................... ( 2) 1,250

71 O 10c  black,     large to good margins all round, very fine.      ............................................................... ( 2) 1,250

72 O 10c  black,     good to ample margins all round, almost very fine.      .................................................. ( 2) 1,250

73 O 10c  black,     large to good margins all round, neat 4-stroke pen cancel, very fine.      ...................... ( 2) 700

74 O 10c  black,     enormous to clear margins all round, impressive orange cancel, almost very fine.  Founda-
tion Cert. (1986).    ................................................................................................................................ ( 2) 1,750

75 O 10c  black,     good margins all round, blue grid cancel, almost very fine.      ..................................... ( 2) 1,300

76 O 10c  black,     good to clear margins all round, almost very fine.      .................................................... ( 2) 1,250

77 O  10c  black,     large to clear margins all round, light orange-red grid cancel, almost very fine.  Founda-
tion Cert. (1980)    ................................................................................................................................. ( 2) 1,275

78 O  10c  black,     enormous to clear margins all round, perhaps a corner copy, almost very fine.      ...... ( 2) 1,250

79 O  10c  black,     good to clear margins all round almost very fine.      .................................................... ( 2) 1,250

80 O  10c  black,     good to clear margins all round, fine.  Foundation Cert. (1972)    ................................ ( 2) 1,250

81 O 10c  black,     good margins except just touched one spot, blue pen strokes, fine.  Foundation Cert. 
(1977)    ........................................................................................................................................... ( 2) 700
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82 O 10c  black,  STRIP OF THREE,   good margins all round except frameline just touched at bottom 
center, barely noticable ms. at bottom right, almost very fine.      ............................................ ( 2) 10,500

Surprisingly sound considering the norm for larger multiples of this issue.

83 O  10c  black,  SHEET MARGIN STRIP OF THREE,   with margins almost all round, neat red “PAID” 
cancel and truly insignificant corner crease which hardly detracts from this position piece, fine to very 
fine.      ............................................................................................................................................ ( 2) 10,500
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84 O 10c  black,     TWO Copies, blue and red cancels, touched and or faults, fine appearance.       ............ ( 2) 2,500

85 O 10c  black,     FOUR ms. cancelled copies with margins or touched, minor faults.    Est. Cash Value $750 
- 1,000   ................................................................................................................................................... ( 2) 2,800

Used On Cover

86   5c  red brown,     large to good margins all round, very fine, tied by black grid on 1848 folded letter 
sheet to New York, bearing red BOSTON Mas. APR 29 (leap year) c.d.s. and PAID.  Sampson Directory 
handstamp on reverse.     ......................................................................................................................... ( 1) 750

87   5c  brown,     good margins all round, very fine tied by blue matching PHILADA 5cts JUN 12 c.d.s. 
on 1850 folded letter to Columbia, Pa.       ............................................................................................. ( 1) 660

88   5c  red brown,     good margins all round, very fine, tied by red grid with matching red SPRING-
FIELD Ms. JUN 6 c.d.s. on 1850 folded letter to New London, CT.   Foundation Cert. (1986).    ....... ( 1) 625

89   5c  red brown,     good margins all round, very fine, tied by red grid with matching ALBANY NY 
NOV 8 c.d.s. to folded letter sheet to Utica       ...................................................................................... ( 1) 625

90    5c  red brown,     good to clear margins all round, almost very fine, tied by red grid with matching 
NEW YORK DEC 29 c.d.s. on 1849 Bill of Lading (heavy file crease) to Springfield Mass, internal nota-
tion “pr Steamer ‘Connecticut’  for New Haven.”       ............................................................................ ( 1) 625

91   5c  red brown,     good margins all round, very fine cancelled by black grid on 1851 folded letter to 
Taunton, bearing red BOSTON 5cts. 25 APR c.d.s.,  Foundation Cert. (1985) with C. Chase description.    
..................................................................................................................................................................( 1) 725

Colourful cover.

92   5c  red brown,     enormous to clear margins all round, almost very fine, tied by red BOSTON 5cts 
15 OCT c.d.s. on 1849 folded letter to Maine.      .................................................................................. ( 1) 625
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93  5c  red brown,     good to clear margins all round, almost very fine, tied by blue PHILADA Pa 5cts 
FEB 20 c.d.s., ms. paid and various docketing on 1848 envelope.   Foundation Cert. (1986).    ........... ( 1) 660

94  5c  red brown,     Used from Kentucky.  large to good margins all round except frameline touched 
at top, fine, tied by blue grid with matching MAYSVILLE KY. MAY 31 c.d.s. on envelope to Amelia, 
Ohio      ................................................................................................................................................... ( 1) 660

One of only five 5c covers used from Maysville

95    Used to Canada: 5c grey brown, margins all round, frame-line touched at left, fine tied by faint 
m.o. on 1848 folded letter sheet bearing light red LOCKPORT FEB 9 c.d.s., red QUEENSTON transit, 
ms. “4 1/2” and red CHIPPAWA red receiveron reverse. The second oldest Lockport cover known    Est. 
Cash Value $250.  ................................................................................................................................... ( 1)

96   5c  dark brown,     deep colour, margins all round, very fine, tied by pen “x” on enelope to New York 
bearing red WASHINGTON CITY JUN 27 c.d.s., small paper adherance on front   Foundation Cert. 
(1985). Est. Cash Value $150 -200.   ................................................................................................... ( 1A)

97   5c,  SEVEN COVERS. Six single frankings and one pair, stamps touched and or small faults, 3 ms, two 
certificates, excellent selection and variety of shades, well worth inspection.    Est. Cash Value $1,000 - 
$1,250.  ................................................................................................................................................... ( 1)

98   10c  black,     good margins all round, fresh and very fine, tied by blue grid on bright 1851 folded 
letter to New York, bearing matching NASHVILLE MA 9 Te. c.d.s.  Ex Consul Weinberger Foundation 
Cert. (2004), stating scissor cut in margin (not worth mentioning).    .................................................. ( 2) 1,300

99  10c  black,     good even margins all round, very fine, tied blue PHILADE, Pa 10 cts, FEB 2 c.d.s. on 
envelope to Nashville.   Foundation Cert. (1987)    ................................................................................ ( 2) 1,650

100   10c  black,     good margins all round, very fine, tied by red grid with matching red RICHMOND Va 
DEC 18 c.d.s. on 1850 slighty refolded letter sheet to New York.   Foundation Cert. (1987)    ............ ( 2) 1,600
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1875 Reproduction of 1847

101 PP 5c red brown, 10c black, PLATE PROOFS on card, brilliant fresh and very fine.       .............. ( 3,4 P4) 400

102 PP 10c,  PLATE PROOFS on card, large to good margins all round, very fine.      .......................... ( 3,4 P4) 400

103 * 5c, 10c,  ungummed, large to good margins all round, each with light corner crease, almost very fine.      
( 3,4) 1,650

104 * 5c  red brown,  ungummed, good to close margins all round, almost very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1973)  ( 3) 750

105 * 10c  black,    ungummed, enormous to good margins all round, probable corner copy, very fine.  Foun-
dation Cert. (1974)    ............................................................................................................................. ( 4) 900

106 * 10c  black,    ungummed, large to good margins all round “light creasing”, very fine.  Foundation Cert. 
(1976).    .................................................................................................................................................. ( 4) 900

1851 – 56 IMPERFORATE

107 O 1c  blue type IIIa,     large margins three sides, clear at bottom, partial black NEW YORK c.d.s., very fine.  
Foundation Cert. (1980).    ....................................................................................................................( 8A) 1,200

108 * + 3c  dull red,  BLOCK OF FOUR,  unused, margins good to clear, light bends or creases, removed inclusion 
resulting in thin, almost very fine.      .................................................................................................( 11A) 2,100

5c red brown

109 O 5c  red brown,     large to good margins all round, light red grid cancel, very fine.  Foundation Cert. 
(1981).    ................................................................................................................................................ ( 12) 975

110 O 5c red brown,     good margins all round, neat cancel, very fine.      .............................................. ( 12) 825

111 O 5c  red brown,     good to ample margins all round, very fine.      ................................................... ( 12) 825

112 O 5c  red brown,     good to clear margins all round, very fine. Ex Hill     ......................................... ( 12) 825

113 O 5c  red brown,     slightly darker shade, good to ample margins all round, almost very fine.      ........ ( 12) 825

114 O 5c  red brown,     large to clear margins all round, light c.d.s., almost very fine.      ........................... ( 12) 825

115 O 5c  red brown,     good to clear margins all round, very lightly cancelled, almost very fine.      ......... ( 12) 825

116 O 5c  red brown,     ample to just clear margins all round, black 1857 c.d.s, almost very fine.      ......... ( 12) 850

117 O 5c  red brown,     good to just clear margins all round, almost very fine.      ...................................... ( 12) 825

118 O 5c  red brown,     large to ample margins all round showing portions of adjoining stamp at top, corner 
crease, almost very fine.      ................................................................................................................... ( 12) 825

119  5c,  red brown, margins all round, very fine, together with 1857-61 10c green, type II perforated, fine, 
both tied by AURORA NOV 10 ILLs. c.d.s. strikes on 1858 manila envelope (6back flap re-attached) 
to Lewistown, IL.    Est. Cash Value $1,300 - 1,500   .................................................................. ( 12,32)

A rare transition combination of imperforate and perforated issues.
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120 O 5c  red brown,     FOUR lovely copies, two each with minor corner crease, two just touched as bottom all 
with good colour, all copies are fine.     ................................................................................................ ( 12) 3,300

121 O 10c  green type I,     partial New Orleans c.d.s., very fine.      ......................................................... ( 13) 950

122 O 10c  green type I,     good even margins all round, faint tiny corner crease well clear of design, almost very 
fine.     ................................................................................................................................................... ( 13) 950

123 O 10c  green type I,     huge to large margins three sides, one scroll touched at BL, light c.d.s., almost very 
fine.  Foundation Cert. (1986).    ........................................................................................................... ( 13) 950

124 O 10c  green type I,  SHEET MARGIN PAIR,   other margins large to ample, ironed out vertical crease 
incredibly deep colour, neat black grids, almost very fine.      ........................................................ ( 13) 2,200

125 O 10c  green type II,     huge to large margins all round, light c.d.s., extremely fine.      .................. ( 14) 200

126 O 10c  green type II,     large margins all round, partial c.d.s., extremely fine.      ........................... ( 14) 200

127 O 10c  green type II, partial c.d.s., very fine.      .................................................................................... ( 14) 200

128 O 10c  green type II,     SEVEN copies and a PAIR, all with margins all round, 3 with faults, each in original 
lot sheet with descriptions, 2 with certificates, all fine or “fine to very fine”.       ................................ ( 14) 1,850

129 O 10c  green type III,  indistinct c.d.s.    very fine.      ........................................................................... ( 15) 200

130 O 10c  green type III,  STRIP OF THREE,   huge margins all round, light colour, extremely fine. ( 15) 775

131 O 10c  green type III,     SEVEN copies, all with margins all round, two with minor faults, each in original 
lot sheet with description,all fine or “fine to very fine”.     (Not illus.)  ................................................ ( 15) 1,400

132 O  10c  green, Type IV,     light ms. cancel, large margins three sides, clear at bottom, pinhole not mentioned 
in certificate, fine.  Foundation Cert. (1975)    ...................................................................................... ( 16) 900

133 O 12c  black,  PAIR,   good to clear margins all round, very hard to find on this issue, lightly canceled, 
very fine.      .......................................................................................................................................... ( 17) 650

134 O 12c  black,  PAIR,   good to enormous margins all round, frame line barely touched at left, neat complete 
“STEAM/SHIP” cancel, rare and almost very fine.      ......................................................................... ( 17) 850

135
135 O 12c  black,  STRIP OF FOUR,   lovely full margined, Pos 43-46, c.d.s. cancel, barely perceivable faint 

vertical bend, still extremely fine and scarce this nice.    Sc. $5,500 for block of four.   ............... ( 17)

    16



1857–61 PERFORATED 15½

136 * 1c  blue, type I,    o.g., fresh bright colour and gum, fine.  Foundation Cert. (1975)    ................. ( 18) 2,250
A rare stamp.

137  1c  blue, type IIIa,     indistinct cancel, beautifully centred though reperforated, very fine appearance.       
( 22) 550

138 O 1c  blue, type IV,     very neat horizontal PAIR with design clear three sides and scissor cut wide at 
right, almost very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1983)    .......................................................................... ( 23) 2,100

139 O 5c  brick red,     blue and black c.d.s. cancels, reperforating not mentioned in certificate, fine.  A.P.S. Cert. 
(1974)    ................................................................................................................................................. ( 27) 1,800

140 O 5c  red brown,     black c.d.s. cancel, fine.      ...................................................................................... ( 28) 1,600

141 * 5c  orange brown,    o.g., light probably natural bend, deep colour, fine.      ...................................... ( 30) 1,350

142 O 5c  orange brown,  very faint cancel in the bottom right corner, well centred for the issue, almost very       
fine   ......................................................................................................................................................  ( 30) 1,400
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143  10c  green type II,     fine, tied on neat envelope by blue JOHNSON VT FEB 13 c.d.s. matching curved 
U STATES and red PAID, on reverse large SAINT JOHNS Exchange Office and MONTREAL FEB 15 
1859 receiver.    Est. Cash Value $300 - 350.   ................................................................................... ( 32)
A cross border cover that is likely a valentine, judging from the date and addressee, fortunately, only one 

day late.

144 * 24c  grey lilac,    o.g., large copy rich true colour, very fine.      ...................................................... ( 37) 1,600
A Brilliant Stamp.

145 * 30c  orange,    unused, well centred, deep rich colour, very fine.  Foundation Cert.(1984)    ....... ( 38) 900

90c blue

146 * 90c  blue,    unused, fresh bright colour, very fine.      ...................................................................... ( 39) 1,250

147 O 90c blue, black grid cancel. ever so tiny thin spot, fine.      .............................................................. ( 39) 10,000
Very rare genuinly cancelled.

148 * 1875 Re-Issue of 1857 - 60 Issue: 1c  bright blue,    ungummed,  3846 printed fine.      .................. ( 40) 600

149 * 5c  orange brown,    ungummed, extremely well centred and rich colour, 878 printed, very fine.  Foun-
dation Cert. (1986).    .......................................................................................................................... ( 42) 1,300

150 E 1861  Finished “Premiere Gravure”: 3c  brown rose, PLATE ESSAY on stamp paper, o.g., almost very 
fine.   (Formerly Scott 56)   ..........................................................................................................( 65-E15h) 550
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1861-62 SECOND DESIGNS

151 PP 1861 - 62  Second Designs: 1c to 90c,  PLATE PROOFS COMPLETE SET ON CARD,   less 24c red 
lilac, fine to very fine.       ............................................................................................... ( 63-72 P4 less 70) 415

152  3c  pink,     perforation faults, tied by ANNAPOLIS JUNCTION MD. SEPT 17 c.d.s. on envelope to Mass.   
Foundation Cert. (2008)    ..................................................................................................................... ( 64) 1,100

153 ** 3c  black,   never hinged proof like impression, fine.  Foundation Cert. (1988) for strip of four.           
Uncpriced as never hinged, Est. Cash Value $500   ......................................................................... ( 73)

154 * + 24c  greyish lilac,  BLOCK OF FOUR,  o.g., brilliant colour, a very rare multiple. fine.      ..... ( 78a) 18,000

COVER CONDITION

 Minor faults including, but not limited to, file folds not
 affecting stamps, small tears and some backflap damage
 have not been noted in the descriptions of this catalogue.
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1867 GRILLED ISSUES

155 * A. Grill: 3c  rose,    unused, bright colour and fine for this issue.   Foundation Cert. (1983).    .. ( 79) 2,750
A rare stamp/

156 O D. Grill: 2c  black,     bright blue grid, very attractive, fine for this issue.   Foundation Cert. (1982)    
( 84) 4,500

A very elusive stamp missing from most collections.

157 O D. Grill: 2c  black,     lightly cancelled, “blunted perforations at right”, a fine example of this vary rare 
grill, fine.  Foundation Cert. (2007)    ................................................................................................ ( 84) 4,500

158 O D. Grill: 3c  rose,     extremely well centred for grill issues, small corner crease, neat cork cancel, very fine.  
A.P.S. Cert (1974)    .............................................................................................................................. ( 85) 1,250

159 O Z. Grill: 2c  black,     black grid cancel, fresh and fine.   A.P.S. Cert (1973)    .................................( 85B) 1,500

160 O Z. Grill: 2c  black,     The DISCOVERY “SPLIT GRILL” Variety - typical centering for the issue, “toned 
and faults”, target cancel.   P.S.E. Cert. (2003) with Linn’s Article    .................................... ( 85B Variety) 1,350

Purportedlly the Unique Example.

161 O Z. Grill: 12c  black,     barely cancelled by some light red marks at lower left, almost very fine.  Foundation 
Cert. (1982)    ...................................................................................................................................... ( 85E) 2,500

EXTENSIONS AND EXPERTISING

 Any lots placed on extension for expertising MUST be submitted by 
 Harmers International, Inc.  Submission by the purchaser will nullify 
 any extension request.  Therefore, upon notification of purchase, please 
 contact us by mail, telephone, fax of Email with the lot numbers you wish submitted.

                                                                                               - Thank you
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162 O   E. Grill: 1c  blue,     a lovely example with a delicate blue “3” in circular grid, very fine.  A.P.S.  Cert. 
(1974    .................................................................................................................................................. ( 86) 575

Incredibly attractive.

163 O   E. Grill: 15c  black,     usual perforations for the issue, almost very fine.      ................................... ( 91) 750

164 O    F. Grill: 24c  grey lilac,     indistinct cancel, excellent perforations and centreing for this issue, very 
fine.  A.P.S. Cert. (1974)    ................................................................................................................... ( 99) 1,500

165 O   F. Grill: 30c  orange,     excellent centreing and fresh colour, almost very fine.      ................... ( 100) 1,000

166 O   F. Grill: 90c  blue,     well centred, black grid, almost very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1971)    ........ ( 101) 2,400
A very rare stamp.

1869 PICTORIAL ISSUE

167 PP 1c to 90c,  PLATE PROOFS COMPLETE SET ON CARD,   some toning, fine.      ........ ( 122-122P4) 875

168 O + 1c  buff,  BLOCK OF FOUR,   neat grid cancels, excellent centreing for a block, caused by double 
perforation variety at right, small closed corner tear, a lovely, an extremely rare block in superior 
condition, stamps are fine to very fine.       .......................................................................................( 112) 2,250

169 * 6c  ultramarine,    o.g.,  fine. Rare.    ................................................................................................( 115) 2,750

170 * 10c  yellow,    unused,  almost very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1981).    ................................................( 116) 875

171 * 10c  yellow,    unused, fresh bright colour and paper, almost very fine.      .........................................( 116) 875

172 * 12c  green,    unused, well centred, fresh and very fine.      ................................................................( 117) 825

173 * 12c  green,    unused, brilliant colour, almost very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1981)    ..........................( 117) 825
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15c brown & blue, Type I

174 * 15c,  o.g.,  very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1981).    .............................................................................( 118) 10,000
Considering the rarity of gummed type I, one must consider this an exceptional example with only three 

perforations barely touching the frame line.

175 * 15c ,  VERICAL STRIP OF THREE,   disurbed original gum, fresh colour, fine centreing for such an 
impressive and scarce multiple.       ..................................................................................................( 118) 32,500

176 * 15c,  Type II,    unused,  fine.      .........................................................................................................( 119) 1,300

177 * 24c  green & violet, unused, centred, brilliant colours, very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1982).     ( 120) 3,500

178 * 24c,  unused,  very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1985))    ..................................................................... ( 120) 3,500

179 * 24c,  unused,  almost very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1971).    ......................................................... ( 120) 3,500
Three most attractive and rare stamps.

180 O 24c,  burred blue cancel, interesting centre shift, extremely well centred, very fine.   ....................... ( 120) 775

181 * 30c  ultramarine and carmine,    part o.g,,  almost very fine.      .................................................. ( 121) 7,000
Well centred and extremely rare with original gum.
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182 * 30c,  unused, bright colours, fine.  Foundation Cert. (1980).    .......................................................... ( 121) 2,750

183 * 30c, unused, fresh bright colours, fine.  Foundation Cert. (1981).    .................................................. ( 121) 2,750

184 O 30c, beautifully centred, corner perforation crease, still very fine.       ............................................. ( 121) 550

185 O 90c  carmine & black,     cork cancel, bright colour, fine.      ........................................................... ( 122) 2,500

1875 RE-ISSUE OF 1869 ISSUE
186 * 2c  brown,    unused, 4755 copies printed. very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1981).    ............................ ( 124) 275

187 * 2c,  o.g., rare with gum, fine.      ......................................................................................................... ( 124) 700

188 * 6c  blue,    unused, scissor cut perforations at right, only 2226 printed, almost very fine.  Foundation Cert. 
(1992).    ............................................................................................................................................ ( 126) 900

189 * 10c  yellow,    unused, filled in thin not mentioned in certificate, only 1947 printed, fresh and fine.  Founda-
tion Cert. (1992).    ............................................................................................................................ ( 127) 900

190 * 12c  green,    unused, deep rich colour, only 1584 printed, almost very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1983).    ( 
128) 1,250

191 * 15c  brown & blue,    unused, only 1981 printed, very fine.  Foundation Cert.(1983).    .......... ( 129) 750

192 * 15c,  unused,  very fine.  Foundation Cert.(1978).    ......................................................................... ( 129) 750

193 * 24c  green & violet,    unused, only 2091 printed, very fine.  Foundation Cert.(1982).    ......... ( 130) 1,100
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194 * 30c  ultramarine and carmine,    unused, only 1535 printed, very fine.  Foundation Cert.(1981).    ( 131) 1,450
195 * 30c,  unused,  almost very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1982).    .............................................................. ( 131) 1,450
196 * 90c  carmine & black,    unused, only 1356 printed, very fine.  Foundation Cert.(1982).    ....... ( 132) 1,900

1870-71 GRILLED ISSUE

197 * Grilled Issue: 1c  ultramarine,    unused, fresh bright colour, fine.  Foundation Cert. (1975)    ..... ( 134) 800

198 * 2c  red brown,     o.g. a bit disturbed, fresh and fine.  Foundation Cert. (1983)    ............................. ( 135) 1,100

199 * 3c  green,    o.g.,  almost very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1984)    ......................................................... ( 136) 675

200 * 6c  carmine,    part o.g,, fresh and extremely rare with gum.   Foundation Cert. (1977)    ........ ( 137) 5,250

201 TC B 1870 - 71  Trial Colour Plate Proof on India: 3c  brown,    ungummed, Top Margin Imprint Plate No. 10, 
BLOCK OF FOURTEEN on bond paper, vertical crease through 5th row, very fine and rare.       ( 147TC3) 1,250

202 TC + Trial Colour Plate Proof on Thick Card: 3c black,  BLOCK OF FOUR, and single, very fine. ( 147 TC) 525

1873 CONTINENTAL BANK NOTE COMPANY ISSUE 

203 PP 1c to 90c,  COMPLETE SET   PLATE PROOFS ON CARD, very fine.       ........................ ( 156-66 P4) 1,220
204 * Cogwheel Secret Mark: 3c  green,  PAIR bearing variety,  o.g.,, fine.  A.P.S. Cert (1977) Est. Cash Value 

$150 - 200.   .................................................................................................................................. ( 158 var)
205 * 1873 : 7c  vermilion,    o.g., hinge remnant, brilliant fresh colour and very fine.      .................. ( 160) 1,400
206 * 7c  unused,  very fine.      .................................................................................................................... ( 160) 500
207 * 90c  rose carmine,     small part o.g., extremely well centred with bright colour, very fine.      ....... ( 166) 2,400
208 * 90c,  o.g.,  fine.      ............................................................................................................................... ( 166) 2,400

209 * 1875  Special Printing: 24c  dull purple,    ungummed, a wonderfully fresh and bright example typically 
cut from sheet with scissors, almost very fine. Ex- Kitayama, Weill. Foundation Certs. (1949, 1968)   ( 175) 5,500

210 O 1879 : 3c  vermilion,     1881-82 3c green, small faults, each bearing Philadelphia “PAID ALL” c.d.s., the 
listing copies with supportive letters from Scott and two A.P.S. certificates (1972, 1974) Significant Stamps.       
( 183, 207) Unpriced

1879 ABN ISSUE

211 * B 13c  green,  CORNER MARGIN BLOCK OF SIX,  o.g., hinge remnant, generally fine.       ...... ( 184) 570
212 * 10c  brown,    part o.g,, tall well centred copy, very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1984)    ................ ( 188) 2,000
213 * 30c  full black,    o.g.,  very fine.      ................................................................................................... ( 190) 950
214 * 90c  carmine,    o.g., tall brilliant well centred  copy, almost very fine.  A.P.S. Cert. (1978)    ... ( 191) 2,250
215 O 90c, grid cancel, well centred, very fine.      ....................................................................................... ( 191) 375
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216 ** + 1888 : 3c  vermilion,  BLOCK OF FOUR,  n.h., brilliant colour, fine.      ....................................... (214) 800

217 * 1887 : 90c  purple,    o.g., deep colour, fine.  Foundation Cert. (1979)    .......................................... ( 218) 1,000

218 PP 1890 - 93 : 1c to 90c,  PLATE PROOFS ON CARD,   complete except 2c carmine, very fine.      ( 219-29 
P4 less 220) 585

219 ** 2c  lake,    n.h., pencil notation on gum, very fine.      ..................................................................( 219D) 700

220 * 90c  orange,    o.g.,  almost very fine.      ........................................................................................... ( 229) 550

1893  COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION

221 PP 1c to $5,  COMPLETE SET   OF PLATE PROOFS ON CARD, rich colours and very fine.       ( 230P - 
245 P4) 1,435

222 ** 6c  violet,  HORIZONTAL BLOCK OF SIX,  n.h., bright colour, fine to very fine.       .............. ( 235) 1,200

223 ** 8c  magenta,  VERTICAL BLOCK OF SIX,  n.h., deep shade, fine.      ...................................... ( 236) 1,080

224 * 15c  dark green,    o.g., well centred, very fine.      ......................................................................... ( 238) 225

225 ** 15c  dark green,    n.h.,  almost very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1991) copy of block of six.   .......... ( 238) 675

226 * $3  olive green,    unused, fresh, fine.      .......................................................................................... ( 243) 850

227 * $3  olive green,    unused,  fine.      ................................................................................................... ( 243) 850

228 * + $3 olive green, BLOCK OF FOUR, disturbed o.g., light toning, well centred for a multiple, fine.  ( 243) 8,250
Scarce

229 * $4  carmine lake,    unused, bright colour, fine.      ......................................................................... ( 244) 1,150

230 * $4  carmine lake,    unused,  fine.      ............................................................................................... ( 244) 1,150

231 * $4  rose carmine,    unused, well centred, very fine.      .................................................................( 244a) 1,300

232 O $4  crimson lake,     barely cancelled, bright colour, very fine.  Foundation Cert.(1979).    ........... ( 244) 1,300

233 O $5  black,    unused,  very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1980).    ............................................................ ( 245) 1,350
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WISHING TO CONSIGN?

The best number in Philately 800-223-6076
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1894 UNWATERMARKED ISSUE

234 * $1  black, Type I,    o.g.,  fine.      .................................................................................................... ( 261) 1,050
235 * $1  black, Type II,    o.g., hinge remnant,  fine.  A.P.S. Cert. (1976).    .....................................( 261A) 2,200
236 * $2  bright blue,    unused,  almost very fine.  A.P.S. Cert. (1977)    ................................................ ( 262) 1,100
237 * $5  dark green,    o.g., deep colour, fine.  Foundation Cert. (1982)    .......................................... ( 263) 4,500
238 * $5,  certificate states “small part o.g.”, which is a bit harsh, fine.  Foundation Cert. (1981)    ( 263) 4,500

1895 WATERMARKED ISSUE

239 ** 1895 : 15c  indigo,    n.h.,  fine.      ................................................................................................... ( 274) 675

$1 black, Type I

240 * $1  o.g., excellent centreing. very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1980)    .............................................. ( 276) 650
241 * $1 barely hinged in corner, very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1982).    .............................................. ( 276) 650
242 * $1  o.g.,  almost very fine.      ........................................................................................................... ( 276) 650
243 * $1  o.g., slight offset on gum, fine.  Foundation Cert.(1981).  ...........................................................( 276) 650
244 * $2  bright blue,    l.h.,  almost very fine.      ...................................................................................... ( 277) 1,000
245 * $2  dark blue,    o.g., hinge remnant,  almost very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1981).    .................... ( 277a) 1,000
246 * $2 dark blue, o.g., fine. A.P.S. Cert. (1974)......................................................................................... (277) 1,000
247 * $5  dark green,    o.g.,  almost very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1975)    .............................................. ( 278) 2,250
248 * B 1897 - 03 : 2c  red type IV,  BOOKLET PANE OF SIX,  o.g.,  almost very fine.      ................ ( 279bk) 500
249 ** 4c  rose brown,    n.h., wonderful bright coloured stamp, extremely fine.      .................................. ( 280) 83
250 ** 10c  orange brown,    n.h., CORNER COPY with large sheet margins (wrinkles and separation), very fine.      

.............................................................................................................................................................( 283) 450
Wonderful position stamp.

1893 TRANS-MISSISSIPPI ISSUE
251 * $1  black,    l.h., extremely well centred and very fine.      ............................................................... ( 292) 1,100

252 * $1  black,    o.g., hinge remnant,  fine.  Foundation Cert. (1972)    ................................................. ( 292) 1,100

253 ** $2  orange brown,    n.h., tiny sharp crease, fresh and fine.      ................................................... ( 293) 6,000

254 * $2  SHEET MARGIN COPY,  unused, negligible internal wrinkle, not mentioned in certificate, very 
fine.  Foundation Cert. (1975).    ...................................................................................................... ( 293) 900

255 * $2  unused, fresh and very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1980).    ........................................................ ( 293) 900

256 * 1893  SIX o.g. to unused stamps on six auction lot sheets,  four with descriptions including two unused 
$1.00, one with certification, fine to very fine. (286 -88, 290, 292(2)).    Est. Cash Value $300 - 400. (Not 
illus.) 
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“Take time to deliberate; but when the time for action arrives, stop thinking and go in.”
                                                     ...............................................................................Andrew Jackson

                         Harmers International Auctions move FAST……  
                    Bid  quickly and decisively to avoid disappointment. 
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257 ** 1901  Pan-American Exposition Issue: 10c  yellow brown and black,    n.h.,  fine.      ................ ( 299) 325

258 ** 4c  deep red brown and black,    n.h.,  extremely fine.      .............................................................. ( 296) 190

1902-03 REGULAR ISSUE

259 * B 1c  blue green,  BOOKLET PANE OF SIX,  o.g.,  very fine.      .................................................. ( 300b) 600

260 * B 1c  BOOKLET PANE OF SIX,  o.g., guide-line at left, fine.      .................................................... ( 300b) 600

261 * B 2c  carmine,  BOOKLET PANE OF SIX,   very l.h., almost very fine.      ....................................( 301c) 500

262 ** 4c  brown,    n.h.,  almost very fine.      .............................................................................................. ( 303) 150

263 * $1  black,    o.g., huge copy, perforation indentation, lovely and extremely fine.      ....................( 311) 700

264 * $1,  disturbed o.g.,  almost very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1979).    .................................................( 311) 700

265 * $1,  very l.h. almost very fine.      .........................................................................................................( 311) 700

266 * $2  dark blue,    l.h., well centred centre line at top, very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1982)    ....... ( 312) 1,000

267 * $2  dark blue,    o.g., certificate states “disturbed o.g.”, which is quite harsh, almost very fine.  Founda-
tion Cert. (1985).    ............................................................................................................................ ( 312) 1,000

268 * $5  dark green,    o.g.,  very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1984).    ....................................................... ( 313) 2,500

269 * $5,  o.g., reperforated at right, still fine.   Foundation Cert. (1984)    ................................................. ( 313) 2,500

270 ** B 1906 - 08  Imperforate: 1c  blue green,  PLATE BLOCK OF SIX,  n.h.,  extremely fine.      ...... ( 314) 325

271 * 5c  blue,  PAIR,  o.g., centre line at left, very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1975)    ................................ ( 315) 425

1908 PERF 12 VERTICALLY

272 * 1c  blue green,  PAIR,  o.g., fresh colour and paper, extremely well centred for the issue, very fine.  
Two hand stamps on reverse. Foundation Cert. (1984).    ........................................................... ( 318) 16,500

A rare, desirable and exceptional One Cent Coil.
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273 * B 1903 : 2c  carmine type II,  BOOKLET PANE OF SIX,  o.g., A lovely piece with wonderful centreing 
and colour, extremely fine.      ....................................................................................................... ( 319h) 900

274 ** 1908-09  Double Line Watermark: 50c  violet,    n.h.,  very fine.      ............................................ ( 341) 690

275 * 50c  violet,     very l.h.. lovely centred copy, very fine.      ............................................................... ( 341) 300

276 ** $1  violet brown,    n.h.,  almost very fine.      ................................................................................ ( 342) 1,150

277 * 1909 : 3c  deep violet,  PAIR,   INTERNATIONAL VENDING MACHINE CO. Private Perforations, 
lightly hinged, very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1977)    ................................................................. ( 345 Var) 1,150

1908 - 10 PERF 12 HORIZONTAL

278 ** 1c  green,  STRIP OF FOUR,  n.h.,  almost very fine.  Foundation Cert. (2007).    ...................... ( 348) 320

279 ** 1c  green,  GUIDE LINE PAIR,  n.h.,  almost very fine.  Foundation Cert. (2007)    ................... ( 348) 600

280 * / ** 4c  orange brown,  PAIR,   bottom copy n.h., top copy l.h., very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1984). Sc. $500 as 
singles.   .............................................................................................................................................. ( 350)

281 ** 5c  blue,  GUIDE LINE PAIR,  n.h.,  fine.  Foundation Cert. (1982).    ....................................... ( 351) 2,500

1909  Perf. 12 Vertically

282 * 10c  yellow,  GUIDE LINE PAIR,  l.h., deep colour, typical centring for the majority of these elusive 
coil stamps.  A fine and scarce position pair.   Foundation Cert. (1973)    ................................... ( 356) 17,500

1909 BLUISH PAPER ISSUE

283 * 3c  deep violet,    o.g., hinge remnant, fresh almost very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1970).    ........ ( 359) 1,800

284 * 6c  red orange,    l.h., fresh bright colour, fine.  Foundation Cert. (1973)    ...................................... ( 362) 1,350

285 * 10c  yellow,    o.g., brilliant fresh and very fine.      ........................................................................ ( 364) 1,750
A lovely copy.

286 * 10c  yellow,    o.g., hinge remnant, brilliant colour, fine.  A.P.S. Cert. (1982)    ................................ ( 364) 1,750

287 * 13c  blue green,     very l.h., bright fresh colour and fine.  Foundation Cert. (1965).    .............. ( 365) 2,750

288 * 13c  blue green, Imprint Single, redistributed o.g., small faults, almost fine.      ............................ ( 365) 2,750

289 * 15c  pale ultramarine,   o.g., bright colour, very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1968).    ..................... ( 366) 1,350

290 * 15c  pale ultramarine,     o.g. with parts of 2c carmine adhering to back, well centered for a bluish 
paper “slightly toned”, almost very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1974)    .......................................... ( 366) 1,350
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 Want to know what your collection is worth?
               We offer a variety of Appraisal Services.
                       …………………… Call us for details.
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291 **  B 1909  Alaska - Yukon - Pacific Exposition Imperforate: 2c  carmine,  TOP PLATE NUMBER BLOCK 
OF SIX,  n.h.,  extremely fine.      ...................................................................................................... ( 371) 350

292 **  B 1909  Hudson-Fulton Celebration Imperforate: 2c  carmine,  TOP PLATE NUMBER BLOCK OF 
SIX,  n.h.,  extremely fine.      ............................................................................................................. ( 373) 375

293 **  B 1910 - 11  Single Line Watermark: 5c  blue,  TOP PLATE NUMBER BLOCK OF SIX,  n.h., gorgeous 
centreing with large and oversized stamps, extremely fine.      ..................................................... ( 378) 625

294 ** 15c  pale ultramarine,    n.h.,  fine.      .............................................................................................. ( 382) 575
295 * 1910 - 11  Perf 12 Vertically: 2c  carmine,  PASTE-UP PAIR, 2mm spacing,  l.h.,  fine.  Foundation 

Cert. (1976) Sc. $3,250.00 for normal pair   .................................................................................... ( 388) unpriced

1910-13 PERF 8 ½ VERTICALLY

296 * 1910 - 13  Perf 8 1/2 Vertically: 2c  carmine,  GUIDE LINE PAIR,  o.g.,  very fine.  Foundation Cert. 
(1979).    .............................................................................................................................................. ( 393) 300

297 ** 3c  deep violet,  GUIDE LINE PAIR,  n.h., 3mm, very fine.  Foundation Cert.(1979).    ........... ( 394) 925
298 * 3c  deep violet type I,  GUIDE LINE PAIR,   showing portion of adjacent stamp at right,o.g., very fine.      

( 394) 425
299 ** 4c  brown,  PAIR,  n.h., 2mm, guide line at right, extremely fine.      ............................................... ( 395) 375
300 ** 4c  brown,  GUIDE LINE PAIR,  n.h.,  fine.  Foundation Cert. (1983).    ................................... ( 395) 1,100

Very Rare

301 * 4c  brown,  GUIDE LINE PAIR,  o.g.,  very fine.      ...................................................................... ( 395) 475
302 * 4c  brown,  GUIDE LINE PAIR,  o.g., 2 1/2mm very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1979).    ................ ( 395) 475
303 * 4c  brown,  GUIDE LINE PAIR,  l.h.,  almost very fine.      ........................................................... ( 395) 475
304 ** 5c  blue,  PAIR,  n.h.,  very fine.      .................................................................................................. ( 396) 375
305 ** 5c  blue,  PAIR,  n.h.,  almost very fine.      ....................................................................................... ( 396) 375
306 * 5c  blue,  GUIDE LINE PAIR,  o.g.,  almost very fine.      .............................................................. ( 396) 425

1913  PAN PACIFIC EXPOSITION ISSUE

307 ** Perf. 12: 10c  orange,    l.h.,  very fine.      ......................................................................................( 400A) 200
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Perforated 10

308 ** 5c  blue,    n.h.,  very fine.      ............................................................................................................. ( 403) 390
309 * 10c  orange,    o.g., beautiful centreing, extremely fine,      ............................................................ ( 404) 750
310 * 10c  orange,    o.g.,  very fine.      ...................................................................................................... ( 404) 750
311 * 10c  orange,    l.h.,  fine.  A.P.S. Cert. (1975)    .................................................................................. ( 404) 750
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312 * 1912  Perf . 8 1/2 Vertically: 2c  carmine type I,  PAIR,  o.g.,  very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1979). ( 413) 300
313 * 50c  violet,    l.h., fresh and very fine.      ........................................................................................... ( 422) 400
314 * $1  violet brown,    o.g.,  almost very fine.      ................................................................................... ( 423) 500

1913-15 PERF. 10 ISSUE

315 * 50c  violet,    o.g., boardwalk margins, very fine.      ...................................................................... ( 440) 525
316 * 50c  violet,    very l.h.,  very fine.      ................................................................................................. ( 440) 525
317 * 50c  violet,    l.h.,  very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1981).    ............................................................... ( 440) 525
318 * 1914 Perf. 10 Vertically:4c  brown,  GUIDE LINE PAIR,  l.h.,  almost very fine.  A.P.S. Cert(1979).    

( 446) 750
319 ** 1915  Perf. 10 Horizontally: 2c  carmine type III,  GUIDE LINE PAIR,  n.h.,  very fine.      .... ( 450) 550

1914-16 ROTARY PERF. 10 VERTICALLY

320 ** 1c  green,  GUIDE LINE STRIP OF FOUR,  n.h.,  extremely fine.      ......................................... ( 452) 202

321 * 2c  carmine rose type I,  GUIDE LINE PAIR,  o.g.,  very fine.      ................................................ ( 453) 725

322 * 2c  carmine rose type I,   GUIDE LINE PAIR,   o.g.,  fine.  Foundation Cert. (1981).    ............... ( 453) 725

323 ** 2c  red,type II,  END OF ROLL PAIR,  n.h., just fine.   A.P.S. Cert (1976)    ................................ ( 454) 375

324 ** 2c  red type II,  GUIDE LINE PAIR,  n.h.,  fine.      ....................................................................... ( 454) 900

325 * 2c  red,type II,  GUIDE LINE PAIR,   l.h.,  fine.      ....................................................................... ( 454) 425

326 * 3c  Violet, Type I,  PAIR,  l.h.,  almost very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1984)    .................................. ( 456) 1,250

327 * 3c  violet type II,  GUIDE LINE PAIR,  o.g.,  almost very fine.     ............................................... ( 456) 1,250

328 * 1914  Imperforate Coil: 2c  carmine, Type I,  PAIR,   very l.h., very fine.      ............................... ( 459) 360

329 * 1915  Double Line Watermark, Perf 10: $1  violet black,    o.g.,  extremely fine.      .................. ( 460) 775

330 * $1  violet black,    o.g., hinge remnant,  almost very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1977).    ............... ( 460) 775

331 * $1  violet black,    o.g.,  almost very fine.      .................................................................................... ( 460) 775

1916 - 17  UNWATERMARKED PERF 10

332 **  B 5c (error)  carmine,  PAIR,   in Center of BLOCK OF TWELVE, n.h., inclusion TL 2c stamp, fine.      
( 467) 3,100

333 * 5c (error)  carmine, in the centre of a STRIP OF THREE, o.g., fine.  Foundation Cert. (1981)    ( 467) 475
334 * 20c  light ultramarine,    almost n.h,,  fine.      .................................................................................. ( 476) 225
335 * 50c  light violet,    l.h.,  very fine.  Foundation Cert.(1980).    ....................................................... ( 477) 1,000
336 * 50c  light violet,    l.h.,  almost very fine.      .................................................................................... ( 477) 1,000
337 * 50c  light violet,    l.h.,  fine.      .......................................................................................................... ( 477) 1,000
338 ** $1  violet black,    n.h.,  fine.      ......................................................................................................... ( 478) 1,550
339 * $1  violet black,    l.h.,  very fine.      ................................................................................................. ( 478) 700
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340 ** $2  dark blue,    n.h.,  almost very fine.      ........................................................................................ ( 479) 500
341 ** $2  dark blue,    n.h., corner perforation is missing gum, fine.      ..................................................... ( 479) 500
342 * $5  light green,  PAIR,   barely hinged, very fine.      ........................................................................ ( 480) 360
343 ** 1916 - 22  Perf. 10 Vertically: 3c  Violet, Type I,  JOINT-LINE PAIR,  n.h.,  very fine.      ......... ( 493) 230

1917 - 19  FLAT PLATE UNWATERMARKED PERF. 11

344 **  B 1917 - 19  Flat Plate Unwatermarked Perf. 11: 1c  green,   A.E.F. complete booklet pane of 30, n.h., 
exceptionally well centred, one stamp insignificant dry print, not mentioned in certificate, fresh and 
extremely fine.   Foundation Cert. (1979).    ................................................................................. ( 498F) 1,800

345 ** 2c  deep rose type 1a,    n.h.,  very fine.      ...................................................................................... ( 500) 550
346 ** 2c  deep rose type 1a,    n.h.,  fine.      ............................................................................................... ( 500) 550
347 **  B 1917 - 19 : 5c  rose,  Error in block of nine, n.h. exept for 2 SE copies, very fresh, fine.   Sc. $1,000 as n.h..   

( 505)

348 **  B 9c  salmon,  TOP PLATE NUMBER BLOCK OF SIX,  n.h., wide selvage, very fine.      ........... ( 509) 250
349 **  B 11c  light green,  TOP PLATE NUMBER BLOCK OF SIX,  n.h.,  almost very fine.      ...............( 511) 260
350 **  B 15c  grey, lovely TOP PLATE BLOCK OF SIX, n.h., wide selvage, very fine.      ....................... ( 514) 900
351 ** / 

*+
$1  violet brown,  PLATE NUMBER PART IMPRINT BLOCK OF FOUR,   bottom two are never 
hinged and the top two are lightly hinged, very fine.      ..................................................................... ( 518) 280
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352 **/* 1917 - 19 ; An excellent group of OVER SIXTY FIVE n.h. to l.h. stamps on 18 lot sheets, including 8c 
top PLATE BLOCK, five 50c and seven $1, generally very fine. (498-518, no 500).    Est. Cash Value 
$300 - 400. (Not illus.) 

353 * 1917  Double Line Watermark, Perf 11: 2c  carmine,    very l.h., gum skip, very fine.      ........... ( 519) 400

354 ** 2c  carmine,    n.h.,  fine.  Foundation Cert. (1981)    ........................................................................ ( 519) 850

Bidding
Harmers International avails you to SEVEN forms of bidding in our auctions.

  1) Mail    2) Fax
  3) Agent                                      4) E-Mail
  5) Telephone    6)  Live Internet
                                     7) Live Tele-conference. 
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1918 BI-COLOUR ISSUE

355 ** $2  orange and black,    n.h.,  extremely fine. Foundation Cert. (1985).     .................................. ( 523) 1,200
356 * $2  orange and black,    disturbed o.g., large centred copy “slightly oxidised”, very fine.  Foundation Cert. 

(1982).    .............................................................................................................................................. ( 523) 550
357 * $2  orange and black,    o.g., wrinkle, very fine.  Foundation Cert.(1978).    ................................... ( 523) 550
358 * $2  orange & black,    part o.g,,  almost very fine.  A.P.S. Cert. (1980).    ........................................ ( 523) 550
359 * $2  orange and black,    o.g., hinge remnant,  fine.      ...................................................................... ( 523) 550
360 ** $5  deep green & black,    n.h., centreline at right, very fine.      ...................................................... ( 524) 375
361 ** $5  deep green & black,    n.h.,  very fine.  Foundation Cert.(1978).   ............................................. ( 524) 375
362 ** $5  deep green & black,    n.h.,  almost very fine.      ........................................................................ ( 524) 375
363 * 1918 &1920  Bi-Colour: $5 and $2, comprising FIVE o.g. copies of each, one n.h., each on auction lot 

sheets with description, one with certificate, generally very fine.       ................................... ( 524, 547) 1,725

364 **  B 1918 - 20  Perf. 11: 2c  carmine type IV,  TOP PLATE NUMBER BLOCK OF SIX,  n.h.,  very fine.      
( 526) 450

365 **  B 2c  carmine, Type VII,  TOP PLATE NUMBER BLOCK OF SIX,  n.h.,  very fine.       ...........( 528B) 375
366 ** 1918 - 20  Imperforate: 2c  carmine,  PAIR,  n.h.,  extremely fine.  Foundation Cert. (photo copy of block 

of four)(1977).    .................................................................................................................................. ( 533) 420
367 * 2c  carmine, Type VII,    o.g., hinge remnant,  very fine.  Foundation Cert (1976)    ................( 534B) 1,750
368 * 1919  Rotary Press Perf 11 x 10: 2c  carmine rose type II,     very l.h., centreing actually a bit better 

than normal for this issue, fresh and fine.   Foundation Cert. (1988)    ....................................... ( 539) 2,750
369 **  B 1922 - 25  Regular Issue: 3c  violet,  TOP PLATE NUMBER BLOCK OF SIX,  n.h.,  almost very fine.      

..............................................................................................................................................................( 555) 375
370 **  B 9c  rose,  TOP PLATE NUMBER BLOCK OF SIX,  n.h.,  almost very fine.      ........................... ( 561) 400
371 **  B 10c  orange,  TOP PLATE NUMBER BLOCK OF SIX,  n.h., brilliant colour, extremely fine.      ( 562) 425
372 **  B $1  violet brown,  TOP PLATE NUMBER BLOCK OF SIX,  n.h.,  very fine.       .. ..............    ( 571) 650
373 ** 1923 - 29  Rotary Perf. 10 Vertically: 2c  carmine,  PAIR,  n.h.,  almost very fine.      .............( 599A) 425
374 ** 2c  carmine rose type II,  GUIDE LINE PAIR,  n.h.,  very fine.      ..........................................( 599A) 1,250
375 ** 2c  carmine rose type II,  GUIDE LINE PAIR,  n.h., fingerprints on gum, almost very fine.  Founda-

tion Cert.(1975).    ...........................................................................................................................( 599A) 1,250
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376 **  B 1924  Huguenot-Walloon Tercentenary: 5c  dark blue,  TOP PLATE NUMBER BLOCK OF SIX,  n.h.,  
very fine.      ........................................................................................................................................ ( 616) 375

377 **  B 1925  Lexington-Concord: 5c  dark blue,  TOP PLATE NUMBER BLOCK OF SIX,  n.h.,  very fine.      
( 619) 310

378 **  B 1925  Norse-American: 2c, 5c,  TOP PLATE NUMBER BLOCKS OF EIGHT,   2c is n.h and 5c is l.h. 
in selvage, very fine.      .............................................................................................................. ( 620, 621) 800

379 **  B 1926  White Plains Souvenir Sheet: 2c  carmine rose,    n.h., gum bends, generally very fine.    (Not illus.)  
( 630) 600

380 **  B 2c  carmine rose,    n.h.,  very fine.    (Not illus.)  ............................................................................. ( 630) 600
381 * B 2c  carmine rose,     cancelled by seven strikes of the WASHINGTON OCT 18 1926 duplex, a full TEN 

DAYS BEFORE the official First Day date, sound except some trimming and corner salvage fault, 
probably unique.    Est. Cash Value $1,000 - 1,250   ...................................................................... ( 630)
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382 **  B 1926 : 2c  carmine,  “long ear” recut variety in centre of BLOCK OF NINE. n.h, fresh and fine.    Scott 
$400 for hinged copy   ............................................................................................................ ( 634 Variety)

383 ** 1926 - 34  Rotary Press Perf 11 x 10 1/2: 2c  carmine lake type I,    n.h.,  fine.      ..................... ( 634b) 425
384 ** 2c  carmine type II,    n.h., sheet margin copy, very fine.      .......................................................( 634A) 650
385 ** + 1928  Hawaii Sesquicentennial:  TOP RIGHT CORNER BLOCKS OF FOUR,   2c carmine and 5c dark 

blue, n.h., very fine.      ................................................................................................................ ( 647, 648) 650
386 ** + 1938  Presidential Issue: $5  carmine & black,  PLATE BLOCK OF FOUR,   WITH ARROW, n.h., 

very fine.      ........................................................................................................................................ ( 834) 375
387 ** + $5  carmine & black,  PLATE BLOCK OF FOUR,   WITH ARROW, n.h.,  very fine.      ......... ( 834) 375
388 ** + $5,  TWO PLATE BLOCKS OF FOUR, no arrows, n.h., one minor selvage separation, very fine. ( 834) 750
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AIR POST
389  1912 :  Galveston Texas, La Marque Texas National School Grounds Aviation Meet. March 17, 1912 

(AAMC 18), photo card showing “Aviator Paul Studensky, receiving U.S. Aerial Mail at Galveston, Texas.” 
bearing three-line “Galveston, TEX. U.S. Aerial Mail March 17 1912” tying 1c green, addressed to Elms-
ford, N.Y., corner a little nibbled. Rare flown card.    Est. Cash Value $150 - 200.  

1918 FIRST ISSUE

390 ** + 6c orange, 16c green, 24c carmine rose & blue, BLOCKS OF FOUR, n.h., Choice Set, fine to very fine.       
( C1 - 3) 1,740

391 ** / 
*+

6c, 16c, 24c  BLOCKS OF FOUR,   two n.h, two l.h., fresh fine and very fine.       ..................... (C1 - 3)
1,280

392 ** / 
*+

6c, 16c, 24c:  BLOCKS OF FOUR,   two n.h., two l.h.,one 16c inclusion, fine to very fine.       . (C1 - 3)
1,280

393 * 6c, 16c and 24c,  BLOCKS OF FOUR,   a couple n.h. others l.h., fine to very fine.       ............. ( C1 - 3) 820

   44



1923 SECOND ISSUE

394 ** / 
*+

BLOCKS OF FOUR  8c dark green, 16c dark blue, 24c carmine, BLOCKS OF FOUR, 8c and 16c 3 
n.h. ,1 o.g., 24c 2 n.h., 2 l.h., very fine.       ................................................................................... ( C4 - 6) 1,139

395 ** / 
*+

8c, 16c, 24c,  BLOCKS OF FOUR,   2 n.h., 2 l.h., very fine.       ................................................. ( C4 - 6)
1,037

1930  GRAF ZEPPELIN ISSUE  

396 ** 65c, $1.30, $2.60 COMPLETE SET, n.h.,very fine.  P.S.E. Certs graded 80 (2007/2008)    ( C13 - 15) 2,450

397 ** 65c green, $1.30 brown, $2.60 blue, n.h., very fine.      ........................................................... ( C13 - 15) 2,450
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398 ** 65c green, $1.30 brown, $2.60 blue, n.h., very fine.      ........................................................... ( C13 - 15) 2,450
399 ** 65c green, $1.30 brown, $2.60 blue, n.h., gum crease/ wrinkles, very fine.      ...................... ( C13 -15) 2,450
400 ** 65c green, $1.30 brown, $2.60 blue, n.h., fine to very fine.       ................................................ ( C13-15) 2,450
401 ** SET OF PLATE NUMBER COPIES, 65c gum crease, $1.30 brown, , n.h., fine to very fine.     ( C13-15) 2,450
402 * 65c, $1.30, $2.60,  l.h., very fine.      ............................................................................................. ( C13-15) 1,315
403 * 65c, $1.30, $2.60, l.h. to o.g., fine to very fine.       ...................................................................... ( C13-15) 1,315
404 * 65c,$1.30, $2.60, o.g., fine.      ...................................................................................................... ( C13-15) 1,315
405 * 65c, $1.30, $2.60, l.h, to o.g., perforations clear or barely touched, fine.      ............................... ( C13-15) 1,315
406 ** 65c  green,    n.h.,  extremely fine.      ................................................................................................( C13) 400
407 ** 65c  green,    n.h.,  extremely fine.      ................................................................................................( C13) 400
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408 ** $1.30  brown,  SHEET MARGIN COPY,  n.h., gum skip, fine.      ................................................( C14) 850
409 ** $1.30  brown,    l.h.,  fine.      .............................................................................................................( C14) 475
410 * $2.60  blue,    l.h.,  almost very fine.      .............................................................................................( C15) 615
411 * $2.60  blue,    l.h.,  very fine.      .........................................................................................................( C15) 615
412 **  B 1933  Century of Progress: 50c  green,  TOP PLATE NUMBER BLOCK OF SIX,  n.h., gum skips, very 

fine.     .................................................................................................................................................( C18) 750
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SPECIAL DELIVERY

413 * 1885 : 10c  blue,    o.g., with a hint of  toning, well centered, fine.      .................................................. ( E1) 550

414 * 1894 : 10c  blue,    o.g., partially trimmed imprint margin, deep colour, fine and impressive copy.   A.P.S. 
Cert. (1975)    .......................................................................................................................................... ( E4) 900

415 **  B 1925 : 50c  deep orange,  TOP PLATE NUMBER BLOCK OF SIX,  n.h., usual gum skips and 
wrinkles, very fine.      .........................................................................................................................( E13) 550

POSTAGE DUE STAMPS

416 * 1894 : 30c  carmine,    o.g., well centred and very fine.     ............................................................. ( J36a) 750

417 * 1910 : 3c  lake,    l.h., incredibly deep rich colour and well centred, almost very fine.      ................... ( J47) 675

OFFICES IN CHINA

418 ** 1919 : $1 on 50c  light violet,    l.h.,  fine.      ......................................................................................( K15) 575

419 * $1 on 50c  light violet,    o.g., hinge remnant,  fine.      .......................................................................( K15) 575

420 * $1 on 50c  light violet,    o.g., hinge remnant,  fine.      .......................................................................( K15) 575

421 * $2 on $1  violet black,     very l.h. if at all, extremely fine.      ......................................................... ( K16) 450

422 * $2 on $1  violet brown,    o.g., hinge remnant,  very fine.      ..............................................................( K16) 450

423 * $2 on $1  violet brown,    o.g.,  very fine.      .......................................................................................( K16) 450

424 * $2 on $1  violet brown,     very fine for this generally poorly centered issue      ................................( K16) 450

425 **  B 1922 : 4c on 2c  carmine,  TOP PLATE NUMBER BLOCK OF SIX,  n.h., light diagonal gum crease, 
extremely fine.     ................................................................................................................................ ( K18) 1,400

426 ** 1919 to 1922 :  Group of SEVEN n.h. stamps on five 1980’s original lot sheets (some with descriptions) few 
gum skips generally fine to very fine. (K5, 8, 8a, 9, 11, 12(2), 17).    (Not illus.) 1,400

427 * 1919 :  GROUP OF FORTY-THREE o.g. to unused stamps on 5 original lot sheets (with original 
descriptions) many useful stamps, generally fine to very fine.       ...................( between K1 and K18) 3,250

NEWSPAPER & PERIODICAL STAMPS

428 * 1879  ABN Issue: 60c  red,    o.g., hinge remnant, well centered, tiny thin spot, very fine.      ......( PR67) 1,000
84c  red,     NEVER HINGED, wonderful deep colour, fine.  Copy of Foundation Cert. for block of 
Four (2006)   ................................................................................................................................... ( PR69)

429 ** A scarce stamp in this condition 1,250
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EXPRESS COMPANIES

430   J. BAMBER & CO.s CONTRA COSTA EXPRESS PAID: Clean oval handstamp on clean 3c red  buff 
entire, most interestingly cancelled by single ms. “P”, to San Francisco bearing boxed ANSWER BY BAM-
BER’S & COs EXPRESS Office Davis St between Broadway & Vallejo. Est. Cash Value $350-400.  

A fresh bright cover

431  LANGTON’s PIONEER EXPRESS PAID: Fancy printed frank used with clear, clean LANGTON’s PIO-
NEER EXPRESS DOWNIEVILLE and in conjunction with WELLS FARGO & CO. MARYSVILLE on 3c 
red white entire to San Francisco.  Ex Meroni.  Est. Cash Value $200-225.  

Brilliant cover.

REVENUE STAMPS

432 O 1862-71  First Issue: $10  green,     Imperforate Probate of Wills, margins except into frame line at 
bottom, fresh and fine.       ..................................................................................................................( R96) 2,250

433 * 1940 Documentary: 80c  carmine,  IMPERFORATE VERTICAL PAIR,  ungummed,  very fine. (R299a) 475
434 O 1862-71  First Issue:  Group of 11 used imperforates all with margins all round, most sound and fine to very 

fine.      ...................................................................................................................... ( Between R5 and R90) 1,300
435 O 1870 to 1917 : Selection of THIRTY FIVE used and 1 o.g. including  Playing Card, Telegraph, Proprietary, 

Consular, Internal Revenue, Customs, several higher catalogue values, faults here and there, very useful.    
Est. Cash Value $600 - 800.  
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WINES
436 * + 1942 :  1/2c to $20,green & black, selection of 59 different BLOCKS OF FOUR, values to $20, Inven-

tory included, ungummed very fine.   (between RE 108 and RE 203).  4,220
437 **  B 1 /5c to 96c, 41 different values, sheets of 100, ungummed, very fine    (between RE 108 and 145). (Not 

illus.) 59,580
438 * 1942 to 1954 : 1/5 c to $20, 59 different values, ungummed, very fine.    (between RE108 and RE 203). 

(Not illus.) 1,056
439 * 1942 : 80c, $1.50, $3.60, $5.00, $50,00, $100.00, $200.00 , ungummed,very fine. (between RE 142 and 

165).    1,565
440 * B 1949 to 1954 :  $1 to $10, 16 different values, SHEETS OF FIFTY, ungummed, very fine  (between RE 

173 and 203) (Not illus.) 17,175
441 * 1951 to 1954:  20 2/5c, 38 1/4c, 80 2/5c. 1.88 3/10c, 5.76, ungummed,very fine.  ( RC 187, 189, 194, 197, 

202)   ............................................................................................................................................................... 1,060
442 + 1951 to 1954 :  20 3/5c, 38 1/4c, 80 2/5c, 1.88 3/10c, 5.75, BLOCKS OF FOUR, ungummed,very fine.   

(RE 187, 189, 194, 197, 202) (Not. Illus.)  ..................................................................................................... 4,240
443 * 1951 - 54 Beer: 5 bbl, 10bbl  blue paper, black,    unused, sound and extremely fine       ( REA 194, 1955) 300
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HUNTING PERMIT STAMPS
444 * 1935 : $1  rose lake,    o.g., fresh and very fine       ........................................................................... ( RW2) 400
445 * 1937 to 1955 :    $1 and $2 values, select set of EIGHTEEN Plate Number singles, l.h. to o.g., excellent 

overall centering, hard to duplicate, generally very fine.     ................................................... RW4-15, 17-22  1,748

CONFEDERATE STATES

446    Postmasters’ Provisionals: New Orleans,La.: 5c  red brown,  SHEET MARGIN COPY,   good o large 
margins other sides, extremely fine, tied by neat NEW ORLEANS 15 OCT on fresh off-white envelope 
to Baton Rouge.       ...........................................................................................................................( 62X4) 425

We have seen no finer single on cover.

447  1861 : 5c  dark green, PAIR, full margins, right copy two tiny tears, fine tied by blue PETERSBURGH 
JAN 1 Va. c.d.s. on C.Q. ARMSTRONG PROVISION DEALER, etc. LOUISVILLE KENTUCKY corner 
card envelope with pin holes.  Ex Consul Weinberger.     ......................................................................... ( 1) 500
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CANAL ZONE

448 **  B 1934 : 3c  red violet,     TWO COMPLETE HAND-MADE BOOKLETS, never hinged, one with 2 of 117a 
and one with 2 of 117b very fine.   $440 as panes only   ........................................................... ( 117a, 117b)

449  1921 Stationery:  1c green with matching 1c adhesive #60, both tied by FORT SHERMAN OCT 23 C.Z. 
c.d.s. on 1922 entire to Ohio; also 2c entire cancelled by ANCON JAN 5 1923 duplex also to Ohio. An at-
tractive and rare 1c combination.       ...................................................................................................( U3,4) 500

DANISH WEST INDIES

450 * B 1915  Watermark Multiple Crosses, Perf 14 x 14 1/2: 5b to 50b,  COMPLETE SET   OF EIGHT in 
complete SHEETS OF ONE HUNDRED, with full perfect margins,NEVER HINGED and generally 
very fine.    Facit Kr. 82,500Est. Cash Value $2,500 - 3,000. (Not illus.)  .................................... ( 51-58)

HAWAII

451 O 1853  Kamehameha Issue: 13c  dark red,     large margins to just barely touching at bottom right, 
distinct grid cancel, some stains only on reverse, fresh and fine.       ............................................... ( 1b) 1,600

452  1861 - 63  Vertically Laid paper: 2c  pale rose,     good to enormous margins except at top right, fine just 
tied by black grid on inter-island envelope to Honolulu, bearing ms. Pr. Kilauia.  Ex Consul Weinberger. ( 28) 1,500

PUERTO RICO
Provisional Issue

453 * 1898  Ponce: 5c  violet,     full o.g. very fine.  Comex Cert (2008).    ............................................. ( 200) 7,500
A very rare stamp seldom offered in such wonderful condition.
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RYUKYU ISLANDS
Revenue Stamps

454 ** 1952 - 54 :   1y to 1000y COMPLETE SET, n.h. extremely fine.       .......................................... ( R1-8) 855

455 O 1y to 1000y COMPLETE SET, neat cancels. very fine.      ........................................................... ( R1-8) 362

456 ** 100y  yellow brown,  n.h., variety tan gum and off-white paper, very fine.   Est. Cash Value $150.   ( R6 var)

457 * 1958 : 1c - $10,  COMPLETE SET  l.h.,  very fine.      ............................................................... ( R9-16) 1,375

458 ** 1959-69 :  COMPLETE SET to $10.00, n.h, very fine.      ........................................................ ( R17-28) 1,286

459 O 1c - $10,  COMPLETE SET,   light red cancels, very fine.      .................................................. ( R17 -28) 374

KUME ISLAND
Amami District

460 * 1947 - 48 : 15s  dull blue,    o.g., margin copy,  fine.     ..................................................................( 2X18) 600
All stamps have or have had paper adhering to gum and are considered o.g. unless otherwise stated.

Miyako District

1946 – 47 ISSUE

461 * 2s  vermilion,    unused, variety VS2 struck in dark red lilac instead of red, fine.  RPSS Cert. (1998). 
Est. Cash Value. $250 - 300.   ................................................................................................... ( 3X2a var.)

Purportedly unique.

462 * B 15s  dull blue,  CORNER BLOCK OF SIX,  o.g.,  extremely fine.      ..........................................( 3X12) 600

463 * 40s  dull violet,    o.g.,  very fine.      ..................................................................................................( 3X19) 250

464 * B 50s  olive & pale olive,  CORNER BLOCK OF TWELVE  o.g., inconsequential selvage edge faults. 
very fine.      ........................................................................................................................................( 3X21) 1,200

465 * 2s  pink,    o.g.,  fine.  RPSS Cert. (1998).    ......................................................................................( 3X26) 550

466 * 1s to 50s, o.g. only a couple unused, THIRTEEN different including 2 imperforates, fine to very fine.     
(3X1, 2, 2a, 910, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19, 21, 22.)  1,750

467 * 1946 -47  surcharge issue:  1y to 10y, SIX different, o.g with 2 unused.     ......... (3X25, 28, 28a, 29- 31.) 910

468 * 1y to 10y, FIVE different examples, o.g., fine to very fine.  four with back stamps.   (3 x 25, 28, 28a, 29, 31) 770

Yaeyama District
469 * 1948 : 5s  brown lake,    o.g.,  very fine.  Photocopy of RPSS Cert (2002)    .....................................( 5X2) 1,200
470 * 1948 : 20s,40s, 50s,   o.g., 50s unused,fine and very fine.       ........................................................( 5X5,7,8) 330
471 * + 1948 : 50s  olive & pale olive,  BLOCK OF FOUR,  unused,  very fine.      .....................................( 5X8) 400

Revenue Stamps

472 * Myako, 1958 : 25s  dark & pale brown, Black Overprint sheet margin copy, o.g., very fine.     ( 3XR4a) 600
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COLLECTIONS

473 * O 1851 to 1962:  Extensive collection of many hundred stamps in old-time Scott National Alblum, mostly 
used to 1870’s thereafter o.g. and unused including Bureaus, Columbians to $5, Classic, Commemora-
tives, Regular Issues, excellent Washington - Franklins,Back of the Book including Special Deliveries, 
complete except E4, Parcel Post, etc., including a great A.P.S. circuit book, over 40 certificates, some 
loose.    Est. Cash Value $20,000 - 25,000 (Not illus.) 

474 * O  1851 TO 1973: Collection of thousands on National pages,19th Century mostly used, but many high 
values o.g. or unused. 20th Century mostly o.g.,  fine back-of-the- book, usual mixed condition in 
earlies, but many useful items in superior condition. Worth careful inspection.,      Est. Cash Value 
$10,000 - 12,500 (Not illus.)    

475 * O 1893 to 2001:  Collection of many hundred mostly n.h. stamps (except for the earlies), neatly mounted 
in 3 Mystic Heritage Collector albums, few 19th Century, decent 20th Century with better sets includ-
ing nice Washington - Franklins, Airs, Ducks PLUS a very nicesection of better 20th Century Plate 
Blocks in Mystic retail cards.  Worth inspection in generally better condition.    Est. Cash Value $2,500 
- 3,000 (Not illus.) 

476 * O 19th and 20th Century: Accumulation of many hundreds in FIVE albums and stock books.  Unused 
and used, including Famous American Plate blocks, earlier Commemoratives, some Air Post. Mostly early / 
middle 20th Century, generally fine.    Est. Cash Value $300 - 500. (Not illus.) 

477 * O 19th and 20th Century:  Collection of several hundred in Scott National album, mostly used except 
more recent, earlies represented through middle values, some back-of-book useful here and there.    Est. 
Cash Value $300-400. (Not illus.) 

478 PP 19th Century:  PLATE PROOFS: group of FORTY proofs, all P4 except one, still in six original lot 
sheets and most in complete sets, only a few with minor stains, rest generally very fine.    Est. Cash Value 
$300 - 400  

479 * O 19th Century to Pan-America:  TWENTY NINE stamps and ONE cover on 23 auction lot sheets, most 
with descriptions, one with certification, many unused to n.h., 6 used, a superior group.    Est. Cash 
Value $1,000-1,250  

480 O 1870’s : 3c  green,    BANK NOTES, usual study of thousands of cancellations,stars, numerals, F.M.C. 
letters, etc., in two stock books and an album, also some collateral material in TWO ring binders, fine for 
further study.    Est. Cash Value $500.00 (Not illus.) 

20th CENTURY

481 * O 1908 to 1929 :  Specialized Collection of a few hundred Regular Issues mounted on custom home-
made pages in TWO 3-ring binders, vast majority Washington-Franklin issues. o.g., used, booklet 
panes, coils, including stock book of Commemoratives, etc. Worth inspection.    Est. Cash Value $1,500 
- 2,000. (Not illus.) 

Coils

482 * 1914 to 1973:  Collection of over 100 mostly guide-line pairs, except one Schermack, l.h. to  o.g., fine to 
very fine. about $2,000.00 (Not illus.)  .......................................................................... (447 to 1305).    

483 * O 1910 to 1975:  Coils - remainder collection of over SEVENTY coil singles, pairs and strips, n.h. to used, 
many useful items for an inventory, generally very fine.    Est. Cash Value $100-150 (Not illus.)  .....

484 * 1908 to 1922:  COILS,   Remainder of SIX pairs and one strip of Four, l.h. to o.g including TWO paste 
ups and TWO guide-lines, all on original auction lot sheets with descriptions, one certificate,  fine to very 
fine. $594.00     (Not illus.)  .............................................................. (348, 391 (2), 412 (2), 413, 494)
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485 **/* 20th Century  Washington Franklin Issues:  Scott numbers 300’s to 583, fantastic selection of singles, 
plate blocks, booklet panes, imperforates, few coils and numerous 50c and $1 values, almost all on 40 
auction lot sheets, many with the original descriptions.  Many n.h. and very fine.VERY HARD TO 
DUPLICATE.    Est. Cash Value $1,500 - 2,000   ........................................................ ( 308 to 583)

486 * 1903 - 1917:  Scott Number 300’s and 400’s -  group of TWENTY-TWO, n.h. to o.g. stamps on FOUR-
TEEN auction lot sheets, mostly with descriptions, including two copies each of 479 & 480, many very fine. 
(300 to 309, 367, 397, 479, 480).    Est. Cash Value $400 - 450. (Not illus.)  ......................................

487 * 1920 to 1973:  Scott numbers 500’s to 800’s plus better later including more recent errors, most on 
auction lot sheets, many with descriptions, usual better Regular issues and Common Plate Blocks, also Presi-
dential $1 USIR etc. etc..Excellent condition and all the work done.    EST. Cash Value $1,000 -1,250. (Not 
illus.)  ....................................................................................................................................................

488 ** / 
*B

20th Century  Air Post and Back of Book:  Group of about TWENTY auction lot sheets, most with 
descriptions, comprised of C1, C4 blocks of FOUR plus  C10-12, 16-18, C19-22, C24, etc. mostly n.h., 
also some Special Delivery etc.,  generally very fine, very useful.    Est, Cash Value $750 - 1,000. (Not 
illus.) 

489 * Newspaper & Periodicals 1865 to 1897:  Collection of 40 stamps on Scott album pages, o.g. to unused, 
including some duplicate early values to 96c, latter to $100, some faults as to be expected.  Very useful 
group. (PR4 to PR125).    about $3,600.00 (Not illus.) 

SPECIAL VIEWING  - At our Offices

 The week prior to the auction, lots will be available for viewing at our offices in 
                                              Yorktown Heights, NY.

                                          Less than 40 miles from mid-town, NYC.  
                                              Convenient to Westchester Airport
                                                                   or 
                                    a scenic 40 minute train ride along the majestic Hudson River. 

     Call for details and appointment  
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5
Wednesday, April 14, 2010

Morning Session at 11:00 A.M.

CENTRES INVERTED & ERRORS 
UNITED STATES

1869 Issue

500 O 15c  brown & blue,  CENTRE INVERTED, cork cancel, centreing better and colours far deeper than 
the normal examples. Certificate states “small faults”  - all we see is a tiny tear. almost very fine.  
Foundation Cert. (1989), R.P.S. Cert (1955) with no faults. Sc. $20,000 for copies with faults   ( 119b)

1901 Pan American Exposition Issue

501 * 1c  green & black,  CENTRE INVERTED, disturbed o.g., rich fresh colour, fine. Foundation Cert. (1974)    
..............................................................................................................................................................( 294a) 12,500

502 * 1c  green & black,  CENTRE INVERTED,   original gum, one very tiny perforation thin and another 
replaced, both at bottom, a fine copy.   Foundation Cert. (2010).........................    ............................ ( 294a) 12,500

503 ** 1975 - 79  Perf. 10 Vertically: 15c  grey, blue & red,    n.h., interesting NEW ERROR, with missing inking 
resulting in “USA, 1” and “THE BR” deleted, the emergence of a 5c stamp. Impression remains.    Est. Cash 
Value $100.     ..............................................................................................................................( 1618 var.)

504 ** W.W. II Free Frank Label, Red & blue,  CENTRE INVERTED,  n.h., quite impressive, very fine.   Est. 
Cash Value $100 - 150.   ................................................................................................................. ( unlisted)

REVENUES
1871 Issue

 

505 O 1871 : 2c  blue & black,  CENTRE INVERTED,   fresh example, cut cancel, typical centreing to the 
right and fresh bright colours, fine.      ..........................................................................................( R104a) 6,000

506 O 10c  blue & black,     CENTRE INVERTED, rare double perforations at bottom and light manuscript 
cancel, fault-free, but for “tiny pinhole” fresh and fine.   Foundation Cert. (1986).    .............( R109a)

2,500
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507 O 10c  blue & black,  CENTRE INVERTED, neat rare black “DEC 18 1872”, deep colour, faint thin, fine.      
...................................................................................................................................................( R109a) 2,500

508 * 1871 - 72 : 2c  orange & black,  CENTRE INVERTED,  unused,  very fine.      ................. ( R135b) 700

509 * Canel Zone: 1912 - 16 : 2c  vermilion & black,  CENTRE INVERTED,  o.g., almost perfect centreing, 
fresh and extremely fine.   A.P.S. Cert. (1996).    .......................................................................( 39e) 650

Purportedly under 200 examples known.

510 * 2c  vermilion & black,  CENTRE INVERTED,  disturbed o.g., irregular perforations, fine.    ( 39e) 650

WORLDWIDE
ADEN

511 **  B Kathiri State, 1966  Olympic Games Issue: 10f to 500f,   SET OF NINE, BLACK OVERPRINT VARI-
ETY, MARGIN BLOCKS OF SIX, n.h., very fine.    Mi. 68-76 €1,320.  

512 **  B 1967  Astronauts Issue: 10f to 250f,  SET OF SIX,   BLACK OVERPRINT VARIETY, CORNER 
PLATE NUMBER BLOCKS OF TEN, n.h., set of six, very fine.    Mi. 116-21 €1,500.  

ARGENTINA

513 * 1899 : 1p  blue & black,     CENTRE INVERTED, o.g. usual gum wrinkles, almost very fine.       
       ..............................................................................................................................................( 139a) 1,500

Only 50 copies printed.

514 PP 1910 : 12c  bright blue,     CENTRE INVERTED IMPERFORATE PLATE PROOF ON CARD, bot-
tom corner margin vertical pair, superb.   Est. Cash Value $400 - 600.   ...........................( 167aP)
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515 ** Austria, 1925 - 30 : 5 gr  red,     PAIR IMPERFORATE BETWEEN, n.h., very fine. Not in Cunliffe.         
Mi. €1500   ....................................................................................................................................( C13a) 1,250

BASUTOLAND

516 ** 1962 : 1/2c  dark brown and grey IMPERFORATE, CENTRE AND DENOMINATION INVERTED, 
HORIZONTAL PAIR, n.h. faint bend, very fine. Est. Cash Value $500 - 600.   .........(S.G. 43 var)

Only one sheet of 60 of this Queen Elizabeth II error exists.

517 * Belgian Congo , 1922 : 10c on Scott #45 error, green & black,     INCORRECT STAMP FOR SUR-
CHARGE, o.g., very fine.       ......................................................................................................... ( 80e) 125

An interesting 1922 surcharge on a 1908 stamp. Seldom seen and grossly undercatalogued.

518 * Bolivia, 1909: 10c green & black imperforate, 20c orange & black, CENTRES INVERTED, o.g., very fine.    
Est. Cash Value $300 - 400.   .............................................................................................. ( 79, 80 vars)

Very rare inverts even more so imperforate. An opportunity to collect two of the three known values.  NO 
copies in Cunliffe.

519 * Brazil, 1940  NY World’s Fair Issue: 10,000 REIS  slate blue,     SOUVENIR SHEET OF 10 IMPERFO-
RATE, ERROR, on incorrect watermarked paper.ungummed..  Proportedly only two known and either of 
proof or error status, very fine.   Est. Cash Value $500 - 750.   ................................................................

520 * China, 1948 : $10,000 on 30c  red,  DOUBLE SURCHARGE,  o.g., some off-set on reverse. fine.   Chan 
(2000) A 60e  $150   ................................................................................................................ ( C54 var.)

521 * O Denmark, 1875 - 79  Perf. 14 x 13 1/2: 16o. 25o, 50o,  FRAMES INVERTED, o.g, unsed/used respectively, 
fine to very fine.       ........................................................................................................ ( 30b, 32a, 33b) 128

Far harder to find than reflected in catalogie value.

522 * + 1895 : 100o  slate & orange,  INVERTED FRAME, CORNER BLOCK OF FOUR, n.h., fine. Not in Cun-
liffe     .............................................................................................................................................. ( 52a) 800

523 PP Dubai, Air Post: 1964  Kennedy Issue: 75np, 1R, 1 1/4R, CENTRE INVERTED,   C25, Pair, imperforate 
between, C26 Trial colour pair, brown & black, red omitted, C27 strip of three, imperforate horizontally, red 
omitted. Very rare trio. Normals accompany, n.h., very fine.   Est. Cash Value $250 - 300.   ( C25 - 27 var.s)

524 ** Postage Due, 1963  Shell Fish Issue: 1np, 3np, 5np,   CENTRES INVERTED, n.h. comprising 1np imper-
forate pair, 3n perforation shift pair, 5np imperforate single, fine to very fine.  Est. Cash Value $200 – 250.      
........................................................................................................................................( J1, J3, J5 vars.)

The three known value.  NO copies in Cunleffe.

525 O Eritrea, 1930 : 60c  brown carmine,     PRINTED ON BOTH SIDES, light c.d.s., typical centreing for 
the issue, fine.  Sismondo Cert. (2008) Signed A. Diena. Sas. 48a.   .......................................... ( 44a) 1,250

FRANCE

526 * B 1877 : 5c,  ON GREENISH, TYPE II IMPERFORATE, DOUBLE IMPRESSION, ONE 
INVERTED,STAGGERING PANE OF 25, WITH NUMERAL 6 AND SHEET MARGINS, ungummed 
probably as issued, various wrinkles and a couple of creases, probably unique.    Est. Cash Value 
$5,000 - 10,000.   .................................................................................................................... ( 78var.) Unpriced

A very fine single realized $750 in the Cunliffe Auction (June2009).

527 ** 1942 : 10 FR  dark violet,     INVERTED OVERPRINT, “PAR AVION / BATIMENT... RICHLIEU” (Dal-
lay 7)   Foundation Cert. (2009) for PAIR. Not in Cunliffe. Maury €1,700  for normal.   ...... ( 421 Var.)
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528 O Guatemala, 1911 : 25c  blue & black,  CENTRE INVERTED,   cancellation and bottom left centreing 
typical of all examples of this error, fine.      ......................................................................... ( 141a) 900

Less than forty-five copies known to exist.

529  25c  blue & black,  CENTRE INVERTED,   similar to all of the under 45 known copies, some perforation 
stains, probably the only known example used on piece with c.d.s., fine.      ............................( 141a) 900

530 PP Guyana, 1985 - 87  Orchid Issues:  COLOURS INVERTED, SIX IMPERFORATE MARGINAL 
PLATE PROOFS WITH MINIATURE MARGINAL IMPRESSION, two showing incorrect colours, 
n.h..  Fasinating study of this popular thematic.    Est. Cash Value $250 - 350.  

E

530

Ex 
   519
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531 * Haiti, 1904 : 2 c to 50c,  bi-colours complete except 5c, CENTRES INVERTED, 2 o.g., 3 unused, fine to 
very fine.    Est. Cash Value $150 - 200.   ................................................................. ( 83, 85 - 88 var.)

A very early error of Haiti.

532 ** 1960  Fifteenth Aniversary of the United Nations: 50c, 1g, 1.50g  orange, green & blue,  FRAMES 
INVERTED,   the three perforated stamps and the famous Imperforate Souvenir sheet with miss-po-
sitioned centres, a wonderful group, n.h., very fine.   Est. Cash Value $350 - 450   ( 469, C168, 169, 169a 
vars.)

INDIA FEUDATORY STATE
533 * O Charkhari, 1931 : 5r  turquoise & purple,  CENTRE INVERTED,   PAIR AND THREE SINGLES, part 

o.g., (1 creased) plus FOUR used, generally fine to very fine.       ...................................... (S.G. 53b) £553
IRAN

“The Inverted Shah”

                                          534

                                      

534 ** + 1957  50d  brown & olive brown, SHEET MARGIN BLOCK OF FOUR WITH THE HEAD OF THE 
SHAH INVERTED, NEVER HINGED, Position 59,60/69,70, perfectly centred and extremely fine.   
Foundation Cert. (2003).    ................................................................................................ ( 1059Ab) 15,000

There are believed to exist at most, two blocks of four from the original sheet.  There was no copy of 
this error in the Cunliffe Collection.

535 **  B 1991  Flowers: 60r,  multi-coloured, CENTRE INVERTED, SHEET of 100 STAMPS, n.h., very fine.  A 
normal sheet accompanies the error.  A recent discovery. Est. Cash Value $300.    (Not illus.)  ( 2558 var.)

536 * Revenue: 1957,  50d  emerald & rose lilac,     LION & INSCRIPTION INVERTED, l.h., very fine.    Est. 
Cash Value $100 - 150.   ..................................................................................................... ( RA4 var.)
A rare Iranian error, issued the same year as the “Inverted Shah”. Used normal stamp accomanies the error.

ISRAEL
537 ** + REVENUE: 1979 : £10  red & turquoise,     CENTRES INVERTED, CORNER SHEET, MARGIN 

BLOCK OF FOUR, seldom seen in multiple.  Bale is a bit confused with its listing. n.h., very fine.   Bale 
Rev. 67 var. not priced.Est. Cash Value $200 - 300.  

Machine Vending Stamps
538  1990  Klussendorf Vending Stamps: 0.04  grey & dark blue,     DENOMINATION INVERTED, single 

tied on envelope by duplex cancel together with 5np regular issue plus another untied meter uncan-
celled, (creases). Sellinger Catalog states unique.    Bale K1D var.Est. Cash Value $400 - 600.  

539 * 1994  Klussendorf Vending Stamps: Jaffa 0.05np  multi-colour,     DOMINATION INVERTED and 
partially printed, o.g., very fine.  Ury Shalit Cert. (1995) “is a very rare and only few ...known to exist”. 
Bale K6 var.Est. Cash Value $150 - 200.  

540  1994  Klussendorf Jaffa Vending Stamps: 0.05np, DENOMINATION INVERTED, tied on First Day 
Cover + normal stamp by 17.07.94 Tel Aviv - Yafo c.d.s., another normal on reverse. Not in Sellinger. Ury 
Shalit Cart. (1995) states “10 First Day Covers exist”. Bale K6 var, unpriced. Est. Cash Value $200 - 250.  

541 * 1991  Massad 1st Definitive Issue: 1.50 np,  DENOMINATION INVERTED, end strip of three from 
the unique strip of 10, ungummed, very fine. Not listed in Sellinger.   Ury Shalit Cert. (1995) for strip of 
ten. Bale M2 var.Est. Cash Value $150 - 200.  
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ITALY

542 * 1861 : 2g  blue,   EMBOSSED HEAD INVERTED, l.h., fresh bright colour, very fine.  Signed A. Diena. 
Sass. 20f, €600.   ......................................................................................................................... ( 22b) 400

SEMI POSTAL STAMPS

543 * 1922 Overprinted “B.L.P.”: 20c  brown orange,     IMPERFORATE, ungummed, very fine.  Sismondo 
Cert (2008) Signed A. Diena & E. Diena. Sas. 11 Af  €1,200   .....................................( B 116 var.)

Only one sheet printed, Not in Cunliffe

544 * 20c  brown orange,     INVERTED  “B.L.P.”, l.h., typical centreing for the issue, fine.  Sismondo Cert 
(2008) signed Diena & Raybaudi,Not in Cunliffe Sas. 7ab €1,500   ............................( B116 var.)

545 * 1870 - 1925 : 1c  buff & magenta,  NUMERAL INVERTED,  o.g., typical centreing for the issue. Equal 
to the Cunliffe copy, fine and rare.   Sismondo Cert (2008) signed E. Diena.   ................... ( J3a) 4,500

546 O 2c  buff & magenta,  NUMERAL INVERTED,   neat 1884 c.d.s., typical centering for the issue, fine.  
Sismondo Cert(2008) signed A. Diena. Sass 4b €5,000   ........................................................ ( J4a) 4,000

AIR POST
547 * 1926  NOBILE TRANS-POLAR FLIGHT VIGNETTES:  FRAME INVERTED, TWO TÊTE-

BÊCHE PAIRS, one vertical imperforate between with expedition handstamp on reverse, other fully 
perforated, pairs n.h. and l.h. very fine.    San. S3f, S3g Est. Cash Value $300 - 400.  

548 * FLIGHT VIGNETTES:  FRAME INVERTED AND DOUBLE, PLUS BROWN OMITTED,l.h.. 
IMPERFORATE MARGINAL TÊTE-BÊCHE PAIR (file fold in centre margin between stamps). 
Could be considered a proof, but it is fully gummed.    San. S3 variety.Est. Cash Value $500 - 750.  

Believed to be unique.

549  1926  Polar Flight of the “Norge”:   (AAMC #Z-478f) flight stamp with INVERTED FRAME, tied by 
the rectangular violet flight cancel to flown cover also bearing tied 1.25 Italian adhesive plus normal 
flight stamps on reverse, tied by oval violet flight cancel.Signed by Ettore Arduino. A total of 51 covers 
were flown of which only a handful bear the error stamp.    San. 53e.Est. Cash Value $1,000 - 1,250.  

550 ** Revenue: Bill of Exchange, 1863: 15c violet, 1.50L grey, EMBOSSED HEADS INVERTED, n.h.,few 
wrinkles, extremely fine. Not listed in Sellinger.    Est. Cash Value $100 - 150.   ...............................

551 ** + Jordan, 1961  Dag Hammarskjoeld Issue: 35f  blue & bistre,   OVERPRINT INVERTED, BLOCK OF 
FOUR, n.h., very fine.       ..................................................................................................(S.G. 506a) £200

LIBERIA

552 **  B 1952  Jehudi Ashman Air Post: 25c, 50c,  CENTRES INVERTED, complete sheets of twenty, never 
hinged, very fine.    Est. Cash Value $200 - 400.   .................................................. ( C68, C69 var.)

553 * O 1903 to 1952:  wonderful selection of well over 100 on stock and approval pages, everything from miss-
ing centres to inverts and double surcharges, imperforate betweens, #C69 six different errors etc., etc. 
Well worth inspection, great specialist material.    Est. Cash Value $1,750 - 2,000. (Not illus.) 
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554 * Lithuania, Air Post, 1922  Swallow: 60c  blue & black,  CENTRE INVERTED,  o.g., fresh colours, well 
centres, very fine.  Lissiuk handstamp.    .................................................................................. ( C39c) 250

Only 200 printed.

MEXICO

555 * 1915 - 16 : 1p  brown & black,  CENTRE INVERTED,  o.g., typical centreing, fine.     ....( 513a) 200
556 ** 1937 : 1c, 2c, 4c,10c,  HORIZONTAL BLOCKS OF SIX,   THE FOUR IMPERFORATE VALUES, n.h., 

very fine.      ....................................................................................................................( 729a - 733a) 143
557 O Official Stamps, 1896 - 7 : 50c  purple,     DOUBLE OVERPRINT, light cancel, SE at right tiny paper 

breaks from overprints, “faint toning in the top margin”.   Foundation Cert. (2009). $650 as NORMAL 
stamp.   ............................................................................................................................... ( 029A var.)

A staggeringly scarce error of a very rare stop. NOT in Cunliffe.

REVOLUTIONARY ISSUE, SINALOR

558 ** 1929 : 20c  black, red & grey,     CENTRE INVERTED, LOWER COPY IN VERTICAL PAIR, WITH 
NORMAL typical centreing for this error. n.h., fine.   Est. Cash Value $750 - 1,000.   ... ( 2 var.)

Only five such pairs exist.

559 ** + 1929 : 20c  black, red & grey,     CENTRE INVERTED CORNER MARGIN BLOCK OF FOUR,  ALL 
INVERTED, n.h., fine.   Est. Cash Value $2,000 - 3,000.   .................................................. ( 2 var.)

Only 15 copies of the inverted exist.

560 ** Nyassa, 1901 : 5r to 100r,  CENTRES INVERTED, seven different values to 300r, n.h. to o.g, generally 
fine to very fine. A distinctive group.       ........................................................................... ( 27-32, 38) 350

561 E + Pakistan, Officials, 1948 : 1a  dark blue,  TRIAL STAR AND CRESCENT OVERPRINT INVERTED, 
BLOCK OF FOUR, on ungummed pink paper. Additional prints on reverse.    Est. Cash Value $150 - 
200.  ......................................................................................................................................................

Unique by our records. Not listed in Sellinger.

562 * Panama, 1906 - 07 : 1/2c to 50c,  CENTRES INVERTED, the complete set of NINE, o.g., fresh colour, 
very fine.      ...........................................................................................................( 185-93 plus 189a) 225

563 * 1909 : 1c  green & black,     CENTRE INVERTED, AN UNUSED IMPERFORATE SHEET MARGIN 
PAIR, very fine.   Est. Cash Value $150 - 200.   ................................................................( 197a var.)

Only eight examples of the perforated error exist. Not listed in Sellinger.

564 * 1915 : 20c  brown & black, CENTRE INVERTED,  unused, excellent centreing, very fine.  ( 212a) 300
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PARAGUAY

565 ** + 1960  U.N. Aniversary:  Regular Issue 75c, Air Post 3g, CENTRES INVERTED, MARGINAL 
BLOCKS OF FOUR OF THE PARALLEL ISSUES, n.h., very attractive, very fine.    Est. Cash Value 
$300 - 400.   ......................................................................................................................( 570, C272)

100 examples of the 75c and 50 examples of the 3g exist.

566 ** 1948 : 10g  dark green & brown,     CENTRE INVERTED, TWO COPIES IN STRIP OF FOUR 
WITH TWO NORMAL, never hinged though a bit disturbed, very fine.    Est. Cash Value $1,000 - 
1,500.  ............................................................................................................................... ( C175 var.)
Purportedly, 25 copies of this invert exist, which was only recently discovered in 1997 due to its subtle-

ness.  There was no example in Cunliffe and not listed in Sellinger.

567 ** Peru, 1992:  Sea Lions: 90c,  CENTRE INVERTED, IMPERFORATE PAIR, n.h., extremely fine.    Est. 
Cash Value $300 - 500.   ................................................................................................... ( 1052 var.)

Very rare. Not listed in Sellinger.

568 * Poland, Luboml Jewish Internment Camp, 1918:  SET OF FIVE,   NUMERALS INVERTED, on per-
forated set (20 used) and imperforate set (25 -thin), o.g., fine to very fine.    Mi. (a-e).   .................... Unpriced
Includes normal issue for a comparison.  Interesting set in four languages: Polish, Russian, Yiddish and Ger-

man.  Not in Cunliffe.

569 * + Puerto Rico 1882 - 86 : 3c  yellow,   DOUBLE IMPRESSION, ONE INVERTED, BLOCK OF FOUR, 
quite distinctive impressions, unused, fine.   Est. Cash Value $100 - 200.   ...........................( 65 var.)

RUSSIA

570 ** 1937 - 52 : 40k  indigo,     IMPERFORATE SHEET MARGIN PAIR, n.h., wrinkles, very fine.   Russia 
Standard Catalogue #443 $1,650.   ....................................................................................( 619 var)

A very rare error.

571 * + 1949  Mausoleum Imperforate Souvenir,:  SHEET OF FOUR,   with the rarer Riga Show Cancel, 2 very 
faint thin spots, very fine, extremely rare.       ..................................................................( 1327a var.) 2,500

572 O 1958 : 40k  blue & black,     DOUBLE IMPRESSION OF BLACK BORDER, lightly cancelled, normal 
stamp for comparison, very fine.   Russia Standard Catalog unlisted.Est. Cash Value $300 - 500.   ( 2064 var.)

Previously unreported error.

573 ** Offices in Turkey 1909 : 5 para on 1K  orange,     BACKGROUND INVERTED, n.h., light bend, very 
fine.   Est. Cash Value $200.0   ...............................................................................................( 40 var.)

Purportedly only 100 copies exist.
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Saar
FRENCH ADMINISTRATION

574 ** 1947  Workers Set: 3 pf to 75pf,  TWELVE different values, IMPERFORATE PAIRS, n.h., extremely 
fine,   Mi. 207-10, 212-14, 216, 217, 220-22.  €7,440.   ..............................( between 156 and 174)

575 **  B 1947 :  3 pf to 75 pf, The same TWELVE different Values, IMPERFORATE CORNER MARGIN 
BLOCKS OF FOUR, n.h. extremely fine.    Mi  €14,880   .......................( between 156 and 174)

A very impressive group in position blocks.

ST. VINCENT
576 ** + 1987 :  Queen Elizabeth II 40th Aniversary and Queen Victoria 150th Anniversary of Ascension, 15c, 75c, 

$1, $2.50, CENTRES INVERTED, CORNER BLOCKS OF FOUR, never hinged, extremely fine.   Est. 
Cash Value $1,500 – 2,000   ............................................................................... ( 1017 – 1020 vars.)

A very rare error, made even more so as a set of position blocks of four.  Listed in Sellinger.

577  Salvador, 1929  Presidential Set:  1c ORANGE (COLOUR ERROR), 1c CENTRE INVERTED, 10c 
drastic perforation shift with 1c normal, all tied on probably unique 1936 Registered cover.  Quite striking 
with two major errors.    Est. Cash Value $200 - 300.   ............................................ ( 512a, 512 var.)

No examples in Cunliffe.

578 * P Somali Coast 1902, 1903: CENTRES INVERTED 1902, 1903, Collection of 34 errors includ-
ing o.g. stamps and proofs and two used, an exceptionally exclusive group hard to duplicate.                                    
Est. Cash Value $300 - 400. (Not illus.) .................................................................. ( between 34-63)

579  CENTRES INVERTED, March 26, 1906 Registered envelope (fragile) to Paris, bearing 1902 5c, 25c 
and 1903 5c, 20c all with centres inverted and tied by Djiboutre cancels.  Wonderful examples of these 
errors used from the source.    Est. Cash Value $300 - 500.   ...........................( 37,41,52,55 var)

No examples in Cunliffe.

SOUTH AFRICA
TRANSKEI ENCLAVE

580 **  B 1980  Fishing Flies: 5c,  CENTRES INVERTED SHEET OF TWENTY-FIVE SHOWING THE FIVE DE-
SIGNS,  never hinged, extremely fine.    Est. Cash Value $1,000 - 1,500.   ........................... ( 69 var)

Purportedly only two sheets were printed, the other being broken into strips of five.

SPAIN
581 O 1865 : 12c  blue & rose,  FRAME INVERTED, light circular cancel, enormous margins all round, 

probably the largest known copy, magnificent and superb.   Friedl Cert. (1975).    ........... ( 69a) 1,175
Two Excellent examples of these popular errors.

582 O 1865 : 12c  blue & rose,  FRAME INVERTED, good to enormous margins all round, normal cancel, 
very fine.  Comex Cert. (1982). Edifil 70e.   ............................................................................ ( 69a) 1.175
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583 O 1865  Perf. 14.: 12c  blue & rose,   FRAME INVERTED, lightly cancelled, typical centreing for the issue, 
small faults, still fine and extremely rare       ........................................................................................... ( 76a) 2,650

584 O 1870  Espana Issue:  1m, 2m, 10m, 25m, 12c I, IMPERFORATE, DOUBLE IMPRESSIONS, ONE IN-
VERTED, 5 values, ungummed fine to very fine. Est. Cash Value $100 - 150. ( 159-61, 164, 164, 172 var.)

Recent discovery not listed in Sellinger.
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585 * 1879  King Alphonso XII: 10c  rose,     IMPERFORATE, DOUBLE IMPRESSION, ONE INVERTED, 
IMPRINT STRIP OF EIGHT, unused, few vertical creases with scissor cut in centre of Imprint only.  A very 
impressive error.    Est. Cash Value $200 - 250.   .............................................................. ( 244 var.)

586 * + Officials, 1916  Cerventes Statue: (No Values),  THREE CENTRES INVERTED, ONE IN BLOCK OF 
FOUR, two different colours, l.h. to o.g, extremely fine.    Est. Cash Value $150 - 200.   ( 013 vars.)

Far rarer than mentioned in Scott.  Listed in Sellinger.

587 PP Sudan, 1951 : 5m  plum & black,     CENTRES INVERTED, PLATE PROOF PAIR, ungummed, good 
margins all round, very fine.   Listed in Sellinger.Est, Cash Vaue $100 - 150.   ..................... ( 102P)

588 * Switzerland 1862 - 64 : 5c  dark brown,     DOUBLE EMBOSSING, ONE INVERTED, o.g., small thin 
spot, fresh and fine.  Includes normal for comparision.       ................................................ ( 43c) 4,000

Exceptionally rare stamp.

589 PP Ukraine  1920 : 5c,  Unissued Set, 60h, 80h, 100h bi-colour values, approximately 650 ERRORS con-
tained in ONE counter book, comprising inverts, missing designs, double prints etc. all imperforate.Interest-
ing back-water portion of Ukraine philately.    Est. Cash Value $300 - 400. (not illus.) 

Uruguay

590 TC PP Uruguay, 1909  Port Scene with Ships: 5c  green & blue,     CENTRE INVERTED, TRIAL COLOUR 
PLATE PROOF, PLATE BLOCK OF SIX ON CARD, ungummed very impressive, very fine. Listed in 
Sellinger.  Est. Cash Value $500. - 750.   ......................................................................... ( 178 TC PP)

591 O Venezuela, 1871 : 2c  yellow,     FRAME INVERTED, a good looking copy, normal manuscript cancel, top 
right corner restored,       ..............................................................................................................( 23e) 3,000

COLLECTIONS
Eastern Europe

592 * 20th Century:  CENTRES INVERTED, Armenia, Bulgaria, Lithuania, Montenegro, Romania, group of 
about 50, mostly turn-of-the-century inverts, some imperforate varieties, blocks of four or larger, nice variety 
and generally fine to very fine.    Est. Cash Value $300 - 400. (Not illus.) 

South America

593 * O 20th Century CENTRES INVERTED, Bolivia, Peru, Dominican Republic, Honduras, Nicaragua, 
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, group of almost 100 mostly turn-of-the-century inverts in three-ring binder, 
including some duplicates but nice variety.    Est. Cash Value $750 - 1,000. (Not illus.) 
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Wednesday, April 14, 2010
Afternoon Session at 12:30 P.M.

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH & FOREIGN                 

“COLLECTIONS & VARIOUS”NITED STATES
TOPICAL

594 ** OLYMPICS / SPORTS - TWENTY-TWO ring binders; VOLLEYBALL, twenty ring binders, a lovely 
mounted collection of many thousands of the more recent issues back to the 1960’s, stamps, Souvenir 
Sheets, Covers, Errors,etc. better countries, generally n.h.and very fine.    Est. Cash Value $4,000 - 
5,000 (Not illus.) 

WORLD WIDE

595 * O 19th and 20th Century:  Collection of thousands and thousands of stamps in SIX jam packed H.E. 
Harris Worldwide Albums, originally 14 albums, some parts of the alphabet missing, unused and 
used, earlies,short and mixed sets, souvenir sheets, back of the book, quite a bit useful, needs digging 
through.  Austria, Italy quite strong, usual mixed condition.  Est. Cash Value $2,000 - 3,000. (Not illus.) 

596 * O 19th and 20th Century:  Remainder of TWENTY TWO albums and stockbooks, plus envelops, no U.S., 
little British, decent Swiss collection, random countries, many sparcely filled books.  Est. Cash Value $750 - 
1,000 (Not illus.) 

597 * O 19th and 20th Century:  The remainder of a collection in one large International album, Israel alblum, glas-
sines, approval cards and a nice group of Bolivia in a small box.  Well organized and in need of inspection.    
Est. Cash Value $500 - 1,000 (Not illus.) 

598 * O 19th and 20th Century:   Remainder of TWENTY stock books and ring binders, comprising complete, 
short, and mixed sets, Souvenir Sheets, some cute little West Indies collections, Omnibus, Machin, few 
classic covers, worth sorting and inspection.    Est. Cash Vale $1,500 - 2,500. (Not illus.) 

599 * O 19th and 20th Century:  a random offering of a few hundred in one thin stockbook, best area is British 
North America, with some Great Britian, Hong Kong, random stamps or some sets or near sets, good for fill-
ing spaces. Owners catalog about $4,400.    Est. Cash Value $400 - 500. (Not illus.) 

600  A  potpouri of TWENTY TWO covers from 1862 Great Britian to Melbourne with a scarce Deficent 9p 
handstamp to 1940 Egypt and India with everything in between from 2 (1918, 1920) South Africa Deeds 
with very high frankings to two Fores Mulreadies to 1880. Est. Cash Value $250 – 350. (Not illus.)      

601  Postal Stationery; Collection on Exhibition pages of 82 mostly, Victorian cards, envelopes and wrappers, 
14 used comprising strong Leeward Islands, with Virgin Islands, Dominica, Monserrat and St. Christopher/
Nevis mostly used to Europe, 1 each to Mexico and London.  Very attractive and generally fine to very fine.  
Purportedly Ex Edward Druce.  Est. Cash Value $400 - 500. (Not illus.) 

COUNTRY COLLECTIONS ARE WITH THEIR RESPECTIVE 

COUNTRIES
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POSTAGE STAMPS
BRITISH COMMONWEALTH

602 PP Thos. De La Rue 2sh 6p, generic Commonwealth plate proof in black on light brown paper.  BLOCK OF 
SIX, wrinkles and a crease. impressive.    Est. Cash Value $300 -400  

ADEN

603 ** / 
*B

1937  Coronation Issue of Three:  FOUR HUNDRED SETS in complete sheets of 80, n.h., very fine.     
(Not illus.)  .......................................................................................................................... (S.G. 13-15) £900

604 ** / 
*B

South Arabia  1966, 1967  Kathiri, Hadhranaut, Mahra:  an extensive stock in one counter book contain-
ing hundreds of stamps, some duplicates, but not excessive.     (Not illus.)  (S.G. 42 to 125; 71-87; 1-11) £4,300

ANTIGUA

605 * 1863 - 67 : 1p  vermilion,   o.g., large copy, very fine.      .........................................................(S.G. 7) £225

606 * 6p  green,  unused,  fine.     ........................................................................................................(S.G. 8) £600

607 * 1882  Watermark Crown CA Perf. 14, Variety Large “2” with slanting foot: 2 1/2p  red brown,    o.g., 
light diagonal crease, still very fine.  Ex. B.J. Hunter. R.P.S. Cert.((1955).    ..................... (S.G. 2) £3,250
According to Charles Freeland only four or five copies exist.  There were no examples in the Charlton 
Henry or Toeg and surprisingly not even the recently offered Alexander Reid Collection.  The Mayer 

copy (sound) realized £5,500.  Grossly undercatalogued.

608 * O 1863 to 1887 :  Small collection of TWELVE unused and TWENTY FOUR used stamps with some 
duplicate values to 1 sh, o.g., small faults to very fine, useful for the internet.     (Not illus.)                  
(S.G. between 5 and 30) £2,200
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AUSTRALIAN STATES
South Australia

609  1856 - 58 : 1 sh  orange,   good to large margins all round, neatly tied on piece by light c.d.s. cancel. ex-
tremely fine. Ex Consul Weinberger.     .............................................................................. (S.G. 12)

£400
610 O 1855 : 1p  dark green,   good to large margins all round, very lightly cancelled, very fine. Ex Consul Wein-

berger.     .................................................................................................................................. (S.G. 1) £475
611 O 1855 to 1869:     the used remainder of TWENTY TWO stamps, SIX pairs and ONE block of four on 

one stock page, imperforate, roulettes, good variety of cancels, higher values mixed condition, but 
several very fine pieces.  Well worth inspection.  Ex Consul Weinberger  Est. Cash Value $1,000 - 1,500

Tasmania

612 O 1853 : 1p  blue,  HORIZONTAL PAIR,   good to enormous margins all round, neat “44” in grid can-
cel, top left corner repair, right copy extremely fine.  Ex Consul Weinberger.     .......... (S.G. 4) £1,900

A RARE MULTIPLE

613 O 1853  Plate I First State: 4p  bright red-orange,  good to enormous margins all round, very fine. Ex 
Consul Weinberger     .......................................................................................................... (S.G. 5) £850

614 O 1853  Plate I First State: 4p  bright red-orange, good to large margins all round, very fine. Ex. Consul 
Weinberger.     ....................................................................................................................... (S.G. 5) £850

615 O 1853  Plate I First State: 4p  bright brownish orange,  clear to good margins all round, almost very fine. 
Ex Consul Weinberger     ........................................................................................................(S.G. 8) £1,000

616 O 1853  Plate I Second State: 4p  orange,     good to large margins all round showing part sheet margin im-
print at bottom, extremely fine. Ex Consul Weinberger.     .....................................................(S.G. 8) £425

617 O 1853  Plate I Second State: 4p  orange, good to enormous margins all round, extremely fine. Ex Consul 
Weinberger     ..........................................................................................................................(S.G. 8) £425

618 O 1853  Plate II; Coarse Engraving: 4p  dull orange,     large margins all round, extremely fine. Ex Consul 
Weinberger     ........................................................................................................................(S.G. 11) £350

619 O 1855 : Large Star Watermark 1p  carmine,  good margins all round, very fine. Ex Consul Weinberger     
..............................................................................................................................................(S.G. 14) £800

620 O 1p  carmine,     margins all round, very fine. Ex Consul Weinberger     ....................... (S.G. 14) £800
621 O 2p  green,     good to large margins all round, very fine. Ex Consul Weinberger.     ............(S.G. 16) £500
622 O B 4p  deep blue,     BLOCK OF NINE, showing sheet margin watermark at bottom left, margins all 

round except two bottom stamps, fine to very fine  Ex Consul Weinberger .     ........... (S.G. 17) £990
Exceptional block, barely showing the natural wrinkles of the paper

623 O 1857 - 69  Watermarked Numeral: 1p  carmine,     HORIZONTAL STRIP OF FIVE, good to large 
margins all round, very fine. Ex Consul Weinberger     ........................................................(S.G. 29) £144

Extremely rare sound in a multiple so large

624 O 1857 to 1871:  small used selection of seven stamps, two pairs, two strips of three and one block of four on 
stock page.  All but two are imperforates, the majority have margins all round and are fine to very fine.  Ex 
Consul Weinberger.  Est. Cash Value $500-600  

Victoria

625  1886 : 1p  pink,     FIVE copies, 1896 1 1/2p apple green, THREE copies, all tied by MELBOURNE 29 I 
01 c.d.s.strikes on large envelope bearing Vancouver transit and Montreal receiver on reverse, VERY RARE 
usage during the first month of the Federation of Australia.    Est. Cash Value $300 – 400. (S.G. 311,333)  
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Western Australia

626 * 1854 - 55 : 4p  pale blue,     Bottom Sheet Margin Copy showing distinct margin watermark, unused, 
extremely fine. Ex. Consul Weinberger.     .............................................................................. (S.G. 3) £350

627 O 1sh  pale brown,     good to large margins all round showing portion of adjoining stamp at left, very fine. Ex 
Consul Weinberger     .............................................................................................................(S.G. 4c) £325

628 * 1sh  grey - brown,    unused, ample to good margins all round, very fine.  R.P.S. of Victoria (2008).    
(S.G. 4b) £550

629 O 1857 - 59 : 6p  black bronze,     good to large margins all round, lightly cancelled, very fine. Ex Consul 
Weinberger.     ...................................................................................................................... (S.G. 18) £650

Grossly undercatalogued in Gibbons.  An exceptionally rare stamp in such superior condition.  This is 
probably the best example of this extremely rare stamp we have seen.

630 O 1860 - 64 : 6p  sage - green,     good to large margins all round, lightly cancelled, very fine. Ex Consul 
Weinberger.     ....................................................................................................................... (S.G. 28) £400

631 O 6p  sage - green,     good to large margins all round, neat rare c.d.s. cancel, very fine. Ex Consul Weinberger     
(S.G. 28) £400

632 O 1860 - 64  Rouletted: 6p  sage - green,     large margins all round, light grid cancel, extremely fine. Ex 
Consul Weinberger     ......................................................................................................... (S.G. 32) £600

633 * 1876 - 81 : 6p  lilac,  PAIR,  o.g., excellent centreing and brilliant colour. very fine.      ... (S.G. 75) £280
A rare multiple.

AUSTRALIA

634 **/* 1923  Perf. 12: 6p  chestnut,  A.J. MULLETT GUTTER IMPRINT BLOCK OF FOUR, o.g., bottom 
pair n.h., very fine.      ........................................................................................................... (S.G. 73) £96

635 **  B 1953 - 56  Elizabeth 3p green:  coil perforate double pane of 80 (8x10) times 2, with 10 vertical gutter 
pairs, n.h., very fine.    ££520 as blocks of four (Not illus.)  .......................................... (S.G. 262ab)

BAHAMAS

636 * 1859 - 60 : 1p  reddish lake,    o.g., deep colour, extremely fine.      ..................................(S.G. 1) £5,000
A far rarer stamp in unused condition than is normally considered.  A study of recent sales reveal no cop-
ies for Amundsen, C. Henry, Dale/Lichtenstein, Caspary, Lilly, Rubin, Samos, Alford, etc., If one removed 
the magnificent block twelve and pair in “Staircase” we find two other copies, besides that offered here,  A 

remarkable opportunity to aquire a pre-eminent stamp of Bahamas philately.
637 O 1859 - 60 : 1p  dull lake,     clear to good margins all round, light “A05” cancel, very fine.  B.P.A. Cert. 

(1981).    ..................................................................................................................................(S.G. 2) £1,500
638 * 1p  dull lake,    l.h., ample to good margins all round, very fine.   (See note after S.G. 2).  £250

1861 - 62  Rough Perf. 14-16: Issue
639 * 1p  lake,  PAIR,  o.g., Position 39,40, right stamp variety line through “NSU” of INTERINSULAR, 

typical centreing for this issue. fine. Tiny W.H.C. (olson) handstamp on both stamps.     (S.G. 4 var) £1,300
We account for the following multiples, two blocks of four, one strip of three and six pairs.  This pair is 

probably unique with this variety.
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640 * 1p  lake,    l.h., Position 58, Variety dot between “I” and “N” of INTERINSULAR, fine.      (S.G. 4 var) £650

A distinctive variety.

641 * 1p  lake,    o.g., well centred, very fine.      ............................................................................ (S.G. 4) £650

642 * 4p  dull rose,     bright fresh colour, almost very fine. Ex Israelow. P.F. Cert.(1977) states “part o.g.” 
which in our opinion is full o.g. somewhat glazed.    ..........................................................(S.G. 5) £1,400

643 O 6p  pale dull lilac,     neat “A05” cancel, typical centreing for the issue, fine.      ............... (S.G. 6a) £500
Far rarer than reflected in Gibbons value.  We note no used examples in either “Staircase” or “Ludington”. 

644 * 1862  Perf. 12 1/2: 1p  carmine-lake,    o.g., brilliant colour and well centred, very fine.      (S.G. 8) £1,000

1862 UNWATERMARKED

645 O Perf 11 3/4: 4p  dull rose,     fresh bright colour, lightly cancelled, fine.  Sismondo Cert. (2007).    (S.G. 10) £425
646 * Perf. 13: 1p  lake,    part o.g,, fresh colour, light corner crease, fine.      ............................. (S.G. 16) £900
647 * 1p  brown-lake,    part o.g,,  very fine.  Signed Bloch.    ..................................................(S.G. 17) £750
648 * 1p  brown-lake,    o.g., Position 40, Variety line through “NSULAR” of “INTERINSULAR”, extremely 

fine.      ........................................................................................................................... (S.G. 17 var) £750
Exceptional centreing and a rare variety.

649 O 1p  brown lake,     neat cancel, wonderful centreing, very fine.      ..................................... (S.G. 17) £130
650 O 1p  brown lake,     type N2 c.d.s. almost very fine.      ........................................................ (S.G. 17) £130
651 * 4p  dull rose,     WATERMARKED VARIETY. unused,  with portions of “T.H. SAUNDERS” paper-

markers watermark, brilliant colour with typical centreing, fine.  Brandon Cert. (2008). S.G. £2750 
without watermark.   .................................................................................................. (S.G. 18 var.)

While mentioned in Gibbons, we have found no examples in any of the major collections including 
“Staircase”, Ludington, Charlton Henry, Hind “Manus”, etc..

1863-77 WATERMARKED CROWN CC
652 * 4p  brownish-rose,    part o.g,,  almost very fine.      ........................................................... (S.G. 28) £450

653 * 4p  lilac,    o.g., bright fresh colour, almost very fine.      ..................................................... (S.G. 30) £400

654 * 6p  deep violet,     VARIETY WATERMARKED REVERSED, o.g., rich colour, very fine.      (S.G. 31x) £180
Rarer stamp than reflected in Gibbons.

655 O 6p  lilac,  VERTICAL PAIR,   light “A05” cancels fine.  Actually a very rare multiple of this shade.  The 
“Staircase” Collection had a strip of three and only one pair on cover.  Ludington had none.      (S.G. 30) £150

656 O 6p  lilac, dark violet.     FOUR COPIES “A05” cancels, very fine to very fine.       ...... (S.G. 30,31) £225

657  6p  deep violet,     well centred, very fine, just tied by “A05” cancel on envelope bearing red “REGIS-
TERED/NASSAU MR 2 87” c.d.s., “R” in oval, and manuscript “4”.       ....................(S.G. 31) £900
Interestingly addressed to “Maplewood Opium Institute” in Ohio. A rarer stamp on cover than one would 

think. “Staircase” & Ludington each had only one, the latter defective.
658 * Perf. 14, 1p  scarlet (aniline),    unused,  very fine.  R.P.S. Cert. (1979).    .....................(S.G. 34) £1,000

A rare stamp. “Staircase” and Ludington has a total of 3 copies, 2 with stains. C.Henry none.
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1882 Watermarked crown CA

659 ** / 
*B

1p  scarlet-vermilion,  BLOCK OF SIX,   Pos, 29-30, 39-40, 49-50, Position 40 with variety line through 
“NSULAR” of “INTERINSULAR”  4 n.h., 2 l.h., a beautifully fresh and impressive position block, fine.      
(S.G. 40 var.) £330

660 * Perf. 12,  1p  scarlet-vermilion,     SEVEN copies, 6 o.g, 1 unused, fine to very fine.       (S.G. 40) £385

661 * 4p  rose,    o.g., bright fresh colour, almost very fine.      ..................................................... (S.G. 41) £550

662 * 4p  rose,     SHEET MARGIN WATERMARK, o.g. one short perf., deep colour, fine.      (S.G. 41) £550

663 * 4p  rose,    unused, just about perfect centreing, very fine.      ............................................. (S.G. 41) £550

664 O 4p  rose,     SIX used copies including “B” and “AO5” cancels, fine to very fine.       ........ (S.G. 41) £270

665 * Perf. 14: 1p  scarlet-vermilion,    o.g.,  very fine.      ......................................................... (S.G. 42) £475

666 * 1p  scarlet-vermilion,    o.g., perfect centreing, brilliant true colour, very faint bend, still very fine.       
(S.G. 42) £475

667 O 1p  scarlet-vermilion,  PAIR,   beautiful pair, extremely fine.      ...................................... (S.G. 42) £120

668 * 4p  rose,     WATERMARK REVERSED, unused, fine.  B.P.A. Cert. (2008).    ..........(S.G. 43x) £950
Our investigation has found no copies of this variety in recent auctions including “Staircase”, Ludington 

and C. Henry.

1883 “FOUR PENCE” on 6P
669 * 4p on 6p  deep violet,    o.g., diagonal surcharge, bright colour, fine.      ............................ (S.G. 45) £550

670 * 4p on 6p  deep violet,    o.g., horizontal surcharge additional “F” of surcharge of adjacent stamp at right, 
lovely colour, fine.      ........................................................................................................... (S.G. 45) £550

671 * 4p on 6p  deep violet, o.g.    WATERMARK REVERSED, bright colour, almost very fine.  R.P.S. Cert. 
(1989), where they missed the reversed watermark.    ...................................................(S.G. 45x) £600

Another undercatalogued Gibbons stamp.

672 O 1883 : 4p on 6p  deep violet,     horizontal surcharge, sheet margin watermark, neat cancel absolutely per-
fect centreing, no perforations touch the design.  Used examples are probably twice as rare as mint copies, 
Ex Harry Sands. extremely fine. Signed Diena     ................................................................. (S.G. 45) £400

BARBADOS
673  1771:  BARBA/DOES, two-line handstamp with matching “21/OC” datestamp on reverse of folded letter 

datelined “Bridgetown Barbados Sep 1st 1771” to London England and bearing DEAL SHIP LRE and ms 
“pr Capn. Moulton Q.D.C.. A scarce early usage with beseaching drippy letter asking for assistance,  from a 
23 year old.    Est. Cash Value $300 – 400. 

1852 Blued Paper

674 O 1/2p  yellow green,     good margins all round, thin spot. fine.      .............................................(S.G. 1) £700
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675 **/* (1/2p)  deep green,     Magnificent FULL SHEET MARGIN STTRIP OF THREE, 2 n.h., 1 o.g. ,superb.  
Brandon Cert.(2008).    ..........................................................................................................(S.G. 2) £390

A strip of three is the third largest multiple known.  An exhibition piece.

676 O (1/2p)  deep green,     variety “gash in throat” plate flaw, margins all round except in at top left, a fine and 
rare variety.   A.P.S. Cert. (1984).    .................................................................................. (S.G. 2 var.) £325

677 O  (1p)  blue,     good to enormous margins all round, “1” grid cancel, very fine.      ................(S.G. 3) £190

678 O  (4p)  brownish red,     good to large margins all round, lightly cancelled, extremely fine.   (S.G. 5) £275

679 O  (4p)  brownish red,     grid cancel, fine.      ...........................................................................(S.G. 5) £275

680 **/* 
B

1852  Prepared for Use, but not Issued: (No Value)  slate blue,  BLOCK OF SIX,  top three l.h. to o.g., 
bottom three n.h., superb.      .................................................................................................. (S.G. 5a) £162

1855-58 WHITE PAPER

681 * (1/2p)  deep yellow green,    o.g., hinge remnant, good margins all round, very fine.      (S.G. 7) £550
A far rarer stamp than reflected in the Gibbons Catalogue.  We note a total of perhaps 11 mint copies in 

the major collections, i.e. Jaffe, Burrus, Hurlock which includes a block of 4, 2 pairs and singles.

682 *  (1/2p)  yellow green,    very l.h., good to clear margins all round, fine.      .......................... (S.G. 7) £550
Another example of a very elusive stamp.

683 O  (1/2p)  yellow green,     good to close margins all round, fine.      ........................................ (S.G. 7) £110
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684 O  (1/2p)  yellow green,  SHEET MARGIN PAIR,   other margins good to clear, tied on small piece by “1” 
grids., very fine and rare multiple.       ........................................................................................(S.G. 7) £220

The number of sound pairs total about 15.

685 O 1855 - 58  White Paper: 1/2p  yellow green,  HORIZONTAL PAIR,   good to large margins all round, 
very fine. Ex Consul Weinberger     ............................................................................................(S.G. 7) £220

One of the 15 known sound pairs

An Important Piece

686  Ca. 1855 : (1p)  pale blue,  STRIP OF FOUR,   1p pale blue, uncancelled L shaped STRIP OF FOUR, 
the bottom right copy BISECTED DIAGONALLY. margins mostly all round, used on part of “Mer-
cantile Intelligence” bearing partial addressing “(Ste)warts H(ill) (S)T. John(s)”.The stamps are sound 
but for one copy lightly creased and the piece bears faults and repairs.    Est. Cash Value $5,000 - 
7,500.  ......................................................................................................................................... (S.G.9)
This example is unique ouside the example in the Queen’s Collection (single bisect tied), which is on an 

equal sized piece of newspaper, bearing the same addressing and very similar, if not the  same, hand-
writing.  The only other bisect of this early period is an example of the greyish slate on cover from the 

Charlton-Henry, Amundsen and Cartier Collections.

687 O  (1p)  deep blue,  PAIR,   left stamp “gash in throat” variety, margins all round, creases, rare, fine.      
(S.G. 10 var.) £120
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688   (1p)  deep blue,     margins to in at right, faintly cancelled by black grid and tied by blue marks on folded 
letter sheet bearing BARBADOES JU 05 1856 c.d.s. and Trinidad receiver on reverse.    Est. Cash Value 
$100 - 150.   .......................................................................................................................... (S.G. 10) £300

689 * 6p  pale rose red,    o.g., good to enormous margins all round, very fine. Ex. Israelow.  Foundation 
Cert. (1977).     ..................................................................................................................... (S.G. 11) £750

690 PP 1sh  brown-black,  PLATE PROOF PAIR,   on wove paper, good margins all round, tiny scissor cut in top 
margin only, very fine.   Est. Cash Value $200  .................................................................. (S.G. 12P)

691 * 1sh  black,    o.g.,  almost very fine.      ...............................................................................(S.G. 12a) £225

692 O 1sh  black,     mostly huge margins all round showing portion of adjacent stamps left and bottom, “1” 
bootheel cancel, superb, We doubt any finer exists.       ................................................. (S.G. 12a) £75

1860 ISSUES

693 O Pin-perf 14 : (1/2p)  yellow green,     perforations all round not even close to design, probably top sheet 
margin copy, “1” boot heel cancel, absolutely Superb.       ............................................. (S.G. 13) £425

The finest there is.

694 O  (1p)  pale blue,  HORIZONTAL STRIP OF FOUR,   “1” bootheel cancels, probably left sheet margin 
hence imperforate that side only, margins except at right, sound but for a faint foxing on reverse, fine 
and extremely rare.  Ex Hodsell Hurlock, S.G. BWI Sale 1981, Jeff Weiss.  £600 as singles   (S.G. 14)

Believed to be the largest known used multiple.

695   (1p)  deep blue,     BISECTED DIAGONALLY, perforations intact and margins well clear, tied on 
small piece of newspaper, very fine.      ............................................................................ (S.G. 15a) £750

The only other example we have found was in Hodsell Hurlock where it was believed to be unique.

696 O Pin-Perf 12 ½,  (1/2p)  yellow green,     “1” bootheel cancel,perforations virtually all round and well clear 
of design, very fine.      .......................................................................................................... (S.G. 16) £650

697 * 1861  Clean-cut perf 14 to 16: (1p)  blue,    part o.g,, typical centreing for this issue, a fresh and fine 
copy of this extremely rare stamp,       .............................................................................. (S.G. 19) £850

698 *  (1p)  blue,    o.g., some perforation toning from gum, fine.      ....................................... (S.G. 19) £850
Both the pale blue and the blue shades are far rarer than reflected in the S.G. Catalog Values.  Of unused 
examples, other than the two copies offered here, we have found; Hodsell-Hurlock 5, “Olive Blossom” 2, 

Charlton Henry 1.  None were in Urwiick, Dale-Lichtenstein, Jaffe or “Sovereign”.
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1861 – 70 Unwatermarked
699 ** / 

*B
 (1/2p)  green,  SHEET MARGIN BLOCK OF EIGHT,   n.h. 3, l.h. 5, fresh bright colour and paper, very 
fine.     .....................................................................................................................................(S.G. 21) £176

700 *  (4p)  dull rose red,    l.h., outstanding centreing, fresh and extremely fine.      ....................(S.G. 25) £120
701 O (4p)  dull rose red, PAIR “1” bootheel cancel, typical centreing, a fine and very rare multiple.       (S.G. 25) £110
702 * (4p)  dull brown red,    l.h., fresh bright colour. fine.      .......................................................(S.G. 26) £150

688
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703 * (4p)  dull brown red,    Imperforate single, unused, fine.    ££1,500 as pair sold “AS IS”.   (S.G. 26a)

704 * (4p)  lake rose,    o.g., outstanding centreing, brilliant colour, very fine.      .........................(S.G. 27) £160

705 *  (4p)  dull vermilion,    very l.h., clear true colour, almost very fine.     ...............................(S.G. 28) £300

706 * 6p  dull orange-vermilion,  IMPERFORATE HORIZONTAL PAIR,  l.h.,  very fine.  R.P.S. Cert(2003).    
(S.G. 32a) £700
Far rarer than reflected in the S.G. Catalogue values. Between Urwick,Hurlock and Charlton Henry we 

have found only six multiples.  None in Jaffe or Dale-Lichtenstein.

707 *+ 1sh  brown black,  BLOCK OF FOUR,  o.g., perforations clear all round, very fine.      ...(S.G. 34) £300

1873 Watermarked Large Star

708 * (1/2p)  green,    o.g., deep colour, beautiful centreing, extremely fine.      .......................... (S.G. 58) £400

709 *  (4p)  dull rose red,    l.h., fresh colour, and extremely rare, fine.      .............................. (S.G. 59) £1,200
We have found from our studies of major collections only four copies with gum.

710 *  (4p)  dull rose red,     fantastically large copy bearing neat and rare BARBADOES DEC - 73 c.d.s., ex-
tremely fine.      ..................................................................................................................... (S.G. 59) £200

711 * 6p  orange-vermilion,    unused, tiny marginal tone spot hardly worth mentioning, very fine. Ex. Hodsell 
Hurlock.     ............................................................................................................................ (S.G. 60) £800

Probably the best centred copy in existance.

712 * B  6p  orange-vermilion,  BLOCK OF SIX,  ungummed,  extremely fine,      ................... (S.G. 60b) £285
After studying all major offerings of the 6p imperforate, we have found no copies with gum and must 

conclude they were originally sold without same.  In addition, other than a block of forty last seen in the 
Hodsell Hurlock First Auction, which we must assume has been broken up, this BLOCK OF SIX is probably 

the largest surviving multiple.

A New Discovery

713 O 6p  orange-vermilion,     USED SINGLE, margins all round, clear at top and large to enormous three sides 
showing portions of adjacent stamps left and right, crease and thin spot, brilliant colour and neatly cancelled.   
Brandon Cert. (2008).    .......................................................................................................(S.G. 60b) Unpriced
Two used copies are mentioned in the Stanley Gibbons Catalogue and we presume these were the two cop-
ies first scene in the Hodsell-Hurlock Collection (Harmer 1958, 1959). As so little was known about these 

stamps, only one was photographed.  The other copy, we believe, was offered by D. Feldman in an April 16, 
1986 auction. The copy here offered is the third copy to have been found with one of the Hurlock copies not 

seen for over five decades.    Corroborating photo copies accompany.
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714 * 1873  Watermarked Small Star Perf. 14: 3p  brown-purple,    part o.g,,  fine.      ...........(S.G. 63) £325

1873 5 sh dull rose

715 * 5sh  dull rose,     large part o.g., beautifully centred stamp printed on a thinner type paper, almost very 
fine. Backstamped “RHAETICUS” in small shield.     .....................................................(S.G. 64) £950

716 * 5sh  dull rose,    part o.g,, well centred, bright colour, corner sheet margin watermark, very fine.      
(S.G. 64) £950

717 * 5sh  dull rose,    unused, fresh and fine.      ...........................................................................(S.G. 64) £950

718 O 5sh  dull rose,     sheet margin watermark, lightly cancelled, almost very fine.      ..............(S.G. 64) £300

719 O 5sh  dull rose,     typical centreing for the issue, almost very fine.      ...................................(S.G. 64) £300
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1875-80 Watermarked Crown CC

720 * 4p  deep red,    unused, corner margin watermark, dazzling colour, fine.      ........................(S.G. 68) £300
721 * 1sh  violet (aniline),    l.h., wonderful centreing, deep rich colour, extremely fine.      ....(S.G. 71) £500
722 * 1sh  violet (amiline),     SHEET MARGIN WATERMARKED SIDEWAYS AND REVERSED, o.g., 

very fine. Signed A.D.(iena)     ............................................................................................(S.G. 71x) £500
Missing from most of the great Barbados Collections.  Grossly undercatalogued.

723  1p  dull blue,  DIAGONAL BISECT,   perforations clear, very fine, together with single, tied by BARBA-
DOS DE 29 77 c.d.s. and oval grid on piece.   B.P.A. Cert. (1964).    ................................. (S.G. 73a) £300

With all due respect to the B.P.A., we believe this to be grey blue, which is unlisted. Jaffe had neither.

724  1p  dull blue,  DIAGONAL BISECT,   tied by oval grid on piece, perforation clear, very fine,  (S.G. 73a) £300
Another colour with which we disagree with the S.G. listing.

725 O 1p  grey blue,     WATERMARKED SIDEWAYS, neat “head free” cancel, beautifully centred all per-
forations intact and clear. extremely fine.      .................................................................... (S.G. 74a) £850

Far rarer than reflected in the S.G. catalogue value.

726 * 4p  red,    o.g., well centred, deep colour with incredible “bleed off” at right, very fine.      . (S.G. 76) £150
727 * 4p  crimson lake,    o.g., large perfectly centred copy, extremely fine.      ........................ (S.G. 78) £500
728 * 6p chrome-yellow, o.g., perforations clear all round, deep colour, extremely fine. Signed A. Diena.  (S.G. 79) £150

729 * 1sh  violet (aniline),    unused,  very fine.  B.P.A. Cert. (1965).    .....................................(S.G. 82) £3,750
Our studies have discovered only four copies of the 1 shilling exist, including the stamp offered here.  Of 
these, only the “Olive Blossom” copy has gum.  Two examples in Hodsell Hurloch were without gum and 

no examples were present in C. Henry, Amunden, Jaffe, Burris, Urwick - A great rarity.

730 * 1sh  dull mauve,    o.g., large copy, well centred, extremely fine.      ...................................(S.G. 83) £500

1878 “1D” Surcharge Issue

731 * 1D on half of 5sh  dull rose,  UNUSED UNSEVERED PAIR,   fresh bright colour and paper, certificate 
states “strenghthened horizontal crease”, well centred and almost very fine.   Brandon Cert. (2008)    
..............................................................................................................................................(S.G. 86b) £24,000
Far better appearance and condition than the majority of the seven unused pairs available to the public of 
which two are imperforate.  Two other examples reside in the Royal Collection and there is, of course the 
unique strip of four. We doubt another pair of this quality will be offered on the market for years to come.
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732 O 1D on half of 5sh  dull rose,     S.G. type 3a, reading up, cancelled by BARBADOS AP 1 78 c.d.s., 2nd 
month of usage, very fine.      ................................................................................................. (S.G. 86) £650

733 O 1D on half of 5sh  dull rose,     S.G. type 3a, reading down, grid cancel, fine.      ............... (S.G. 86) £650

734 * 1892 : “HALF PENNY”  on 4p  deep brown,     DOUBLE SURCHARGE red and black,o.g., insignificant 
corner perforation thin, fine. Signed H. Bloch, H.R.& Co.     ........................................... (S.G. 104b) £850

A most interesting error.  The red surcharge was in fact an essay that was rejected and the single pane 
returned to be overprinted with the rest of the four pence stamps. Article accompanies.

735 * 1938 - 47 : 1p  scarlet,    o.g., vibrant colour, very fine.      ................................................ (S.G. 249) £275

BECHUANALAND
Crown Colony

736 * 1885 - 87  First Two Issues: 1/2p to 1 sh, COMPLETE SET  o.g., very fine to fine.       (S.G. 1-8) £621

737 * 1/2p to 6p, 1/2p type I overprint almost double, 2p unused, 3p  tiny tear, fine to very fine.       (S.G. 1-7) £321

738 * 1/2p  black,     DOUBLE OVERPRINT, LAKE AND RED, o.g., fresh bright copy, almost very fine.  
Brandon Cert. (2009)    ....................................................................................................... (S.G. 1b) £750
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739 * 1/2p  grey & black,    o.g., ERROR “ritish” in CENTRE OF STRIP OF THREE,fresh original gum, 
bright colour and almost perfect centreing, extremely fine and rare.   Brandon Cert. (2009).    (S.G. 4a) £2,250

The ultimate presentation of the error and almost the twin of the H.R. Holmes strip, though better.

740 O 1888 : £5,  Light manuscript cancel, faults typical of this used high value, well centred, fine.   ££1,500 for 
postal use.   ................................................................................................................................(S.G. 21)

1888 Surcharge Issue

741 * “2d” on 2p  lilac & black,     surcharge “curved foot” variety, l.h., faint natural bend, very fine.      
(S.G. 23b) £300

742 O 2d on 2p  lilac & black,     SURCHARGE IN GREEN cancelled as all are, but lightly and face-free, typical 
centreing for the few existing copies, fine.      ........................................................................(S.G. 23c) £4,000
Only one sheet (120 copies) was surcharged. Our studies have found only six copies including the copy of-

fered in this auction.  The others resided in Dale-Lichtenstein, Holmes, Ruben, Isleham etc.

743 * “6d” on 2p  lilac & black,    o.g., hinge remnant, fresh, no perforations touch, very fine.      (S.G. 26) £130

744 O 1893 - 95 : 1p  carmine,     variety inverted “u” for 2nd “n”, GABERONERS c.d.s., very fine.      (S.G. 
38d) £140

Protectorate

745 O 1889 : Four Pence on 1/2p  vermilion,     SURCHARGE INVERTED a well centred fresh copy with a 
light crease and thin. fine.  Brandon Cert.(2009).    ...........................................................(S.G. 53c) £4,000
Most if not all of the six known copies of this error have faults. A cornerstone of Bechuanaland Philately.

746 ** 1890 : 1/2p  vermilion,    n.h., almost very extra fine.       .......................................................(S.G. 54) £170

747 O 1/2p  vermilion,     neat MAFEKING c.d.s., fine.      ...............................................................(S.G. 54) £190

748 O 1904 - 13 : 1sh  deep green & scarlet,     neat cancel, fine.      ...............................................(S.G. 70) £150
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749 O 1sh  green & carmine,     light c,d,s,, very fine.      .................................................................(S.G. 71) £120

750 ** 1913 - 24  Seahorse Waterlow Printing: 5sh  rose carmine,    n.h.,  very fine.   ££160 for hinged   (S.G. 84)

751 * 1 5sh  rose carmine,    l.h.,  very fine.     .................................................................................(S.G. 84) £160

752 O 1932  George V: 1/2p to 3 sh, various c.d.s. cancels far rarer used, fine to very fine.       (S.G. 99 - 105) £162

753 * 1938-52  George VI: 1/2p to 10 sh,  l.h. and o.g., includes extra shades, very fine.    S.G. 118-25, 126a, 
127a, 128 plus 118a, 120a, 124a.  £265

754 * O 1885 to 1932:  Collection of 150 mostly o.g. stamps housed in small safety-deposit stock book, wonder-
ful selection of overprints, surcharges, 3 Seahorses, and some Dues, a tidy group of fine to very fine 
stamps.    S.G. between 1 and 109, D1-6£ £2,100 (Not illus.) 

BERMUDA

755 * 1874  Watermarked Crown CC: THREE PENCE on 1p  rose red,     lightly hinged, as all copies are 
centred extremely to the left, this example is as very fine as this stamp can exist.   R.P.S. Cert. (2007)    
(S.G. 12) £18,000

Only one sheet of sixty was originally produced by, most likely, the original government printer (D. 
McPhee) under instructions of the Privy Council. There are the famous block of six and three blocks of 
four known.  Of the 42 remaining copies, approximately ten are used.  Normal loss probably brings the 
unused number to twenty or less. No serious Burmuda collection is complete without this famous and 

historic stamp.
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BRITISH GUIANA

756 PP Ca. 1853 : 1c  vermilion,  PLATE PROOF,   ON WOVE PAPER, enormous to good margins all round, 
very fine.  Brandon Cert.(2009) Est. Cash Value $2,000 - 3,000.   ............................... (S.G. 11PP)
A Unique Proof.  Plate proofs of the 1c are readily known in a trial colour of reddish brown, and are very 
rare.  After studying auction catalogues as far back as Ferrari, there has been no mention or offering of 
any in the issued coulour.  Quite simply, it is unique and an important part of British Guiana Philately.

1853-55 Imperforate

757 O 4c  deep blue,     RETOUCHED, good margins barely touched at BR, light c.d.s., fine. Ex Consul Wein-
berger.     ................................................................................................................................ (S.G. 18a) £1,000

758 O 4c  blue,     large to enormous margins all round, neat DEMERARA OC 2 1854 c.d.s., extremely fine. Ex 
Consul Weinberger.     .............................................................................................................(S.G. 19) £550

759 O 4c  blue,     good margins all round, DEMERARA c.d.s., very fine. Ex Consul Weinberger.     (S.G. 19) £550

760 O 4c  blue,     RETOUCHED, large to enormous margins all round, neat DEMERARA MR 13 1854, 
lovely colour and superb.  Ex Consul Weinberger     .......................................................(S.G. 19a) £700

761  4c  pale blue,     large to enormous margins all round, tied by 1858 c.d.s. on piece, extremely fine. Ex Con-
sul Weinberger.     ....................................................................................................................(S.G. 20) £450

762 O 4c  pale blue,     good to enormous margins all round, small DEMERARA DE 9 58 c.d.s., extremely fine. Ex 
Consul Weinberger.     .............................................................................................................(S.G. 20) £450

763 O 4c  pale blue,     large margins all round, light 1859 DEMERARA c.d.s., extremely fine. Ex Consul Wein-
berger     ..................................................................................................................................(S.G. 20) £450

GUM DESCRIPTION
Recognizing that there are occasional differences of opinion concerning gum 
nomenclature by various expert committees, for example, a stamp described 
as o.g. being certified as large part o.g. or even part o.g., this minor classifica-

tion discrepancy alone is not sufficient grounds for return.
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CANADA MARITIME PROVINCES
British Columbia & Vancouver Island

764  1860 : 2 1/2p  rose,     faulty corner, believed precancelled together with U.S. 1857 5c brown, fine 10c green 
type V (faults), tied by SAN FRANCIISCO 1861 c.d.s. on envelope (stain spot) bearing blue PAID in oval, 
red U.STATES in framed are cover “C” andms. “15 Cents pp”, MR 14 1861 NS receiver on reverse.    Est. 
Cash Value $1,500 - 2,000.   ..............................................................................................................( 2)

A rare Pre-cancelled envelope.

1865 Imperforate Issue

765  5c  rose,     large to enormous margins all round showing major portions of adjacent stamp at bottom 
POST OFFICE PAID VICTORIA VANCOUVER ISLAND on yellowish envelope (lightened tone 
spots) to New Westminster.  Ex. Dale / Lichtenstein. Paris dealer’s handstamp on front and reverse.     
( 3) 38,000

One of the three or four covers bearing full margined stamps of the approximately 12 known entires.
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766 * 10c  blue,  HORIZONTAL PAIR, full original gum, full margins all round except just touched at right, 
very light vertical crease, still very fine. Ex. Wellburn and Sir Gawaine Baillie. S.G. £3,600. ( 4) 5,500

Largest unused multiple of this rare stamp is a pair.  Only two are known and both have light creasing.

767  10c  blue,  PAIR,   good to large margins all round, very fine tied with 5c perforation 14 on piece by 
distinctive blue POST OFFICE PAID VICTORIA VANCOUVER ISLAND oval.  Ex Consul Wein-
berger.     ......................................................................................................................................... ( 4) 2,300

A lovely pair and largest known multiple.

768  10c  blue,  PAIR,   right copy, margins all round, fair and very fine with perf. 14 5c wing margin copy, fine, 
all tied by blue POST OFFICE VICTORIA VANCOUVER ISLAND, oval on portion of front to England, 
bearing VICTORIA B.C. SEP 3 1868 c.d.s..       ......................................................................... ( 4,5) 2,300

A pair is the largest known multiple used.

769  1865 :Perf. 14 3p  blue,     FOUR COPIES (faults), indistinct cancellation on faulty envelope (piece out of 
top) bearing U.S. 1861 10c tied by blue cancels with matching PORT TOWNSEND W.T. c,d,s, also PAID, 
NEW WEST MINSTER SEP 9 1868 c.d.s. and red ms “10c”    Est. Cash Value $500 - 600.   ..... ( 7)

770  25c on 3p  orange,     almost very fine copy, tied by black “35” in grid on lovely mourning envelope 
bearing blue VICTORIA B.C. JUN 1871 c.d.s. to Quesnellemouth B.C. Probably the nicest example of 
a 25c on cover.    £3,600 On cover..  Est. Cash Value $1,250 - 1,500.   .................................... ( 11)
Quesnelle or Fort Quesnelle are deep in the interior on or near the Fraser River in the Cariboo District.  

A very abnormal use of the 25c.

771  25c on 3p  orange,     almost very fine copy tied by blue “35” in grid on somewhat repaired envelope 
bearing “VICTORIA BC, MAY 27 1870 c.d.s. and “1” charge for local readdressing, London transits and 
Lymington England receiver on reverse.  £3,600. On cover.  Est. Cash Value $400 - 500.   ....... ( 11)

COVER CONDITION

 Minor faults including, but not limited to, file folds not
 affecting stamps, small tears and some backflap damage
 have not been noted in the descriptions of this catalogue 
 and are not grounds for return.
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772  BARNARD’S EXPRESS CO’s  BRITISH COLUMBIA EXPRESS PAID VICTORIA AND YALE: 
frank in ribbon design on envelope (few stains) to Victoria bearing 1865 5c rose and 3p light blue, fine, tied 
by blurred blue Barnard’s cancel.    Est. Cash Value $500 - 750.   .................................................( 5,7)

Interesting combination of pence and cents issue.

EXPRESS MAIL
773  BARNARD’S CARIBOO EXPRESS PAID: Vermilion label, margins all round, very fine, uncancelled, 

tied by crease on somewhat rough lemon envelope bearing 1861 3c PAIR, 24c red lilac shade, tied by 
cogwheel cancels, blue POST OFFICE VICTORIA CANCOUVER ISLAND PAID oval, SAN FRAN-
CISCO MAY 2 1864 double circle datestamp, transits and STRATFORD U.C. receiver on reverse.    
Est. Cash Value $750 - 1,000.  

774  3c  orange,  fine, on unused entire.  In 1875 “Barnard’s British Columbia Express Co” was changed to 
“The British Columbia Express Company”    Est, Cash Value. $300 - 400.   ...........................( 37)

No example of this Company was present in the Wellburn or Dale / Lichtenstein collections.

775  JEFFRAY’S FRASER RIVER EXPRESS PAID: Printed frank of rounded oblong in double-lined ornate 
frame on neat lemon envelope bearing light impression of POST OFFICE VICTORIA V.I. Coat of Arms 
oval precancel.    Est. Cash Value $400 - 500.  

776  CUSTOMS - VICTORIA ISLAND CROWN: Negative framed circle printed frank Nesbitt 3c entire 
(edge faults, somewhat brittle) to San Francisco bearing blue WELLS, FARGO & Co. EXPRESS 
VICTORIA V.I. oval    Est. Cash Value $500 - 750.  

                                                                                                                                                     774

                             

                               777

777  CUSTOMS - VICTORIA ISLAND CROWN: Negative framed circle on red printed frank Nesbitt 
10c entire to Maine bearing 29 SEP NEW YORK transit and blue WELLS FARGO Co, EXPRESS 
VICTORIA VI oval. Very attractive.    Est. Cash Value $750 - 1,000.  

A very colourful cover.
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Wells Fargo & Company

778  USED TO ENGLAND: POST OFFICE VICTORIA Coat of Arms; Blue oval on printed frank 3c en-
tire (restored tear through indices), bearing U.S. 1861 10c, TWO PAIRS, 1c, 3c tied by segmented cork 
cancels, blue PAID and red N.York BR PKT 38 transit, with WINSLOW FE 1 64 receiver on reverse.    
Est. Cash Value $3,000 - 4,000.  
This recently surfaced cover is one of two examples of the 48c (1c underpaid) double rate to England, the 

other bearing two 24c stamps is not nearly as colourful.

779  POST OFFICE VICTORIA V.I. Coat of Arms: Oval printed frank Nesbitt 3c buff entire to San Fran-
cisco bearing blue WELLS, FARGO & Co. FEB 9 VICTORIA oval.    Est. Cash Value $600 - 800.  

780  POST OFFICE VICTORIA V.I. Coat of Arms: Black oval on printed frank Nesbit 3c pink entire to 
Yreka bearing manuscript “April 16 1862” and blue WELLS, FARGO & Co. APR 9  VICTORIA 
dated oval.    Est. Cash Value $400 - 500.  

781  POST OFFICE VICTORIA V.I. Coat of Arms: Blue oval on printed frank 3c pink entire to San Fran-
cisco bearing manuscript “March 2/63” and blue WELLS, FARGO & Co. FEB 22 VICTORIA oval.    
Est. Cash Value $500 - 750.  

A very fresh cover.

782  USED TO STEILACOOME, WASHINGTON TERRITORY: VICTORIA PAID V.I; Handstamp on 
uncancelled printed frank Nesbitt 3c buff entire past-up reverse cover with address.    Est. Cash Value 
$750 - 1,000.  
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783  1865:  5c  rose,     fine, tied by blue PAID in oval on printed frank 10c entire paste-up bearing 1861 10c 
tied by indistinct cancel, blue WELLS, FARGO & Co., JUN 10 VICTORIA, dated oval, the reverse 
cover bearing addressing absent.    Est. Cash Value $750 - 1,000.   .............................................( 5)

784  1865 : 5c  rose,     fine, tied by blue “35” of Victoria in grid on unused printed frank 10c entire bearing a 
very fine uncancelled 1867 “F” grill “Black Jack” 2c.  Herman Toaspern handstamp on reverse.  Est. Cash 
Value $750 - 1,000.   .............................................................................................................. ( 5, u.s.93)

A VERY FINE EXAMPLE OF THE PREFRANKING OF THE EXPRESS COVERS.

785  USED TO LONDON, ENGLAND: 5c rose, very fine, tied by blue “35” of Victoria in grid on printed frank 
10c entire (addressee inked through) bearing 1861 10c, fine, 1863 “Black Jack” 2c (one side damaged), blue 
WELLS, FARGO & Co. APR 23 VICTORIA, dated oval,NEW YORK PAID ALL and LONDON PAID 30 
MY (?), both in red manuscript “Recd, 30/5/67”.    Est. Cash Value $500 - 750.   ...........................( 5)

786  1867 - 69 : 5c on 3p,  bright red, (insignificant stain spot)s, fine, tied by “For Great Britain and Ireland” two 
line handstamp at left on unused printed frank 6c violet entire.    Est. Cash Value $400 - 500.   .....( 9)

787  5c on 3p bright red, very fine, tied by “For Great Britain and Ireland” two line handstamp at left on unused 
printed frank 3c bearing uncancelled Bank Note 3c (SE).    Est. Cash Value $500 - 750.   ..............( 9)

A brilliantly fresh amd colourful cover.

New Brunswick
1851 ISSUE

788  3p  red,     good margins all round, fresh colour tied on piece by oval grid cancel, very fine. Ex Consul 
Weinberger.     ....................................................................................................................................( 1) 550

789 O 3p  red,     good margins all round, bright colour, socked-on-nose “12” in grid, very fine. Ex Consul Wein-
berger.     .............................................................................................................................................( 1) 550

790  3p  red,  margins all round, very fine tied by blue grid, on folded letter sheet bearing matching ST. 
ANDREWS DE 6 1853 c.d.s. and black ST. JOHN receiver on reverse. Est. Cash Value $400 – 500,    
( 1)

A blue cancel on a single 3p is virtually unkown, the cancel generally reserved for higher franked mail-
ings.

791 O 6p  yellow,     Sheet Margin Copy, good otherside, bright colour, attractive and rare (STE)AMBOAT 
cancel, extremely fine. Ex Consul Weinberger.     .........................................................................( 2) 1,150

792 O 6p  olive yellow,     good to large margins all round, brilliant colour, extremely fine. Ex Consul Wein-
berger.     ............................................................................................................................................( 2) 1,150
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“Double Bisect”

                       793

793  6p,  DOUBLE BISECT, two distinctly separate stamps, one margins, other touched, fine and very 
fine, tied by blue grid on envelope to Boston, bearing ST. JOHN NEW BRUNSWICK AU 11 c.d.s., red 
“PAID 10” in circle, blue Chatham transit on reverse.  Ex. Dale / Lichtenstein (private sale). Founda-
tion Cert. (2007). Est. Cash Value $7,500 - 10,000.   ........................................................... ( 2b var.)
Only two covers are recorded with double bisects of the 6p the other was last seen in the Koh auction and 

this cover offered here is by far the finer.

Newfoundland

794 Bisected Pence Issues by Alfred F. Lichtenstein, penned in his hand, a 12 page article written for his friend 
Harry Lindquist for “his new venture” a “high class weekly”.     Great documentaion of printings and covers 
from the man who owned most of them.  Worth study. (not illus.) Est. Cash Value $200 - 300. 

795  TWO STAMPLESS COVERS: one; envelope to England bearing red ST. JOHN’S NEWFOUNDLAND 
DE 15 1856 PAID c.d.s, red tombstone LIVERPOOL PKT LETTER, rated “1” sh with “5”p claimed with 
Maidstone receiver on reverse;  c.d.s. rated/other 1860 folded letter, red ST. JOHN’S”1/8” with “4” claimed. 
A nice duo.    Est. Cash Value $250 - 300.  

786

Ex. 795
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796

796  1857 : 1p  brown violet,  HORIZONTAL STRIP OF FOUR,   large margins to barely touched at top 
left, tied by grids and circular BOSTON, Br. Pkt. 5 cts JUL 17 debit datestamp on printed Prices cur-
rent (with writing) to Boston bearing red ST. JOHN’S NEWFOUNDLAND, PAID JY 7 1857 c.d.s..  Ex 
Dale/Lichtenstein, Pratt. B.P.A. Cert. (1986) states “stamps affected by horizontal file fold and the left 
hand stamp has a small tear”.  Est. Cash Value $20,000 – 25,000.  .............................................( 1)

Only two covers are recorded that bear this franking and this is the earlier of the two.  A necessary         
addition to a collection of exhibition status.

797 * 1860 : 1 sh  orange - vermilion,    unused, margins at places, fresh bright colour, a fine copy of a very 
rare stamp.   B.P.A. Cert. (2001) states “small surface marks” which are primarily shadowing from a 
thin. £30,000   ..................................................................................................................................( 15) 30,000

One of the rarest B.N.A. stamps. Only 1000 were printed and through use and attrition, probably less 
than 12 mint or unused copies exist.
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798  1865 - 94 : 12c  pale red brown,     off-centre tied by grid on envelope (bit soiled) bearing FOGO DE 6 
1871 c.d.s., red LIVERPOOL BR PACKET, and on reverse ST. JOHNS transit and POOLE England re-
ceiver.    Est. Cash Value $200   ...................................................................................................... ( 29)

799  6c  rose (oxidised),     fine, tied by grid on envelope bearing weak red SAINT JOHNS NFLD 
c.d.s., red LIVERPOOL BR. PACKET and POOLE SP 6 73 England receiver on reverse.                                   
Est. Cash Value $150 - 200.   ........................................................................................................ ( 35)

800  1876 - 79 : 5c  blue,     Sheet Margin Copy, one side, fine, tied on re-directed envelope to Ireland, very inter-
esting, missing forwarding postage charge, scarce     ..................................................................... ( 40) 450

Nova Scotia
1851-57 ISSUE

801 O 1p  red brown,     good to large margins all round, lightly cancelled, very fine. Ex Consul Weinberger.     
...........................................................................................................................................................( 1) 650

802 O 1p  red brown,  PAIR,   good to large margins all round, bright colour, tiny tear at right, very fine and fine.  
Ex Consul Weinberger.     .................................................................................................................. ( 1) 1,300

803 O 3p  blue,  STRIP OF FIVE,   mounted on piece, margins all round except at the end, vertical filing crease 
through second copy, fine to very fine.  Ex Consul Weinberger.     .................................................. ( 2) 1,200

A rare strip.

804 O 6p  yellow green,  STRIP OF THREE,   full to large margins all round showing portion of adjoining 
stamp one side. very fine.   Est. Cash Value $2,000 - 3,000.  ........................................................( 4)

An extremely rare multiple. Other than the Dale / Lichtenstein block of four and strip of four, a strip of 
three is the second largest multiple
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805 O 6p  yellow green,     good to large margins all round, tiny thin spot in margin, fresh colour, light grid cancel, 
almost very fine. Ex Consul Weinberger.     .......................................................................................( 4) 675

806 O 6p  dark green,     enormous to good margins all round, very deep colour, grid cancel, extremely fine. Ex 
Consul Weinberger.     ........................................................................................................................( 5) 1,900

807 O 6p  dark green,     enormous to large margins all round, tiny scissor cut entirely in margin, extremely fine. 
Ex Consul Weinberger.     ...................................................................................................................( 5) 1,900

Magnificent Stamp.

808 O 1sh  cold violet,  PAIR,   good to very large margins except barely touched one point, neat oval grid cancels 
and light red postmark, insignificant corner crease, rich colour, very fine.    S.G. 7 £10,000 as singles .   
( 7)

A very rare multiple of a very rare shade.

809  1sh, 1p,3p,  1d cold violet, good to large margins all round, very fine, together with full margined 1p 
red brown and 3p blue, tied on small piece.  Ex Consul Weinberger.  S.G. 7,1,2, ££5,585   ( 7,1,2) 7,390

Impressive Combination
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POSTAL HISTORY

810  1p  red brown,     VERTICAL STRIP OF THREE placed sideways, clear to mostly large margins all 
round, very fine, tied by oval grid cancel on small envelope to Onslow, ANTIGONISH FE 2 1857, split 
ring datestamp of origin and Truro transit marking on reverse.  Ex. Burris, Kanai, Reford.  Founda-
tion Cert.(1964). Est. Cash Value $2,500 - 3,000.   ........................................................................( 1)

Strips of three on cover generally are cut in at some point.

811  1p red brown, PAIR, in combination with 3p blue, large margins to cut in, tied by oval grid cancels on 
envelope, (some minor defects reinforced), to New York City bearing clear strike of BOSTON Br. PKt. 
5 NOV transit marking, manuscript “Per Steamer”and large “4”,HALIFAX NO 18 1857 split ring 
datestamp of origin on reverse.  Ex. Carr.  Est. Cash Value $1,500 - 2,000.   .................... ( 1(2), 2)
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812  3p  blue,     DIAGONAL BISECT in STRIP OF THREE, margins all round except at top of pair, 
bisect, very fine, tied by light oval grid cancels on pale folded letter sheet with mourning piping, (hinge 
sealed tear) bearing red LONDON PAID receiver,PARRSBOROUGH MR 9 1858 split ring datestamp 
of origin and Halifax transit on reverse.  Ex Carnegie Museum, Tomasini.  Est. Cash Value $1,250 - 
1,500.  ...........................................................................................................................................( 2a,2) 3,750

813  3p  blue,     THREE full margin copies (faults) each tied on cover to Five Islands Bridgetown and Hopewell 
N.B., a fine group.  Ex Consul Weinberger.  Est. Cash Value $250 - 300  (Not. Illus). .....................( 2)

814  3p pale blue, DIAGONAL BISECT enormous margins showing portion of one adjoining stamp, 
extremely fine, and 6p dark green, good to large margins, very fine, tied by light oval grid cancels 
on envelope, bearing manuscript “Immediate”, part(HALIFAX) 1859 split ring datestamp of origin 
and LEICESTER OC 31 59 receiver on reverse.  Ex Mayer. Foundation Cert. (1961). Est. Cash Value 
$2,000 - 3,000.   ............................................................................................................................( 2a,5)
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815  6p  yellow green,     margins all round, very fine tied by clear oval grid cancel on neat envelope to 
Philadelphia bearing red PAID 10 CENTS in marking, BRIDGETOWN DE 1855 split ring datestamp 
of original transits on reverse, to Philadelphia.  Ex. E. Carey Fox.  B.P.A. Cert. (1974).Est. Cash Value 
$1,000 - 1,250.   .................................................................................................................................( 4)

816  6p yellow green and 3p blue, fine pen cancelled on rare Registered folded letter (barely held together along 
file fold), bearing black PORT MEDWAY NO 28 1857 c.d.s. and Halifax receiver.    Est. Cash Value $300 - 
400.  ................................................................................................................................................( 4,2)
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THE “LAST” PENCE COVER”

817  6p  yellow green,     DIAGONAL HALF, mostly large margins (corner fault), tied by neat oval grid cancel 
on envelope (edge restored) to Truro, very late HALIFAX MR 25 1861split ring datestamp of origin and 
faint arrival markings on reverse.  W.H. Brouse handstamp on reverse. V.G. Green Cert. (1999) not mention-
ing fault. Est. Cash Value $2,000 - 3,000.   ......................................................................................( 4a)

As Nova Scotia’s currency changed from pence to cents on April 20, 1860, this cover, mailed some eleven 
months after, has by far the latest usage of the six pence and is probably the last documented pence cover.

818  6p dark green, mostly enormous margins showing trace of one adjoining stamp, extremely fine, in 
combination with 3p blue, very large margins, trace of corner crease, cancelled by oval grids on fresh 
blue folded letter (missing one flap) bearingfine manuscipt “Paid & Regd.”, red part Londonderry 
split ring datestamp of origin and Halifax AU 18 1858 receiver on reverse.  Ex. Koh, Wellburn B.P.A. 
Cert(1999). Est. Cash Value $2,000 - 3,000.   ..............................................................................( 5,2)
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819  6p  dark green,     DIAGONAL HALF, large margins, SUPERB, tied by light oval grid cancel on 
folded letter sheet (file folds) to Cape Breton, WHYCOCOMAGH AP3 1860 split ring datestamp of 
origin and same-day Baddeck receiver on reverse.  Ex. Dale / Lichtenstein, Carey, Fox, Koh. R.P.S. 
Cert (1970). £5,000.Est. Cash Value $3,000 - 4,000.   ..................................................................( 5a) 5,000

820  1860 - 63 : 5c  blue,     LEFT DIAGONAL HALF, fine, tied by neat oval grid cancel to local envelope 
(missing part of closing flap), SHERBROOK ST. MARY’S AU 7 1864 split ring postmark on front and 
reverse.  Ex. Kanai, Koh. R.P.S. Cert. (1961). Est. Cash Value $3,000 - 4,000   .................... ( 10b) Unpriced

Rare overpayment of two cent local rate.  Very few reported bisect usages.

Prince Edward Island

821  1861 to 1865 :  THREE covers bearing #1, #4 #5, all tied on local covers with some minor fualts.  Ex Con-
sul Weinberger.  Est. Cash Value $200 - 250  (Not. Illus.) .................................................... ( 1,4(2), 5)
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CANADA
Stampless Cover

822  CROWN SHIP LETTER QUEBEC oval and good strike on 1814 folded letter to Glasgow bearing 
ms. “2/6” boxed addle 1 1/2 and JY 19 1814 receiver on reverse.    Est. Cash Value $300 - 350.  

823  STAMPLESS COVER, bearing Robertson deep red handstamp type 513 NO 9 1822 on reverse 
of folded letter sheet to England and red PORTSMOUTH SHIP LETTER on front.  This is the 
earliest known date for this Canadian marking.    Est. Cash Value $500 - 600.  

824  Canadian Freight Money folded letter to Scotland bearing red oval DUNDAS, light red PAID 
and NEW YORK transit, by American Packet, on reverse LIVERPOOL SHIP LETTER and red 
G.B.receiver.  Interesting log on front of charges by various transports.    Est. Cash Value $300 - 
400.  ........................................................................................................................................................

825  1861 cover from England bearing G.B. 1p., tied by grid on cute mourning envelope short paying the 
6p rate to Canada bearing ms. “13”.  The cover was charged 12 1/2c + 12 1/2 c penalty, hence the “25” 
collect handstamp applied in Quebec. Very interesting. Royalty reference and enclosure from Bucking-
ham Palace.    Est. Cash Value $100 - 150.  

826  SHIP WRECK COVER: Official envelope from Geological Survey Dept Ottawa to Belgium, bearing 
postmark with ms notation “recu avec traces de Timbre D.L.” blue handstamped signature red boxed 
DAMAGED BY IMMERSION IN SEAWATER and BRUXELLES 26 FEVR 1896 receiver on reverse.    
Est, CASH Value $150 - 200.  
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827  1851 : 3p  red,     margins three sides, fine, tied by grid on folded letter sheet bearing black GODERICH 
JAN 13 1852 c.d.s. and London receiver on reverse.       ..........................................................................( 1) 1,900

1852 – 57 Wove Paper
828 O 3p  red,  BOTTOM SHEET MARGIN COPY,   others large to enormous, superb.      ........................( 4) 225

829  3p  red,     margins all round, very fine cancelled by target on neat envelope bearing red MORRISBURG 
MY 23 1854 receiver on reverse.       .........................................................................................................( 4) 460

830  3p  red,     margins all round except frame-line just touched at top left, fine, tied by “19” in four ring target 
on envelope (wrinkle) to Toronto bearing delicate double line LONDON NOV 18 1853 c.d.s.    Est. Cash 
Value $150   ...............................................................................................................................................( 4)

831  3p  brown red,     good margins except in a BL, tied by grid on envelope bearing QUEBEC DEC 24 1853 
c.d.s., addressed to “Location Party G.T. (Grand Trunk) Railway Camp Isle Verte” An early survey party cor-
respondence.    Est. Cash Value $150 - 200.   .......................................................................................... ( 4a)

827

829

830
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832 * 6p  slate gray,    unused, good to enormous margins all round, imperceptable “dent”, interesting plate 
scratch, bright fresh colour, very fine. Ex Consul Weinberger.     .......................................................( 5) 20,000

Incredibly rare stamp unused.

833 * 6p  greenish grey,     large margins all round, brilliant bright colour and paper, crisp seven ring cancel, 
extremely fine. Ex Consul Weinberger.     ................................................................................................( 5b) 1,500

834  1855 : 10p  blue,     clear to good margins all round, tied by indistinct cancel on small piece, very fine.      
.....................................................................................................................................................................( 7) 1,750

1857 Issue
835 O 1/2p  rose,     good to large margins all round, bright colour, delicate clear HAMILTON c.d.s., extremely 

fine.     ........................................................................................................................................................( 8) 700
836 O 1/2p  rose,  VERTICAL STRIP OF FOUR,   good to large margins all round, faint crease and bend in 

bottom stamp, otherwise very fine.  Ex Consul Weinberger.     ...........................................................( 8) 2,800
837  1/2d  rose,     margins all round, very fine ,tied by grid on printed circular (one back flap missing) bearing 

light PORT HOPE 5 AUG 1858 receiver on reverse.   B.P.A. Cert. (2004)    ...........................................( 8) 950
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838 O 7 1/2p  green,     enormous to large margins all round, rich colour, crisp cancel, proof like impression, 

extremely fine. Ex, Consul Weinberger.     .............................................................................................( 9) 3,250
A magnificent stamp.

839  1859: 1c  rose,     fine, tied by “21” in target on printed circular bearing large “1d” handstamp and CHA-
THAM NB NO25 1862 receiver on reverse.       .....................................................................................( 14)

Excellent example of the rare 2c provisional circular rate CPLG(1996) $500.

840  1c,   PAIR and SINGLE, fine, tied by grids on small front to West Frampton.  Very rare usage of 1859 issue 
used in the Dominion Large Queen period.    Sc. $255 as single stamps.   .............................................( 14)

841  1c rose (3), 5c vermilion (2), fine, all tied by grids on most of a mourning envelope overpaying the 12 1/2c 
rate to the U.K. by 1/2c.    C.P.L.G. (1996) $800 for full cover, Sc $330 as single stamps.  ............( 14, 15)

842  5c  vermilion,     fine, barely tied by grid on small envelope to Peterboro, bearing large “9” and TORONTO 
20 67 c.d.s.. The cover rated double 5c, short paid therefore rated 14 including penalty.  Vincent Greene 
backstamp.  Est. Cash Value $100 - 125.   ...............................................................................................( 15)

843  Used to Kentucky: Cross Border and Cross the Lines, 1859 5c vermilion, two copies, fine, tied by grids, 
target and PARIS KY OCT 14 64 double line c.d.s. on readdressed envelope bearing MONTREAL OC 6 64 
origin c.d.s. ms Due 3 and TROY N.Y. transit onreverse.  A very rare usage.    Est. Cash Value $200 - 250.   
( 15)

 

               844
      
844  1868 - 76  Large Queen: 1c  brown red,     well centred, almost very fine, tied by HALIFAX NS JA16 69 

duplex on neat clean intra-provence registered cover bearing Tangier transit on reverse.The 1c paid the new 
post Confederation Drop Letter rate, the Registration was paid by cash.  Very rare combination.  Ex Menick  
C.P.L.G.(1996) $750+   ...........................................................................................................................( 22)

845  1868  Duckworth Paper #3: 3c  red,     extremely fine copy tied by duplex ST. CATHERINES AP 18 68 on 
manila envelop bearing CLIFTON transit on reverse. very fine.   Est. Cash Value $500 - 750.00   .......( 25)

Acconding to Duckworth, this is the earliest know usage of this stamp on #3 paper.
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1868 Laid Paper

846 O 1c  brown red,     well centred for this issue, light grid cancel, faint horizintal bend, a fresh and fine 
copy.  Ex Consul Weinberger.     ............................................................................................................ ( 31) 6,500

847 O 3c  bright red,     neat c.d.s./grid cancel, typical centering for this issue, fresh colour, fine. Ex Consul 
Weinberger.     .......................................................................................................................................... ( 33) 2,000

848 ** 1897  Jubilee: 50c  ultramarine,    n.h.,  fine.      .................................................................................... ( 60) 775
849 * $5  olive green,    o.g.,  almost very fine.      ........................................................................................... ( 65) 1,450
850  1897 - 98  Maple Leaf: 1/2c  black,     fine, tied by grid cancel on “PHILATELIC MESSENGER” wrapper 

to Rhode Island.  Rare and attractive usage.    C.P.L.G. (1996) $300   .................................................... ( 66) 240

Saskatchawan District of the Northwest Territory
851  1910: REGISTERED Envelope to France, bearing 1903 - 12 Edward 5c vertical pair, tied by grids and post-

marked PERDU SASK NO 10 10 c.d.s., the reverse bears SASK & ED R.P.O. NO 10 10 C.P.R., Montreal 
transit and Paris 22 - 11 receiver.    Est. Cash Value $300 - 500.   ........................................................... ( 91)

A fascinating cover from a remote origin, Registered, almost cross continental by railroad, by ship to a 
banker in Paris, paid by the correct 10c Regis U.P.U. rate.

852 ** + Air Post Semi-Official 1926  Fairchild: 25c  deep blue,  TÊTE-BÊCHE BLOCK OF FOUR,  n.h.,  ex-
tremely fine.      ............................................................................................................................... (S.G. C11) 240

853  1958: U.S. Navy blimp flight to Ice Island T3,  Canadian and U.S. stamps tied by FORT CHURCHILL 
c.d.s. flown via Resilute Bay to T3 and return, and then to Virginia, Only 3 examples known.  A great Artcic 
cover.    Est. Cash Value $500 - 600  

1875 – 88 Registration Stamps

854  2c  orange,     Used from P.E.I.: 2c tied on Registered 1c postal card (light stains), writer date-line Feb. 
2 1882, CHARLOTTETOWN FE 2 83 c.d.s. Very rare.    C.P.L.G. (1996) $1,000.Est. Cash Value $750 - 
1,000.  .......................................................................................................................................................( F1) 1,000

There is a contradiction with this card. The 3c Reg. P.C. rate expired March 1882, yet the post office ac-
cepted it in 1883, we suspect the writer is correct.

855  5c,  dark green, very fine, tied by cork cancel together with 1870 - 89, 5c slate green, fine, on envelope 
bearing FLORENCE ONT. JY 22 82 c.d.s., red Crown Registered, various others and HARROWGATE 5 
AU82 receiver on revese.A very rare in period usage and combination.    Est. Cash Value $300 - 400.   ( F2)





War Tax
856 ** / 

*B
1915 : 1c  green,  TWO PLATE BLOCKS OF EIGHT,   Top No A1, Bottom No. A5, 9 n.h., 7 o.g. rare 
this nice, both are very fine.    Sc $715 as single stamps.   ...................................................................( MR1)

857 + 1916 : 2c and 1c  carmine, BLOCK OF FOUR  2 stamps n.h., 2 stamps o.g., very fine.      ............( MR3) 245
858 * B 1915 : 2c,  BOTTOM PLATE BLOCK OF EIGHT,   Number 2A,4 n.h., 4  l.h., very fine.    Sc $340 as 

single stamps.   ......................................................................................................................................( MR2)
Vary rare.

859  20th Century:  COLLECTION of TWO HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-FIVE primarily 20th Century 
covers to 1950’s in two stock books.  Includes fabulous selection of 1930’s flights, War Patriotics post 
cards, Commemoratives, etc; 88 of which are Newfoundland covers from the 1930’s issues.  Wonderful 
topics, better stamps.  Well worth inspection.    Est. Cash Value $750 - 1,000. (Not illus.) 

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE
1853 Firest Issue

860 O 1p  pale brick red,     on deeply blued paper. PAIR,  good to large margins all round, neat crisp cancel, 
each stamp with tiny natural inclusion, normally not mentioned. extremely fine. Ex Consul Weinberger     ..
(S.G. 1) £650

861 O 1p  deep brick red,     on deeply blued paper. PAIR showing frame variety, good to enormous margins all 
round, lovely light cancel, extremely fine. Ex Consul Weinberger.     ............................................... (S.G. 1a) £700

862 O + 1p  brick red,     on slightly blued paper, BLOCK OF FOUR, good to large margins all round, closed 
tear, generally very fine. Ex. Consul Weinberger     ........................................................................(S.G. 3) £900

A Very Rare Impresive Multiple

863  1p  brick red,     on slightly blued paper.  BLOCK OF FOUR, close to enormous margins all round, 
very fine, tied to “Woodblock” emergency period folded letter sheet to Port Elizabeth, bearing red 
COLESBERG MY 4 1861 and PORT ELIZABETH MY 9 1861 ovals on reverse.From the Howland 
Correspondence.  Ex Consul Weinberger.  £1,575 as singles on cover plus 3 stamps.  Est. Cash Value 
$750 - 1,000   .......................................................................................................................................(S.G. 3)

A most impresive cover.

864  4p  deep blue, on slightly blued paper, PARALLELOGRAM BLOCK OF FOUR, tied to small piece (2 
oz inland letter rate) margins large to just touched, attractive, almost very fine. Ex Consul Weinberger.      .....
.............................................................................................................................................................(S.G. 4) £480

1855-63 Second Issue
865  4p  deep blue,     large to enormous margins all round, showing portions of adjoining stamp at 

bottom,extremely fine,  neatly tied by crisp small triangle on 1856 folded letter sheet (part back flaps miss-
ing) to Middlebury, bearing redGRAAFF-REINETT OC 30 1856 oval on reverse.  Ex Consul Weinberger.     
(S.G. 6) £180
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866 O 6p  pale rose lilac,     on white paper, PAIR, good to large margins all round, crisp strike of large triangle 
cancel, deep colour, marginal watermark line along narrow side, almost extemely fine.  Ex Consul Wein-
berger.     ............................................................................................................................................... (S.G. 7) £380

867 * 6p  slate - lilac,    o.g., good to large margins all round, strong colour, very fine.      ................(S.G. 7c) £4,250
868 O 6p  slate lilac,     PAIR, large even margins all round, large triangle cancel. extremely fine. Ex Consul 

Weinberger.     ..................................................................................................................................(S.G. 7c) £900
869 O 6p  slate - purple,     good margins all round, lightly cancelled, very fine.      ........................... (S.G. 7d) £1,000
870 O 6p  slate - purple,     good margins all round, used, very fine.      .............................................. (S.G. 7d) £1,000
871 O 6p  slate - purple,     good to large margins, used, very fine.      ................................................. (S.G. 7d) £1,000
872 * 1sh  deep dark green,    o.g., good to enormous margins all round, fresh deep color, extremely fine. Ex 

Consul Weinberger.     ........................................................................................................................ (S.G. 8b) £325

1861 “Woodblock” Issue

873 O 1p  vermilion,     good to enormous margins all round showing portions of adjacent stamp at bottom, 
large triangle cancel leaving “Hope” face-free, extremely fine. Ex Consul Weinberger.     ......(S.G. 13) £2,250

Remarkably free of “Wood block” faults

874 O 4p  pale milky blue,     Type Ia, large to enormous margins all round, lovely triangle cancel, extremely 
fine. Ex Consul Weinberger.     ........................................................................................................(S.G. 14) £1,700

Another remarkable “Woodblock”

875 O 4p  pale bright blue,     Type Ia, good to large margins all round, very lightly cancelled and with a 
small amount of o.g., typical “Woodblock” crease, a lovely example and still very fine.  Ex Consul 
Weinberger.     .................................................................................................................................(S.G. 14b) £2,000

876 O 4p  deep bright blue,     Type Ia, good to close margins all round, lightly cancelled, almost very fine. Ex 
Consul Weinbeerger.     .................................................................................................................. (S.G. 14c) £4,500

A superior example of this rare shade.

1863 – 64 Issue
877 O 4p  blue,  PAIR,   Pos VI 3 A/B with die A stamp showing two small plate scratches above NC of narrower 

margin, good to enormous margins all round, lightly cancelled, extremely fine. Ex Consular Weinberger.     
(S.G. 19a) £150

A lovely worn plate example of the De La Rue printing

878 * 6p  bright mauve,    o.g., good to large margins all round, fresh and very fine,  Ex Consul Weinberger.     
(S.G. 20) £275

879 O 6p  bright mauve,  PAIR,   good to large margins all round, bold numeral “1” (Cape Town) cancel and 
incredibly deep colour, very fine.  Ex Consul Weinberger.    ..................................................... (S.G. 20) £900

880 * 1p  bright emerald green,    o.g., good to large margins all round, fresh bright colour, very fine. Ex Consul 
Weinberger.     ...................................................................................................................................(S.G. 21) £425

881 O 1sh  bright emerald green,     margin watermark on left, light cancel, good even margins all round, very 
fine. Ex Consul Weinberger.     ..........................................................................................................(S.G. 21) £475

882 O 1853 to 1863:  Red Cancels, 1p, 4p (two), 6p, margins all round except 1p, others minor faults.  A rare 
group.  Ex Consul Weinberger.     ........................................................................................... ( 3,6 (2) and 7) £795

883 O 1853 to 1864:  remainder of the used collection, comprising 13 stamps and one pair, all but two with 
margins all round, no “Woodblocks”, few with minor faults, superior group.  Ex Consul Weinberger.  (be-
tween S.G. 2 and 21) about £3,300.Est. Cash Value $500 - 750. 
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1900 Mafeking Siege

884 *  3p on 1p  carmine,    o.g.,  almost very fine. Signed A.D.     ............................................................. (S.G. 3) £250

885 *  6p on 3p  lilac & black,    l.h.,  almost very fine.      ........................................................................ (S.G. 10) £425

886 *  1sh on 4p  green and purple brown,    l.h.,  very fine.  B.P.A. Cert. (2000).    ............................. (S.G. 11) £1,500

887 *  3p on 1p  lilac,    o.g.,  almost very fine.      .....................................................................................(S.G. 12) £950

888 *  6p on 2p  green and carmine,    l.h.,  very fine.      .........................................................................(S.G. 13) £1,200

889 * 1sh on 6p  purple on rose red,    o.g., wonderful centreing and fresh with no rubbing, very fine. Ex T. 
Allen. B.P.A. Cert (1933).    ............................................................................................................. (S.G. 14) £6,000
A study of recent auctions produced but four other copies.  One of the scarcer stamps of the Siege issues.

890 * 1900  Goodyear Small Format: 3p  deep blue,    o.g., hinge remnant,  very fine.      ................. (S.G. 18) £900

891 * General Baden-Powell Small Format: 3p  deep blue,     Sheet Margin Copy, o.g., impeccable surface, 
very fine.      ....................................................................................................................................... (S.G. 20) £1,300

892 * 1900  General Baden-Powell Large Format: 3p  deep blue,     part original gum, perfect centreing, 
virtually mar-free surface, extremely fine.     ................................................................................ (S.G. 22) £11,000

Our study of significant sales of the past 50 years shows approximately 11 copies of both colours of the 
Large Format Baden-Powell including the famous Block of Four in the light blue.  The majority of the 

singles bear faults of varying degrees.  We believe this is the finest copy of the Deep Blue, and perhaps of 
both shades.

Vryburg Overprint Z.A.R.

893 ** 1899 : 2 1/2 p on 2 1/2p  blue,    n.h.,  very fine.  B.P.A. Cert (1967).    .......................................... (S.G. 4) £2,000
It is unbelievable that a major stamp from this region is still never hinged.
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894  1899 : 2 1/2 p on 2 1/2 p blue, SURCHARGE 12mm HIGH, together with 2p on 6p mauve tied by 
VRYBURG 25 NO 99 c.d.s., strikes on document showing manuscript “I hereby certify that the above 
stamps are genuine and as issued by the late Boer Government 25/11/99 W.R.F. Ashford       (S.G. 4b.3) £4,750

Mr. Ashford was acting as the Prime Minister of Vryburg in 1899-1900. We have found one other docu-
ment bearing four stamps, none of which were of the calibre of the “tall surcharge”. Our study has 

found NO other used copies of this variety and only the Dale Lichtenstein/Samos unused pair where the 
example is thinned .  A far rarer variety than the italic “Z”.

   

                                            Like to trawl,
 but do not want to stay glued to your computer?

  Register to participate in our auction through our Teleconference Service. ........Contact us for details. 
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CEYLON
895 O 1857 - 59  Imperforate: 6p  brown,     good to large margins all round, crisp barred cancel, very fine. Ex 

Consul Weinberger.     ....................................................................................................................... (S.G. 6a) £500
896 O 6p  deep brown,     good margins all round, light barred cancel, very fine. Ex Consul Weinberger.     ......

..........................................................................................................................................................(S.G. 6b) £1,000
897 O 1857-64, 1/2p  reddish lilac,     good margins all round, fresh colour very fine. Ex Consul Weinberger.     ......

...........................................................................................................................................................(S.G. 16) £550
898 O 1857 - 59  Imperforate: 1p,2p,5p,10p,   SEVEN singles, PAIR and STRIP OF THREE, all but two with 

margins all round, mostly very fine.  Ex Consul Weinberger.     ................................................. (S.G. 1 to 9) £2,000

DOMINICA
899 **  B 1886 - 90  Crown CA: 2 1/2p,  BOTTOM MARGIN BLOCK OF EIGHTEEN   with Imprint and Plate 

number, n.h. and 2 l.h., fresh and fine.       ........................................................................................ (S.G. 23) £67

EGYPT
Postage Due Stamps

900 * 1884 : 20 para Type II  red,     Watermark Impressed on Face,o.g. very fine.   Specialty book quotes 2x 
normal, S.G. £110 for normal.   ................................................................................................... (S.G. D58x) Unpriced

901 * 1886 : 20 para Type II  rose - red,    o.g.,  very fine.      .............................................................. (S.G. D63) £250
902 O 1884 : 5p  grey,     lightly cancelled, very fine.      ........................................................................ (S.G. D70) £180
903 ** / O 1884 to 1921:  Collection of 163 primarily o.g. stamps on quadrille pages, types identified, later over-

print varieties and blocks, TWO inverted, also small 1922 collection of varieties and blocks (£300). 
Quite specialized.     (Not illus.) ........................................................................................(S.G. D57 to 103) £2,800

FALKLAND ISLANDS

904  Circa 1896 envelope (little soiled) bearing FIVE copies of 1891 “1/2d” on half of 1p brownish claret 
and FIVE copies 1891 1/2p blue-green all tied by double-ring FALKLAND-ISLANDS MY 12 189(6) 
c.d.s. strike to London from the “Russell” correspondence.  Ex Dale-Lichtenstein Private Treaty Sale, 
Harmers Ltd. Sale Feb 25, 1941. Photographed in the book “The Falkland Islands: The 1891 Provi-
sionals” (page 144). Brandon Cert. (2008).   Est. Cash Value $3,000 – 4,000 ...................... (S.G. 13,17)
While declared “A philatelic cover” by Certificate, this is perhaps half correct.  Appearance is philatelic, 
however, the rate is correct (2x2 1/2p UPU rate), the usage date is well within an acceptable period and 

the correspondence is well-known.  We would say it is a creatively composed correspondence.
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GREAT BRITAIN

905 O 1840 : 1p  black,     PLATE 11, Letters A-K, margins all round, barely touched at bottom right, black 
Maltese cross cancel, a quite fresh and fine copy of this great and popular rarity,   A.P.S. Cert. (2008).    
.............................................................................................................................................................(S.G. 1) £4,000

906 O 1878  Watermarked Maltese Cross: 10sh  greenish- grey,     right sheet margin watermark, fine and 
very rare in sound condition.       ................................................................................................ (S.G. 128) £2,800

907 O 1883 - 84  White Paper: 10sh  ultramarine,     neat light REGISTERED LEADERHALL oval datestamp, 
fresh and very fine.      .....................................................................................................................(S.G. 183) £475

908 * 1902 - 10: 1/2p to 1sh less 7p,, o.g., typical hinge remnants, fine to very fine.       ..( between 215 and 257) £534
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GRIQUALAND WEST

909 * 1874  Manuscript “1d” in red: on 4p  blue,    o.g.,  fine.  B.P.A. Cert.(2002).    .......................... (S.G. 1) £1,600
910 * 1874  Manuscript “1d” in red: on 4p  blue,    o.g., hinge remnant,  fine. Signed Houtsamer.     (S.G. 1) £1,600
911 * 1874  Manuscript “1d” in red: on 4p  blue,    o.g.,  fine.  Brandon Cert. (1986).    .................... (S.G. 1) £1,600
912 * 1877  Overprinted G.W. in Black: 1p  carmine red,    o.g., faint bend, almost very fine.      ........(S.G. 2) £600
913 * 1877  Overprinted G.W. in Red: 4p  dull blue,    l.h., perforations clear all round, almost very fine. Schle-

gel handstamp.     ................................................................................................................................(S.G. 3) £400
914 * O 1874, 1877, 1878 and 1879 :  Issues, a wonderful selection of EIGHTY stamps on two stock pages, 

almost half cancelled, great variety of overprints, few errors, worth careful analysis as few are identi-
fied.  Condition generally fine to very fine.    Est. Cash Value $1,500 - 2,000. (Not illus.)  .....................

HONG KONG

915 * 1862 : 18c  lilac,    part o.g,, fresh, corner thin spot, fine.      .............................................................(S.G. 4) £600

916 * 1863 - 71 : 24c  green,    o.g., few short perforations, fine.      ........................................................(S.G. 14) £550

917 * 30c  mauve,    o.g.,  fine.      .............................................................................................................(S.G. 16) £250

918 O 96c  olive - bistre,     blue B62 cancel, perforations trimmed or natural S.E. at left, a hard stamp to find 
sound, fine.      ...................................................................................................................................(S.G. 18) £700

Postal Fiscal Stamps

919 * 1871-1902  Perforated 151/2 x 15: $10  rose carmine,    o.g., fresh bright colour and paper, original 
gum somewhat colonial, centreing typical of the very few existing copies of this stamp, almost very 
fine.      ............................................................................................................................................. (S.G. F3) £8,000

920 * 1874 - 1902  Perforated 14: $10  grey green,     very lightly hinged, brilliant gum, paper and colour, 
and superior centreing, very fine.      ............................................................................................ (S.G. F6) £12,000

Of the very few copies that have ever come on the market this example has to be one of the finest.  In 
more recent sales, single copies have been found in the Rubin and Samos/Dallas Collections.

921 * O 1862 to 1898 : remainder group of Nineteen stamps. 8 o.g. to unused, 11 used, small faults as to be ex-
pected, including surcharges, worth inspection.     (Not illus.)  ................................. (S.G. 4 to 14, 42 to 52) £2,100

922 **  B Jordan 1961  Dag Hammarskjoeld Issue: 15f, 35f,     BLOCKS OF THIRTY, n.h, very fine.     (Not illus.)  
(S.G. 505, 506) £375
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923 * Labuan 1880  Crown CC: 2c  yellow green,  WATERMARK INVERTED,  o.g.,  very fine.      (S.G. 5w) £130
924 * Madagascar 1886 : 1p  rose,    o.g.,  very fine.      ..........................................................................(S.G. 14) £160
925 * 1886 : 1p  rose,    o.g., with a hint of  toning,  very fine.  (Not illus.)    .........................................(S.G. 33b) £120
926  Malaya & States  1894 to 1942 : an exciting group of 11 Registered covers and one front including 

1894 S.S. eight stamp franking to Canada. Four Japanese Occupation, Labuan, Johore, Trengganu, 
North Borneo surcharge, condition varies but generally fine +.    Est, Cash Value $1,000 - 1,500.  

927 O NEW HEBRIDES, 1920 Watermarked RF: 2d on 40c red/yellow, lightly cancelled and a very rare stamp, 
very fine.............................................................................................................................................(S.G. 35) £700

NEW ZEALAND
928 O 1857 - 63 : 1p  dull orange,     margins all round except touched at bottom left, absolutely sound, which is 

very fine for this issue.  Ex Consul Weinberger.     .............................................................................(S.G. 8) £650
929 O 1862 - 63  Pelure Paper: 1p  orange - vermilion,     just clear to enourmous margins all round, showing 

portion of stamp at bottom, internal wrinkle typical of this paper, (Dunedin)/Otago duplex cancel and 
red transit, a fine example of this rare stamp.       ....................................................................... (S.G. 81) £2,500
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930  1863  Thick White Paper: 2p  dull deep blue,     margins all round except at top left, fine, cancelled 
by “11” barred grid on 1863 (11 Sept) local Napiar envelope, a fine and rare usage of the scarce 
Provisional Issue from the well known Colenso Correspondence.  Ex Inoue. Odenweller Cert. (2006). 
Campbell Patterson A2h.  ............................................................................................................. (S.G. 96) £1,600

931 O 1871  Watermarked Large Star Perf. 12 1/2: 2p  vermilion,  STRIP OF THREE,   almost perfect centre-
ing, extremely fine.      ....................................................................................................................(S.G. 134) £96

A rare and lovely multiple

932 O 1864 to 1872:  a small group of Chalon Heads on stock cards, comprising TWENTY singles and FOUR 
pairs, all used except one. condition well above normal, many useful middle values.  Ex Consul Weinberger.  
Est. Cash Value $600 - 800.00   ...........................................................................................(S.G. 115 to 141)

933  Papua  1901 : 2p  violet & black,     tied by light KULUMADAU BRITISH NEW GUINEA c.d.s. on 
1905 PPC to Dawson Yukon Territory, Canada, readdressed and then back to Dawson. Various tran-
sits, receivers and a lovely red forwarded by R.P. RITHET & Co.    Est. Cash Value $750 - 1,000.   (S.G. 
3)

A known correspondence between two remote places on the planet.
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ST VINCENT
1861 First Issue

934 * B  1p  rose - red,  SHEET MARGIN BLOCK OF EIGHT,   IMPERFORATE VERTICALLY, o.g., natu-
ral gum wrinkle/crease affecting one pair. fine.      ..................................................................... (S.G. 1a) £1,400

935 * 6p  deep yellow green,    o.g., perforations all round, fresh bright colour and paper, very fine. Ex. H.D. 
Bessemer. R.P.S. Cert. Re-issued 1961 in the name of T.R. Clutterbuck.    ................................ (S.G. 2) £7,500
In Bessemer it was photoed on the front cover and brought the highest realization in the sale. Other than 
the Lickfold/Amundson pair, this is the only example we have found with gum.  That includes Messenger, 

Sinton, C. Henry, Chapin/Gibraltar and Jaffe.  Probably less than 10 copies exist.  Very seldom offered 
and never this nice.

1862-68 PERF. 11 TO 12 1/2

936 * 1sh  slate - grey,    o.g., lovely rich colour, crisp impression and clear perforations or margins showing 
all round, extremely fine.  Royal Cert. (1961)    ............................................................................ (S.G. 8) £2,500
There are purportedly ten unused single copies in existance.  This example has exceptional centreing and 

is prehaps the finest in existance.

937 * 1sh  slate - grey,    o.g., perforations three sides, wide natural straight-edge at top, almost very fine. Ex. 
H.D. Bessemer, H.E. Wingfield & Co..     ....................................................................................... (S.G. 8) £2,500
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938 * Perf. 14 to 16: 1sh  slate - grey,    o.g., perforations all round, bright colour, almost very fine.      .(S.G. 9) £375

1869 Perf. 11 to 12 1/2
939 * 4p  yellow,    o.g., perforations all round, bright colour, almost very fine.      ..................................(S.G. 12) £350
940 O 4p  yellow,     red “A10” cancel. perforations all round, brilliant colour, almost very fine.      ........(S.G. 12) £160
941 * 1sh  brown,    o.g., perforations all round, very fine.      ............................................................. (S.G. 14) £500
942 * 1sh  brown,    o.g., perforations all round, two short perfs., fine.      ...............................................(S.G. 14) £500
943 O 1872  Perf. 11 to 12 1/2: 1sh  deep rose - red,     perforations all round, lovely and rare red c.d.s., almost 

perfect centreing for this issue, extremely fine.      ...........................................................................(S.G. 17) £140
944 O 1872 - 75 : Perf 11 to 12 ½ x 15, 1sh  lilac - rose,     perforations all round, socked on nose “A10” cancel, 

bottom margin sheet marker’s watermark, almost very fine.      .......................................................(S.G. 20) £350

945 * 1875  Perf. 11 to 12 1/2: 1sh  claret,    o.g., perforations all round, enormous margins three sides, sheet 
margin watermark, almost very fine.      ...........................................................................................(S.G. 21) £600

946 * 1sh  claret,    o.g., perforations all round, fine.      ...........................................................................(S.G. 21) £600

947 * 1875 - 78 Perf. 11 to 12 ½ x 15,: 6p  pale green,    o.g., hinge remnant, perforations all round, fresh 
colour and fine.      .......................................................................................................................... (S.G. 26) £1,600

Missing from major St. Vincent collections, including Sinton, Bessemer and L. Frank.

948 * 1881  Perf. 11 to 12 1/2: 4p  bright blue,    o.g., hinge remnant, perforations all round, almost very fine.      
...........................................................................................................................................................(S.G. 38) £1,200

Another very rare stamp, especially when sound and with gum.

949 * 1883 - 84 : 1/2p  orange,     Colour Trial, Watermark Reversed, o.g., very fine.      ... (S.G. 42 TC var.) £950
A rare variety.

950 * 4p  ultramarine,    o.g., Watermark Reversed, almost very fine.      ....................................... (S.G. 43X) £450

951 * 1885 - 93 : 4p  red - brown,    o.g., perforations all round, exceptionally well centred and deep crisp 
colour, very fine.      ........................................................................................................................ (S.G. 50) £950

The most valuable stamp of the set missing from several of the major St. Vincent Collections.  Far rarer 
than reflected in the S.G. catalogue value.

SIERRA LEONE

952 * B 1884 : 5 sh  green,  FULL SHEET MARGIN HORIZONTAL BLOCK OF TWELVE,  n.h., a well 
centred and impressive multiple, very fine.   See note after 26.  £2,700
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TRANSVAAL
Overprinted V.R.I.

953 * 1900 : £5  deep green,    very l.h., a couple of short perforations insignificant on this high value stamp 
of the Republic so seldom found genuine, very fine.  B.P.A. Cert.(1997)    ............................. (S.G. 237) £2,000

Lydenburg Overprinted V.R.I.

954 * 1p on 1p  red,    o.g.,  very fine.  Brandon Cert.(1985). Est. Cash Value $3,000 - 4,000   ......... (S.G. 2a) Unpriced
Seldom seen in collections. Previously de-listed by S.G. (in its inimitable wisdom), it is again on the phila-

telic stage.  We believe these have always been bona fide.
955 * 2p  brown & green, Long Tail “R” variety:     o.g.,  very fine.  R.P.S. Cert.(1960).   ................. (S.G. 3) £1,200

No copy in the Criddle Collection.

956 * 2 1/2 p  blue & green,    o.g., fresh bright colour, very fine.  Foundation Cert. (1985).    .......... (S.G. 4) £2,250
The Criddle Collection example was used.

957 O 3p on 1p  pale red,     neat LYDENBURG 28SEP c.d.s., almost very fine.   Est. Cash Value $300-400.  
......................................................................................................................................................... ( unlisted)
Originally listed in catalogues, copies are known with certificates.  De-listed in the 1980’s over questions of 
authenticity,  We expect it to be recognized in the future. The Isleham copy had an R.P.S. Cert. and signed 

Houtsamer.

958 * 1900 : 6p  lilac & green,    o.g., hinge remnant, bright colour and paper, fine.  B.P.A. Cert (2008).    ........
..............................................................................................................................................................(S.G. 8) £2,750

Absent from the Criddle Collection.
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1900 Rustenburg; Overprinted V.R.
959  6p  lilac & green,tied by RUSTENBURG c.d.s. on piece, very fine. PF of South Africa Cert.(1957).  (S.G. 6) £350
960 O 1sh  ochre & green,     tied by RUSTENBURG c.d.s.22 JUN 1900 c.d.s., very fine.  Brandon Cert. 

(1983)    .............................................................................................................................................. (S.G. 7) £1,950
Very Rare.

961  2sh 6p  dull violet & green,     tied on piece by RUSTENBURG 1900 boxed c.d.s., almost very fine. Ex 
Harold Criddle. R.P.S. Cert. (1968).    ............................................................................................ (S.G. 8) £4,500

A staggeringly rare stamp, we had found no other used example.

1900 Schweizer Renecke
Overprinted BESEIGED

962  2p  brown & green,     tied by 12 SEPT 00 c.d.s. on small piece, very fine.  B.P.A. Cert (1976).    .(S.G. 3) £350
963  6p  lilac & green, tied on piece by 11 SEP 00 c.d.s., well centred, very fine. B.P.A. Cert. (1992).    (S.G. 4) £1,000
964  C.G.H.  Overprinted BESEIGED: 1/2p  green,     tied on piece by 13 SEP 00 c.d.s., fine.      ......(S.G. 5) £450
965  1p  carmine,     tied by 13 SEPT 00 c.d.s. on small piece, fine.      ....................................................(S.G. 6) £450

TRINIDAD
966 * / ** 1851 - 56 : (1p)  deep blue,  STRIP OF THREE,   n.h. right copy, o.g. 2, large margins all round, ex-

tremely fine.      ................................................................................................................................. (S.G. 4) £450
Lovely multiple.

967 +  (1p)  brownish - red,  BLOCK OF FOUR,   o.g.,, one n.h., good to ample margins all round, faint soil-
ing, very fine.  A very rare multiple.  Ex Ramkissoon.     ............................................................. (S.G. 7) £1,200

968  1854 - 57 : (1p)  rose - red,     margins all round barely touched one corner, crease,fine, tied by numeral in 
grid on folded letter to Boston, bearing light red “PAID AT TRINIDAD” Crown Circle, ms, “4”, U.S. Circu-
lar STEAMSHIP 10 and on reverse ST. THOMAS MR16 1859 transit and Trinidad origin c.d.s.,    Est. Cash 
Value $250 - 300.   ............................................................................................................................(S.G. 12) £600

1852 – 60 Lithographed Issue

969   (1p)  bright blue,  VERTICAL PAIR,   margins three sides, tied on piece by San Fernando “2” cancel, 
fine and very rare,  Ex. Ramkissoon.    ........................................................................................ (S.G. 16) £2,000

Through the decades of study there has been some disagreement on the placing of Issues 1 through 3.  
Never-the-less, when combining all three, we note only six multiples.  There are, C. Henry strip of four on 

cover, and a pair, H.Hurlock strip of three and a pair, Burrus strip of three, and the pair here offered.
970 O Fourth Issue: (1p)  slate blue,  HORIZONTAL PAIR,   good to large margins all round, San Fernando 

“2” cancel, small faults, very fine appearance.  Brandon Ceert. (2008).    ............................... (S.G. 18) £1,300
A very rare multiple in the slate-blue shade.  In recent auctions, as this is the current criteria for judg-
ing the issues, Marriott had a pair, Harmers of London June 1984 had a strip of four.  There were no 

multiples in Ramkissoon or “Scarborough”.
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971 ** / 
*B

Fifth Issue: 1p  red,  BLOCK OF SIXTEEN,   11 n.h, 5 o.g, small faults affect four stamps, generally very 
fine.     ...............................................................................................................................................(S.G. 20) £240

An impressive multiple.

1859 IMPERFORATE ISSUE
972  Used to Venezuela: grey - lilac and perforated 1854 - 57 (1p) rose red, both large to clear margins all 

round and very fine, tied by numeral in grid cancels on blue folded letter bearing red PAID AT TRINI-
DAD Crowned-circle ms.”4” and on reverse black TRINIDAD JY 10 1859 c.d.s. and ST. THOMAS JY 
15 59 transit.  Ex Dale/Lichtenstein (Private sale).  Est. Cash Value $1,500 - 2,000.   . (S.G. 25 &prob. 
#12)
Similar to the Hodsell Hurlock cover and the only other combination cover have we found.  The 4p may 

be a franking known only on these two covers.

971 ->

 <- 966

963->

972

968
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973 * 6p  deep green,     good to large margins all round, “1” cancel, very fine. Signed A. Diena.     (S.G. 28) £425

1859  Pin-perf 13 1/2 - 14
974 *  (1p)  carmine - lake,    o.g., perforations all round, lovely centreing, very fine.      .............. (S.G. 39) £325

975 * 4p  brownish purple,    o.g., perforations all round, almost perfectly centred, extremely fine.  Signed 
Richter.    ................................................................................................................................ (S.G. 40a) £200

976 *  6p  yellow - green,    o.g., perforations all round and clear design, brilliant colour, very fine.      
(S.G. 42) £600

977 * 6p  deep green,    o.g., perforations all round, fresh and fine.      ........................................... (S.G. 43) £600

978 * 1860 : (1p)  rose red,  IMPERFORATE VERTICAL PAIR,  unused, sound and almost very fine. 
Ex Ramkissoon.     ................................................................................................................(S.G. 46a) £1,100

The majority of the error pairs have creases. This one is exceptional.

979 * 6p  bright yellow green,    o.g., well centred, very fine.     .................................................... (S.G. 49) £425

980 * 1861  Rough Perf. 14-16 1/2: 4p  lilac,    o.g., perforations all round, well centred for the issue, almost 
very fine.      ............................................................................................................................. (S.G. 55) £600

1862 - 63  Perf. 13
981 * 1 sh  bright mauve,    unused, perforations all round, typical centreing and fresh bright co-

lour, corner perforation bend which does not show in fluid or on the face, almost very fine.                 
Ex. Ramkissoon.     .................................................................................................................(S.G. 67) £4,500
Other than the famed block og four of the 1 sh bright mauve, we have found only five unused single 
copies in major collections.  They are H.Hurlock 3 (1 faulty), Charlton Henry, 1 (unique with gum)  

and the copy here offered.

982 O 1 sh  bright mauve,     full perforations three sides, remnants at top, well centred, very fine.      (S.G. 
67) £300

1863 - 80  Perf. 14 x 12 1/2

983 O 6p  yellow - green,     Light TRINIDAD JA 27 1881 c.d.s., well centred, fresh colour and very fine.  
Ex. H. Israelow, Jeff Weiss. Foundation Cert. (1977), Brandon Cert. (2008), Signed H. Bloch.    
(S.G. 79) £6,000
This beautifully centred example is one of only seven examples we have found in the major Trinidad 
collections and Rarity Sales.  They are, W. Gross, Hodsell-Hurdock, Burrus, C. Henry, Ramkissoon, 

Chapin, S.G. 1981 auction.   A necessary stamp for a Trinidad collection.
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TOBAGO

984 * 1879 : £1  mauve,    o.g., well centred for the issue, fresh colour, barely perceptible tone spot at 
top visible only under glass, almost very fine.      ..................................................................(S.G. 6) £4,250
We note approximately eleven copies divided among the collectors “Samos”, “C. Henry, Lilly, Dale-

Lichtenstein, Burrus, Isleham, and this copy. Several have no gum or faults.

985  1880  Provisional: 1d on half of 6p  orange,     well tied by “A14” cancel on small piece, no perfo-
rations touch design, very fine.  Brandon Cert. (2008).    .....................................................(S.G. 7) £800

986  1880  Crown CC Perforated 14: 4p  green,     perfs clear, very fine, tied by “A14” on front (partial 
flaps) to England, bearing TOBAGO JA 6 1882 c.d.s. and faint probably red Trinidad transit.  
Ex. Urwick, Ramkisson.  Est. Cash Value $750 - 1,000.   ...................................................(S.G. 10)
Covers from the First Two Issues of Tabago are exceedingly rare. This is the only example we have 
found of the 4p except for two bisect covers.  It is mounted on exhibition page number 43 from the 

Ramkissoon Collection.  A necessary cover for an exhibition.
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987 O 1882 - 84  Crown CA: 6p  stone,     “A14”  cancel, typical centreing for this issue, strong colour, fine. 
Ex. Ramkissoon.     .................................................................................................................. (S.G. 19) £475
The rarest of the used CC or CA issues except for the first issue 5sh.  Scarcer than reflected in the S.G. 

catalogue value.

988 * 1880  Crown CC Watermarked: 1/2p, 1p, 1sh (2) low values unused, 1sh both o.g. corner crease 
other stain spot, fine.  The remainder of the Award Winning Collection of R. Ramkissoon on his exhibi-
tion pages 40,41.     (Not illus.)  ......................................................................................... (S.G. 8,9,12) £320

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

989 O 1888  Surcharge: 4d on 1 sh  black & rose carmine,     Variety Long Tailed “S”, neatly cancelled, 
faint “corner crease” not discernable from front. still very fine.  B.P.A. Cert. (2008).    (S.G. 42c) £500

Only 1 position in sheet, missing from all the collections we have studied except Fraser.

ZANZIBAR

990 E 1908 - 09 : 2p  black & blue,     Sultan Ali bin Hamoud stamp size composite essay comprising 
printed frame and photo vignette, affixed to file card and endorsed “July 18th 07”; approved for 
the anna stamp down to 3”, initialed and dated “25 JUL 1907”. Currency changed from annas 
tocents with this issue.  Ex De La Rue Archives and Ian Borrie, Harmer Ltd. Sale 10/3/79.  Est. 
Cash Value $1,000 - 1,500.  

A brilliant essay
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FOREIGN ISSUES

991 **  B UNITED NATIONS: 1951  First Issue:  $1 red 19 Imprint BLOCKS of FOUR or SIX plus four singles 50 
cents,  Five Imprint BLOCKS of FOUR or SIX, plus many blocks of 15c, 20c, 25c and Air Post not counted, 
n.h., v.f.     (Not illus.)  .............................................................................................................( 10, 11) 425

ALBANIA

992  ALBANIA: 1913  Handstamp without Eagle: 1 pa  black,     Sewing machine perforations, tied on piece 
by blue VLONE 15 10 1913 (2nd day of issue). almost very fine.      .........................................( 20a) 575

993 * + ARGENTINA: 1877  Surcharged Wove Paper: 2c on 5c  vermilion,  BLOCK OF FOUR,   og. top left 
stamp n.h., a scarce multiple, very fine. Ex Consul Weinberger     ............................................... ( 31) 500

994 O AUSTRIA:1858 : 2 kr  orange,     neat VIEN cancel, fine.   Mi €340   ..................................... ( 6b) 275

995 ** 1917 : 2 kr to 10 kr,  COMPLETE SET OF FOUR,  n.h., fresh bright colours, very fine.      ( 164-67) 425

996 ** 1932  Small Views: 10g to 64g,  COMPLETE SET  n.h., scarce this nice, very fine.      ( 340-53) 700

997 ** 1937  Dollfuss: 10s  dark blue,  TOP SHEET MARGIN COPY,  n.h.,  extremely fine.      . ( 380) 1,300
Fabulous copy

998 O 1937  Dollfuss: 10s  dark blue,     very lightly cancelled, very fine.      ................................. ( 380) 1,250
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Semi Postal Stamps
1953 WIPA ISSUE

999 ** 1933  Wipa Issue: 50g  dark blue,    n.h., Granite paper, extremely fine.   Mi € 750   .... ( B110a) 625

Souvenir Sheets  
1000 ** SHEET, n.h.,  very fine.   Only 10% of the sheets issued are truly never hinged because they were sold 

at the post office without the folder.   .................................................................................... ( B111) 3,150

1001 * B SOUVENIR SHEET WITH FOLDER,  l.h., normal four mount marks, very fine.   Mi. €3,000   
( B111) 2,500

1002 O SHEET, neat centered Exhibition Cancel, very fine.   Mi €4,000.   .................................... ( B111) 2,500

1003 ** + 1936  Ski Issue: 12g to 60g,  BLOCKS OF FOUR,  n.h., perfect centreing, extremely fine.   Mi €640   
( B138-41) 520

1004 ** 1946 : Unissued “Death Mask”  SET of TWO, n.h. 12 + 12 usual wrinkles, very fine.   Mi. VI, VII 
€2,300  ..................................................................................................................................................

1005 ** Unissued “Death Mask”:  SET OF TWO,  n.h., 12 +12 tiny thin, fine and very fine    Mi VI, VII    
(Mi VI, VII) €2,200

1006 **  B 1947  Renner Souvenir Sheet:  SET OF FOUR,   NEVER HINGED, very fine.   Mi. €2,300   ( B185-88) 2,000

1007 **  B SET OF FOUR,   NEVER HINGED and very fine.    Mi €2,300.   ............................... ( B185-88) 2,000

1008 ** Air Post1950 - 53 : 3s to 20s,    n.h.,  very fine.      ........................................................... ( C57 - 60) 353

Newspaper Stamps

1009 O 1851 : 6 Kreuzer  yellow,     CORNER COPY with margins all round except frame line touched at 
right, faintly reinforced crease at bottom right TEMESVAR 21/7 c.d.s. bright colour for this generally 
pale stamp.  Ex Consul Weinberger. Ferchenbauer Cert. (2004) Spez. Catl. # 7. €14,000   . ( P2)

1010  1851 : 6 Kreuzer Type 1b  yellow,     margins all round except touched at right, tied by double circle 
with grid on front of local wrapper to Pressburg, bright and fresh colour with light rubbing at centre 
of stamp, fine. Ex Consul Weinberger Ferchenbauer Cert. (2004). Spez. Catl. #7 €28,000 on wrapper   
.......................................................................................................................................................( P2)

Most attractive

1011  1858 : 1kr  blue, type I,     very large to enormous margins all round, cancelled on a piece by Lombardy 
Venetia cancel, extremely fine.  Ferchenbauer Cert. (2009). Spez. 16a  €1,100   ........................ ( P5)
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1012 B 1858 - 59  1 Kr.  blue,  IRREGULAR BLOCK OF FIVE,   mostly enormous margins all round, light oval 
cancels, three filled in thins, fabulous appearance.  Ex Consul Weinberger. Sorani Cert. (2004). Sc. $3,125 as 
individual stamps.   ....................................................................................................................... ( P5)

1013 O Used in Liechtenstein , 1873 : 2kr  yellow,     neat c.d.s., very fine.   Mi 35I €450.   ...............

1014  1902 : 60h  brown,     tied on piece by “VADUZ” c.d.s., very fine.   Mi 96 €500.  

Lombardi-Venetia

1015 * 1863 : 3s  green,    o.g., fresh colour and paper, fine.      .......................................................... ( 16) 3,750
A very rare stamp this nice.

Newspaper Stamp
1016 O 1858 : 4kr  red,     good margins three sides, no faults.  A very presentable  and fine copy of this very 

rare stamp.       .......................................................................................................................... ( PR3) 3,750

Collections

1017 * 1918 to 1950 : collection of several hundred o.g. stamps, some n.h., in attractive stock book, includ-
ing all the popular sets, regulars, semi-postals, air mails, postage dues, etc., very clean fresh lot.    Est. 
Cash Value $1,500 - 2,000 (Not Illus.).

1018 * O 19th and 20th Century :  The remainder of a primarily 20th Century collection in a carton, including 
extensive late 1940’s sheet book, a fine array of First Day Covers from the same period, some Back 
of the Book, other mint and used, some reference books.  Worth Inspection.    Est. Cash Value $750 - 
1,000.  (Not Illus.).

BELGIUM
Semi-Postal Stamps

1019 * 1918  Surcharge Issue:  1c + 1c to 10fr + 10fr SET OF FOURTEEN, o.g., very fine.   Mi €1,200   
( B34-47) 940

1020  1c +1c to 10 fr +10fr, SET OF FOURTEEN, tied by WELKENRAEDT 31 VII 1919 cancels on impressive 
philatelic cover.    Sc. $940 for used stamps only.   .............................................................. ( B34-47)

1021 ** 1928  Orval Abbey Set:  With Private Overprint,B69-77 and B83, n.h., very fine.    Sc. see note after B83, 
Mi €1,800.   ...................................................................................................................( B69 - 77 var.)

1022 * S 1950  European Championship, “Specimen” & Private Overprints, mostly n.h., perforated and imperfo-
rate, TEN stamps and FOUR souvenir sheets,    Offic. €1,280.Est. Cash Value $300.  

BOLIVIA
1023  1867 - 68 : 5c  violet,  PAIR,   good margins all round, very fine, tied by LA PAZ 1867 double-line c.d.s. 

on small piece, a rare multiple.  Ex Consul Weinberger.     ....................................................... ( 3) 600

1024 O 1867 - 68 : 50c  orange,  VERTICAL PAIR,   good margins all round except top copy just touched, can-
celled by two circular LA PAZ BOLIVIA cancels, very fine.   Est. Cash Value $150   ................. ( 5)

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
1025 DP 1906 :  Views SET OF SIXTEEN, 1h to 5k COMPLETE SET of American Bank Note large die proofs 

(7 x 5.5cm) in black on thin yellowish card in excellent condition.  A FABULOUS Introduction to this 
issue.    Est. Cash Value $800 - 1,000  
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CHINA
1026 THE CENTRAL BANK OF CHINA SECURITY BANK NOTE COMPANY, 20 fronts and backs, 

former overprinted ”chop”, latter SPECIMEN with small punch holes, values $5 to $10,000 (2) all 
values removed from presentation book, colourful and in impeccable condition,    Est. Cash Value 
$750 - 1,000.  

COLOMBIA
Air Post

1027 ** / B 1921 : 5c to 3p,     SHORT SET OF VERTICAL BLOCKS OF SIX, most examples are truely n.h. without 
interleaving effects, very rare and very fine.    Sc. $1,093.80 as hinged.   ......................... ( C25 - 34)

1028 ** B SCADTA ISSUES, 1923 : 1p to 5p,  CORNER BLOCKS OF SIX,   with normal flat gum from interleav-
ing, otherwise n.h. very fine.   Sc. $696 as hinged, Mi. LA595-98 €1,212 for hinged.   ( CLEU 57-60)

1029 ** CZECHOSLOVAKIA  1919 to 1940’s:  very comprehensive collection of many hundred in two stock 
books, majority, if not all, n.h., including Regular Issues, Air Posts, Postage Dues etc., plus some Czech 
Forces in England covers.  Very clean, very fine and formed over 50 years ago.  Ex Consul Weinberger.  Est. 
Cash Value $300 - 500 (Not illus.) 

1030 O DENMARK: 1863  Roulette 11: 16sk  violet,     margins all round, three-ring “52” (Praestoe) cancel, very 
fine.   Facit 10 6500sk   ................................................................................................................. ( 10) 650

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
1031 O 1866 - 67 : 1r  black on blue,     variety no space between “un” and “real”, ample to large margins all round, 

strong impression, red British Postal Agency “C86” cancel thin spot not mentioned in certificate. fine.  Ren-
don Cert. (2006).    .......................................................................................................................( 11b) 500

STOCK/COLLECTION
1032 * O 


About 65 stock books. albums and 16 sheet folders jam packed with mostly 20th Century stamps, 
souvenir sheets, blocks, varieties, covers, errors, topicals, staggering Back-of-the-Book, a smatttering 
of mediocre first issues and StationeryProofs.  If you want to be the NUMBER ONE and TWO dealer 
in Dominican Republic, this is for you.  Condition overall EXCELLENT. Has to be inspected.    Est. 
Cash Value $12,000 - 16,000  (Not illus.)

If you ever have wanted to know why there is so little of this country in auction and at stamp shows, the 
reason is, it is here.  Without doubt, the largest stock / collection ever formed.

ECUADOR
1033 DP 1892 : Presidente Juan Flores, 1 centavo to 5 sucres, SET OF EIGHT IMPERFORATE DIE PROOFS, 

mounted as strips of THREE (Extra 5c) plus separate MASTER DIE with the Value omitted, all in black.A 
wonderful introduction to this very popular set.    Est. Cash Value $600-800   ...................................

1034 DP 1900’s : Selection of NINE different vignettes,crestheads  coat of arms, etc.,and FOUR additional Revenues, 
each mounted and importantly with Die Number, generally fine to very fine.    Est. Cash Value $600 - 800.  

1035 DP 1920 : 50k,   American Bank Note file envelopes (30x15cm) with notations, ONE for the 1920 Postal Fiscal 
set bearing the stamp and three vignettes; the second,Presidents vignettes  Roca, Robles and unissued Ro-
mano, all in black and with the important die numbers, IMPOSSIBLE TO DUPLICATE.    Est. Cash Value 
$600 - 700.  

ERITREA
Postage Due Stamps

1036 * 1903 : 10L  blue and magenta,    o.g.,  fine.  Sismondo Cert (2009) Signed E. Diena.    .......( J11) 3,000

ETHIOPIA
1037 STATE BANK OF ETHIOPIA SECURITY BANK NOTE COMPANY, Set of TWELVE fronts and 

backs SIX values, overprinted SPECIMEN with small punch holes, $1 to $500, all removed from 
presentation book pages, EXCEPT two,colourful and in impecable condition.    Est. Cash Value $750 - 
$1,000.  .................................................................................................................................................

1038 * 1895 to 1970’s : Collection of a few hundred, plus 50th Anniversary Aerograms on counter book and 
Roosevelt Exhibition pages, including small sheets, photo-proofs, some n.h. sets, a fine overall selec-
tion.    Est. Cash Value $200 - 250. (Not illus.) 
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FRANCE
1039 ** / O 1927  Strasbourg Exhibition Souvenir Sheet of Two:  cancel below stamps, a superior used sheet being 

never hinged, extremely fine.   Maury €1,900   ....................................................................... ( 241)
1040 * 1929  Exposition: 2f  orange & pale blue,    very l.h.,  very fine.   Ceres 257B €650.   .......... ( 24b) 500
1041 **  B 1987  Physicians/Biologists: SET OF SIX,   500 booklet panes in booklets, n.h., very fine.    Y&T. €6000 

(Not illus.)  .............................................................................................................................. ( B589a)

1042 **  B FRENCH COLONIES, 1941 - 45  Cross of Lorraine & Fourmotor Plane, BLOCKS OF SIX,   Cam-
eroun, F.E.A., Guiana, Polynesia, Guadeloupe, etc., etc.,; plus Andorra Sc. # 159, 160, thirty six sets (some 
off-set) plus French Sothern Antarctic Territory, Sc# C94a, 15 sheets of five most n.h., fine to very fine.    Y 
& T approximately €3,000. (Not illus.)  ...............................................................................................

GERMAN STATES
Bavaria

1043 * B 1870 - 72  Wide Watermark: 7 kreuzer  ultramarine,  BLOCK OF SIX,   neat KRAUPZEITUNG-
SEXPED AUGSBURG 29 JAN oval cancels, fine. Ex Consul Weinberger  Mi 25 Ya, €855 as block of 4 plus 
a pair   ............................................................................................................................................ ( 26)

Oldenburg

1044  1861 : 1/3g  green,     SHEET MARGIN VERTICAL PAIR, mostly enormous margins other sides 
showing traces of two adjoining stamps, superb, plus SHEET MARGIN SINGLE large margins to 
touched (incorrectly placed) all tied by blue OLDENBURG4/9 double circle postmarks on petite en-
velope bearing Ms. “1862”,and blue framed BRAKE 59 on reverse.  IMPRESSIVE FRANKING.  Ex 
Consul Weinberger. Brettl Cert. (2004). M. 10a, unpriced.Est. Cash Value $4,000 - 6,000.   ( 10)
These stamps were originally a vertical strip of three, the single originally wrapped around the edge of the 

cover and cancelled on reverse.
1045  1861 : 1g  blue,     large margins, tied by blue framed ABBEHAUSEN cancel on piece, extremely fine.  Ex 

Consul Weinberger. Brettl Cert. (2004) Ernst stock handstamp. Mi. 12b.   ................................. ( 13) 125

Thurn and Taxis North and Southern Districts
1046 * O 


1854 :  small but superior used collection of TWENTY singles, SIX pairs, ONE strip of three and 
EIGHT covers, all stamps with margins all round except a block of FOUR on cover, very fine and 
hard to duplicate.  Ex Consul Weinberger.  Est. Cash Value $1,500 - 2,000   ( between 1 and 63)

GERMANY
1047 ** 1900 : 5mk  dark green and carmine,    n.h., hand stamp on reverse, very fine.   Mi €1,800   ( 65A) 1,350

1048  1948  Perf. 11: 80pf  lilac,     very fine tied by FRANKFURT 15 5 50 c.d.s. on flown envelope to New York.  
Rare single usage.    Mi 94wg €750   .......................................................................................... ( 655)
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Semi-Postal Stamps

1049 ** + 1930  Iposta: SOUVENIR SHEET OF FOUR,  n.h.,  extremely fine.   Mi. €1,600   ...........( B33) 1,200

1050 ** + 1935  Ostropa:  SOUVENIR SHEET OF FOUR,   NEVER HINGED ORIGINAL GUM, very fine.   
$825.00 without gum, Mi E1,100 without gum.   ....................................................................( B68)

Very, very rare intact with gum.

1051 * + SOUVENIR SHEET OF FOUR,  ungummed, per catalogue listing, natural white paper, extremely fine.   
Mi €1,100 without gum  .............................................................................................................( B68) 825

Air Post Stamps

1052 ** 1926-27  SET OF EIGHT: 5pf - 3m,    n.h., 50pf, slightly rounded corner, very fine.   Mi €1,200   ( C27-34) 835

1053 ** 1940  Graf Zeppelin Polar-Flight Issue: 1m,2m,4m,    n.h.,  very fine.  E. Peschl handstamp Mi €4,000.   
( C40-2) 3,050

A lovely set.

Berlin Issues

1054  1948  Black Overprint Set: of TWENTY, fine to very fine, tied by BERLIN 05.10.48 cancels on two 
Registered envelopes (missing top backflaps) to New York.   Schlegel Cert (2004) Mi. € 15,000  for key 
stamp on cover plus others used (9NI-20)   ....................................................................... ( 9N1-20)

Very colourful and impressive

DDR

1055  1950 : 24pf  brown red,     very fine, tied by LEIPZIG 28.9.50 c.d.s. on local envelope, very rare usage.    
Mi 275 €1,000   ............................................................................................................................. ( 70)

1056 * B 1959 - 60 : 10PF  light blue green,     400 booklet panes of six, n.h., very fine. (Not illus.)  ( 477B) 2,400

Berlin & East Germany

1057 * O 19th and 20th Century to 1963:  extensive collection of a several thousand in THIRTEEN ring binders 
with home-mede pages and THREE stock books, many mint and used copies of issues, strong back-
of-book. Usual varied condition to very fine, well organized and documented.Worth inspection.    Est. 
Cash Value $2,000 - 2,500. (Not illus.) 

1058 * O GERMAN STATES: 1850’s to 1960’s :  COLLECTION of thousands in Minkus album and three 
binders, unused and used, useful stamps and sets abound, generally fine to very fine. Worth inspec-
tion.    Est. Cash Value $1,000 - 1,500 (Not illus.) 

ICELAND

Officials
1059 O 1873 : 8s  red lilac,     c.d.s. cancel, thiny tin, wide SE at bottom, fine.      ................................... ( 2) 750

IRAN

1060 * 1942  Shah: 30R  grey black and emerald,    l.h.,  very fine.  Stolow handstamp    ............. ( 904) 1,200
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ITALIAN STATES

Modena
1061  1953 : 1 L  black, with period after “LIRA”, tied on piece by 1859(?) c.d.s., frame-lines mostly three 

sides, corner crease, fine.   Sas. €3850   ..................................................................................... ( 9a) 4,000

Parma
1062 O 1859 : 5c  blue green,  good margins all round, lightly cancelled, almost very fine.  E. Diena Cert. 

(1981).    ...................................................................................................................................... ( 12a) 4,250

Roman States
1063 O 1852 : 50b  dull blue,  good margins all round, usual block grid plus red c.d.s. cancels fresh colour and 

paper, very fine.   Sas €2,500.   ................................................................................................... ( 10)
1064 * 1852 : 1sc  rose, part o.g,, margins all round, thins fresh and very fine appearance.  Sass #11 €5,800.   

........................................................................................................................................................( 11) 4,000

Two Sicilies
1065 O 1860 : 1/2T  blue,     SAVOY CROSS large margins all round, neat boxed cancel and deep colour, 

extremely fine.   Sas 16 €5,500.   ................................................................................................... ( 9)

ITALY
1066 O 1889 : 5L  green & claret,     two corner perforation creases not mentioned in cert., fine.  Sismondo Cert.

(2009). Mi €1,250   ....................................................................................................................... ( 57) 800
1067 **  B 1929 - 42 : 10L  purple,     FOUR HUNDRED AND TEN copies in blocks, n.h., very fine.    Sass 258 

€1,500. (Not illus.)  ..................................................................................................................... ( 228) 1,748

Postage Due Stamps
1068 **  B 1934 : 40c, 60c, 1L,     mostly full sheets of 200 for a total of 5,800 stamps, n.h., fine to very fine.    Sass 

39,41,42 €5,800. (Not illus.)  ........................................................................................... ( J33, 35, 36) 4,640

Parcel Post Stamps
1069 ** 1954 : 1000L ultramarine,  SHEET MARGIN EXAMPLE,  n.h.,  extremely fine.   Sc. $3,500 as pro 

rata of n.h. set.   ........................................................................................................................ ( Q76)

Socialist Republic
1070 ** PARCEL POST STAMPS :1944 : 5c to 20L,  COMPLETE SET   VERTICAL PAIRS,n.h.,  quite rare 

in multiples, fine to very fine.       ......................................................................................... ( Q1-12) 2,500

JAPAN
1071 * 1939  PRESENTATION BOOKLET of the XI POSTAL CONGRESS in BUENOS AIRES, 31 stamps 

from 1930’s including #253, 254, hinged in an attractive green silk covered booklet. o.g..generally very 
fine.      1,250

1072 ** 1942 - 45 : 1o  orange brown, VERTICAL PAIR,  n.h., imperforate, sheet margin error, very fine.     
( 325 var)

Japanese errors are extremely rare.

1073 **  B 1948 : 5y  brown,  SOUVENIR SHEET OF FIVE  n.h.,  very fine.      .................................( 442a) 475
1074 **  B 1949 : 5y  rose brown & orange,  SOUVENIR SHEET OF TEN,  n.h.,  very fine.      ......... ( 456) 350
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Registering to Bid

 Remember, you MUST be registered to Bid in this, 
Harmers International’s First Auction.

     Bidder Registration forms are included with this catalogue, 
          available on our web site, www.harmersinternational.com, or by fax.

        Trade references are required (no societies or clubs). 
           Dealers must provide a copy of their Resale Certificate to avoid NYS sales tax.
Please register by April 3, 2010.  
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Air Post

1075 * + 1929 - 34 : ,  SOUVENIR SHEET OF FOUR,  l.h., one inclusion, very fine.   Sak. C56 ¥230,000   
......................................................................................................................................................( C9) 1,400

JAPAN & KOREA

1076 * O 19th and 20th Century : ,     Thousands of stamps in TWO stock books and many album pages.  Mostly 
used, good variety of early cancels and some later mint, mixed condition to very fine.  Inspection recom-
mended.    Est. Cash Value $500 - 600. (Not illus.) 

KOREA

1077 * 1955 :   22h claret, 55h dark green, ungummed, 36th National Athletic Meet, Imperforate Souvenir 
Sheet of One. very fine.   Kor. Spec. 98,90  W 1,500,000   ......................................( 223 - 224 var.)

Only 500 issued.

1078 * 1956  Postal Day Issue: 20h, 50h, 55h,     Three Imperforate Commemorative Sheets, l.h., very fine.   
Kor. Spec. 107-09, W 1,590,000   ..................................................................................( 231-34 var.)

LIECHTENSTEIN

1079 ** 1912 : 5h, 10h, 25h,    n.h.,  very fine.      .............................................................................. ( 40181) 725
1080 O 1934  Vaduz: 5fr  brown,     SOUVENIR SHEET OF ONE, bearing 29 IX 34 First Day Cancel. very 

fine.   Mi. €2,600   .......................................................................................................................( 115) 2,100

LUXEMBOURG
1081  1859 - 64 : 1c  buff,     margins all round, very fine, tied by indistinct double-line circular date stamp on 

front bearing small black boxed P.D. VERY RARE.  Ex. Consul Weinberger.  Sc. $2,400 on cover.   ( 4)

Semi-Postal Stamps
1082 ** 1935  Intellectuals Set: 5c to 20fr,    n.h.,  very fine.   Mi €1,400   ................................. ( B65A-Q) 1,000
1083 O 1935  Intellectuals Set: 5c to 20fr,     light cancels, very fine.   Mi € 2,200   ................. ( B65A-Q) 1,655

MEXICO
1084 **  B 1983  Monument: 9p to 24p,     FIVE HUNDRED STRIPS OF FOUR PLUS LABEL, in complete sheets, 

n.h., very fine.     (Not illus.)  .................................................................................................... ( 1341) 2,000
1085 **  B 1988  Vallejo in Repose: 300p,     TEN BOOKLETS EACH CONTAINING ONE PANE OF FOUR PLUS 

TWO LABELS, n.h., very fine.     (Not illus.)  ....................................................................... ( 1541b) 2,500
1086 **  B 1988  Velarde: 300p,     TEN booklets, each containing one pane of four plus one label, n.h., very fine.       

..................................................................................................................................................( 1550a) 2,500

Air Post
1087 **  B 1939 - 44 : 10p  rose,  BLOCK OF TWELVE,   n.h. but gum a touched disturbed, very fine.      ( C105) 630

Visit us on the web at:
www.harmersinternational.com
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1088 **  B PARAGUAY 1961  Europa: ,     SET OF SEVEN, five complete sheets of 20 each, for a total of 100 sets, 
n.h., very fine.     (Not illus.)  ................................................................................................. ( 623-29) 3,195

1089 DP PERU 1907-21 :    A fabulous selection of TWENTY ONE different vignettes, American Bank 
Note die proofs each with important die number, all in black, except THREE VERY RARE 
in green, violet and red brown on wove paper various portraits, statues, scenes, etc.very fine.                                             
Est. Cash Value $1.200 - 1,500.  

1090  POLAND-LEVANT 1919 : ,     COMPLETE SET Except 3f and 1m, tied by CONSTANTINOPLE 24 XI 
19 cancels on trimmed (2 stamps removed) cover, most unusual and impressive.   Mikulski Cert. (1988). S.c. 
$1,000 as used stamps.   ........................................................................................................ ( 2K2-12)

PORTUGAL
1091 * 1853 :  5r reddish brown, two copies of 100r lilac, good to enormous margins all round, each respectively 

with light crease, pin hole, and faint thin, very fine appearance.  Ex Consul Weinberger     ..( 1,4(2)) 4,650
1092 ** 1931 - 38 : 95c  carmine rose,     FORTY-EIGHT copies in large blocks, n.h., very fine.    AF. 545 €1,653. 

(Not illus.)  ...................................................................................................................................( 511)

ROMANIA
1093 **  B 1961  U.N. 15th Anniversary: ,     set of three, 1025 sets of perforate and 1025 sets imperforate (not 

counted), all in complete sheets, n.h., very fine.     (Not illus.)  ..................... ( 1469 - 71, + imperf.) 4,400
1094 **  B 1964  Olympic Games: ,     SET OF EIGHT, five complete sheets of one hundred of each, 500 sets, n.h., 

very fine.     (Not illus.)  ..................................................................................................... ( 1665 - 72) 3,500

RUSSIA
1095 O 1857 : 10k  brown & blue,     enormous margins all round, corner repair, superb appearance.       ( 1) 850
1096 ** 1913  Romanov Issue: 1k to 5r,    n.h., most with gum stain spots, fine to very fine.       . ( 88 - 104) 500
1097 * 1934  Lenin Issue: 1k to 30k,    o.g.,  very fine.      ............................................................ ( 540 - 45) 199
1098 * 1935  Anti-War Issue: 5k to 35k,    o.g., 15k crease. very fine.     .................................... ( 546 - 50) 515
1099 * 1935  Trains: 5k, 10k, 15k, 20k,    l.h.,  very fine.      ........................................................ ( 551 - 54) 460
1100 ** 1935  Games: 1k to 40k,    n.h., three with creases, off-set and gum disturbance respectively, very fine.      

( 559 - 58) 1,100
1101 * 1935  Games: 1k to 40k,    l.h.,  very fine.      .................................................................... ( 559 - 68) 436
1102 * 1k to 40k,     l.h and o.g, very fine.      ................................................................................. ( 559 - 68) 436
1103 **  B 1982  Gliders Set of Five: ,     972 sets in complete sheets, n.h., very fine.     (Not illus.)  ( 5071 - 75) 1,400
1104 **  B 1989  Zoo Relief Issue: ,     690 “Blocks of 5 plus label” all in complete sheets. n.h., very fine.     (Not 

illus.)  ...................................................................................................................................... ( B156a) 2,484

Air Post Stamps
1105 ** 1931 : 50K  grey blue,    n.h., owner’s handstamp, very fine.   Sc. $950 for hinged   ............ ( C23a)

1106 **  B 1960  Helicopter: 60k  ultramarine,     5000 copies in panes of 10, n.h., very fine.    (Not illus.)  ( C98) 5,000

1107  Raseinai :1941 : ,     a philatellically inspired unaddressed large envelope with SEVENTEEN pieces, com-
prising 15 blocks of four, a strip of four and single, most bearing unlisted overprint varieties.  A great study 
by itself.    Mi 1-7I €1,688   ..................................................................................................................

1108 * O  Russia :Primarily 20th Century :     stock of many hundreds neatly organized in FIVE approval books, 
including useful sets, no excessive duplication, varieties, shades, and interesting back-of-the-book, also, one 
book containing 109 20th Century Covers. Stamps mostly unused, much n.h.,excellent addition to dealer’s 
stock.     (Not illus.)  .......................................................................................... ( between 5 and 3200) 8,000
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1109  SAAR 1921 Surcharge Issue : 10c on 30pf, 15c on 40pf, two Tête-bêche PAIRS each in BLOCK OF 
FOUR tied by MALSTATT 29.12.22 cancels on Registered envelope.  New York transits and Cincin-
nati receiver on reverse.    Mi 72,73 AKdrIV €2,240   ........................................... ( 87a(2), 88a(2))

SAUDI ARABIA
1110 * 1925  Overprinted Jedda: 1/4 pi  green,    l.h., three line red overprint reading down, position 19, 

“couple of short roulettes, very fine.  Wilson Cert. (2002).    ......................................... (S.G. 94a) £1,400

King of Hejaz
1111 ** / 

*B
1925  Hejaz Blue Overprint on 1922 Provisional Issue: 1/4p  green,  FULL SHEET,   of  50, n.h., ex-
cept 10 copies with reinforcing hinges, very fine.      ......................................................... (S.G. 79) £3,750

1112 **  B 1925  Hejaz Blue overprint on 1922 Provisional Issue: 1/2 p  red,  FULL SHEET,   of 50 split into top 
and bottom panes of 25, n.h., thin in top margin and a few wrinkles, very fine.      ...... (S.G. 80) £5,000

SPAIN
Air Post

1113 **  B 1930  Spanish American Exhibition: 1p  brown violet colour variety,     most likely the reprint, 102 cop-
ies in blocks, n.h., very fine.    Sc. $1,470 as reprint. (Not illus.)  ..................................... ( C55a var.)

      1112
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SWITZERLAND

1114  1849 - 50  Geneva Poste Locale: 5c  black & red,     very large margins showing lines three sides, 
extremely fine, tied by red rosette cancel on local folded printed letterhead invoice, light red ink spots, 
bearing matching GENEVA 16 AVRI 50 circular date stamp.  Ex Consul Weinberger.  Est. Cash Value 
$750 - 1,000   ..............................................................................................................................( 2L6)

Basel Dove
1115  1845  Basel Dove: 2 1/2r  Baslertaube red, blue and black,     good margins all round except one outer 

frame line touched at one point, brilliant colours and sharp embossing, very small paper “damage” in 
red portion showing under glass, tied by red BASEL 10 JUIL 1848 double circle datestamp on local 
smallfolded letter sheet with matching same date backstamps  Ex Consul Weinberger Marchand Cert.
(2004). Zum.8.Est. Cash Value $5,000 - 10,000.  ....................................................................( 3L1) 25,000

A lovely stamp and cover
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1116  1850  Federal Issue: 2 1/2r  black & red, type 8,     full to large margins showing dividing lines three 
sides, very fine, tied by black grid cancel to front, bearing GENEVE 29 JUIL 51 c.d.s..  Ex Consul 
Weinberger.  Sc. $4,500 on cover.  ............................................................................................... ( 2)

                 1116

1117  1850  Federal Issue: FULL BLACK FRAME AROUND CROSS: Postal Locale 2 1/2r black & red, 
THREE PAIRS, type 7-8, 15-16, 36-37, clear to large margins mostly all round, just in or touched a 
few places, two stamps vertical creasing, fair to very fine, tied by neat strikes of P.P. in circle post-
marks on large greenish folded letter sheet (filing crease, soiling) bearing LOCLE 20 (?) 1851 double 
circle datestamp and indistinct backstamp.Ex Consul Weinberger.  Est. Cash Value $2,000 - 4,000 ( 2)

A MOST IMPRESSIVE COVER BEARING A SIGNIFICANT FRANKING

1118  1850  Rayon Issue:Without Frame Around Cross:: 5r  light blue, type 19,     good to large mar-
gins showing dividing lines three sides, very faint corner crease, very fine ,cancelled by light black 
P.P. cancel on folded letter bearing LAGENTHAL 26 APR 51 double c.d.s., Bern receiver on reverse.                                
Ex Consul Weinberger.     ................................................................................................................ ( 7) 1,100

 <- -1117
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1119 O 1850  Rayon Issue: 10r  deep yellow, black & red,  STRIP OF FOUR,   Types 1-4, clear to mostly large 
margins all round, 2nd stamp faults, neat black grid cancels, fine to extremely fine.  Ex Consul Weinberger. 
Marchand Cert.(2004). Thier handstamp. Zum 16 II.Est. Cash Value $200 - 300.   ...................... ( 8)

A LOVELY STRIP

1120  1852  Frame Around Cross: 15r  Vermilion Type 6,     mostly large margins showing dividing lines two 
sides, very fine, tied by black grid on folded letter bearing red BASEL 15 MARS 52, double circle date-
stamps and Ms “franco”, ATLSTATTEN and red ST GALLEN receiver on reverse.  Ex. Consul Weinberger.     
( 11) 1,700

Semi-Postal Stamps
1121 O + 1936  National Defense Fund Issue: ,  SOUVENIR SHEET,   BLOCK OF FOUR, neat BERN cancels, 

fresh and very fine.    Mi €1,100   ............................................................................................. ( B80a) 875

Air Post Issues
1122 O 1935 - 38 : 40c on 90c  deep blue & grey,     Vermilion Surcharge, neat corner cancel, very rare, very fine.  

Nussbaum-Bisser Cert. (1965). Mi. 293a € 800   ..................................................................... ( C25a) 800
1123 ** 1941 : 40c  blue ultramarine,     Corner Copy of this scarce shade, n.h., very fine.   Zum 44c, Mi €250   

(Mi C28 var.)

TANNU TUVA
1124 ** 1938  Colour Changes: 5k to 30k,  COMPLETE SET  n.h.,  very fine.      ...................... ( 99-103) 500
1125 O 1943 : 25k  slate blue,     Buff and White Papers, STRIPS OF THREE, ungummed, very fine.    Sc. $870 

pro rata.   ............................................................................................................................( 120, 120a)
1126 * 1943 : 25k  black,     White paper, two copies, UNLISTED with gum, very fine.   Sc.. $250 without gum.

Est. Cash Value $150   .........................................................................................................( 121a var)
1127 * 1943  Buff and White Papers: 25k  blue green,  PAIRS,  ungummed,  very fine.      ...( 122, 122a) 370
1128 * 1943  Buff and White Papers: 50k  blue green,  PAIRS,  ungummed,  very fine.      ...( 123, 123a) 370
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TURKEY
1129 * 1863 : 20pa  black on yellow,  TÊTE-BÊCHE PAIR,  l.h.,  extremely fine. Ex Consul Weinberger.     

( 1a) 250
1130 O 1pi  black on dull violet,  TÊTE-BÊCHE PAIR,   lightly cancelled, extremely fine. Ex Consul Weinberger.     

( 2b) 300
1131 * O  1863  First Issue: 20pa to 5pi,     Group of EIGHT used stamps and ONE Pair and a cover, all with mar-

gins, generally very fine.  Ex Consul Weinberger.  Est. Cah Value $100 - 150   ......................... ( 1-7)                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

1132  1865  Seccond Issue : 25 pi red orange, 2 copies with four other values all tied by boxed cancels on torn 
and stained envelope.  Very rare high franked cover.  Ex Consul Weinberger.  Sc. $516 as used stamps.   
( 9-13(2))

End of Sale - Thank you

162162
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CONDITIONS OF SALE
THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THE CONDITIONS OF SALE

arising from the sale of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Harmers a security interest 

in property in Harmers possession owned by such purchaser.  Harmers shall have 
all the rights afforded a secured party under the New York Uniform Commercial 
Code with respect to such property an may apply against such obligations all 
monies held or received by it for the account against such obligations all monies 
held or received by it for the account of, or due from Harmers to such purchaser.

(d) If Harmers takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, 
the defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred 
by Harmers to secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable 
allowance for attorneys’ fees.  For purposes of this paragraph, the term “legal 
steps” shall be deemed to include any and all consultation by Harmers with 
its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of a delinquent account. 

EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY 
8. (a) On Premises Inspection and Postal Viewing.  Ample opportunity 

is given for on premises inspection prior to the auction date and, 
upon written request and at Harmers discretion, for inspection 
by postal viewing (all as detailed elsewhere in the Catalogue).

(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual 
description as modifi ed by any specifi c notations in the Catalogue, including 
but not restricted to the section thereof entitled “Key to Cataloguing”.

(c) Quality.  Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described shall be 
returned to Harmers within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning 
Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same must be received by Harmers 
within four weeks of the date of the auction.  Any lot, the description of which 
is disputed, must be returned intact in the condition received by the purchaser.  
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the following lots are not returnable, except at the 
sole discretion of Harmers: (i) lots from purchasers who attended the exhibition of 
lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewing; (iii) lots on account of their appearance, 
if they are illustrated in the Catalogue; (iv) lots described as having repairs, 
defects or faults; (v) U.S. stamps (through 1918) for reasons of paper inclusions; 
(vi) no encapsulated stamp (unless originally offered in this condition); (vii) lots 
containing more than ten (10) stamps; and (viii) contradictory grading certifi cates.

EXTENSION OF TIME FOR CERTIFICATION
9.  When an opinion from a “generally recognized authority” is desired by the purchaser:
(a) A request for expertising must be made to Harmers, in writing, within 

7 days of the date of the auction.  The request must include the name 
and address of the “generally recognized authority”.  The “generally 
recognized authority” must be approved, in writing, by Harmers.

(b)  Harmers, and only Harmers, will submit the item to the agreed upon expert.
(c)  If a lot is certifi ed by a “generally recognized authority” to be other than as described, or the 

authority declines to express an opinion, this is normally grounds for the return of a lot.
(d) Except to the extent set forth in paragraph 10 of these Conditions of Sale, 

payment of the expense of certifi cation will be paid by the purchaser.
(e) In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference to a “generally accepted 

authority” and Harmers thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot with a description 
identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be liable for 
the defi ciency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser 
and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs 
and expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages.

EXPENSES OF CERTIFICATION
10. Expenses of certifi cation shall be borne by the purchaser, except where 

a lot is certifi ed “other than as described” and is returned to Harmers in 
accordance with paragraph 9 of these Conditions of Sale.  Expenses incurred 
in the submission and the return of a lot under paragraphs 8 or 9 of these 
Conditions of Sale are not refundable, except the cost of the certifi cate itself.

SALES TAX
11. Unless exempted by law, a purchaser shall pay New York State and local sales 

taxes, or any compensating use taxes of any other State or government authority 
(collectively, “Taxes”).  A purchaser claiming an exemption from payment of 
any Taxes shall provide evidence acceptable to Harmers of such exemption

APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
12. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws of the 

State of New York, without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
13. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be 

settled by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York by a single 
arbitrator in accordance with Rules of the American Arbitration Association and 
judgment upon the award rendered by the arbitrator may be entered in any 
Court having jurisdiction, provided, however, that notwithstanding the foregoing, 
if either party determines that emergency relief is required in the nature of 
a temporary restraining order or preliminary injunction that such party may, 
without being in violation of this paragraph 13, commence such emergency 
proceedings without the involvement of the American Arbitration Association or 
an arbitrator, whether or not an arbitration proceeding has been commenced. 

14. The purchaser at auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the 
Courts of the State of New York and of the Courts of the United States for a 
judicial district within the territorial limits of the State of New York for all matters 
arising out of the auction sale, including with out limitation, any action or 
proceeding instituted for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and 
liability arising under or by reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the 
venue of such action or proceeding in the City and Country of New York (or 
such judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same).

BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, 

as numbered in the printed catalogue applicable to such auction (the 
“Catalogue”).  Harmers International, Inc. (hereinafter “Harmers”), as 
agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding and shall 
determine the manner in which the bidding shall be constructed.  Harmers 
reserves the right to withdraw any lot prior to the commencement 
of bidding (without liability to any potential purchaser or agent), to 
re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot and to group two or more 
lots belonging to the same consignor or vendor.  Harmers has the 
right to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith, demand a 
cash deposit from anyone prior to bidder registration, or demand 
payment at the time the lot is knocked down to the highest bidder for 
any reason whatsoever.  Harmers requires new customers submit a 
bidders registration form at least ten (10) days prior to the auction. 

2. The highest bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail.  
Should a dispute arise between bidders, the auctioneer, in his 
sole discretion, shall determine who is the successful bidder 
and whether to re-offer the lot in dispute.  Should a dispute arise 
after the sale, the auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. 

3. On all lots sold, a commission of 18% on the 
hammer price is payable by the buyer to Harmers.

4. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors 
or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing 
instructions to bid, however received, notwithstanding whether such errors 
or omissions are those of the bidder, the bidder’s agent or the auctioneer.
(b) All lots are offered subject to a reserve price.  The 
auctioneer, at his discretion, may implement such reserve 
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor.

(c) It may also be assumed that all consignors have been advanced 
monies against the sale of their stamps and Harmers therefore 
has a security interest over and above the auction commission.

(d) Purchase made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his 
own lots shall be considered as a sale and shall be subject to 
commissions and sales tax as set forth in these Conditions of Sale. 
(e) Agents are responsible for all purchases made on 
behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements have 
been confi rmed by Harmers in writing prior to the auction.

PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
5. Payment for lots and the commission payable with respect 

thereto, including those on which extensions are desired (see 
paragraph 9 of these Conditions of Sale), shall be as follows:

(a) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price and the commission 
applicable thereto, or such part thereof as Harmers shall require, 
shall be made by the purchaser in such manner as Harmers may 
determine.  The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall 
be given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.

(b) Mail , On-Line and Telephone Bidders.  A successful bidder will 
be notifi ed of lots purchased.  Before Harmers will send such lots, 
payment in full (including the commission payable to Harmers) must 
be received by Harmers within three (3) business days of receipt of 
the aforesaid notifi cation.  However, a purchaser known to Harmers, or 
who furnishes satisfactory references, may, at Harmers’ option, have 
purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate payment in US dollars.  
Mailed delivery will be to the registered address on the bid sheet and 
receipt of proof of shipment to the registered address shall constitute 
delivery.  All charges for handling, delivery, and insurance (to the extent 
obtained by Harmers on behalf of the purchaser) shall be added to 
the purchase price.  Risk of loss in transit shall be on the purchaser. 

 (c)  Credit Card and PayPal Users are subject to an additional 
3% fee and may be requested for a bidding deposit.

6. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been 
received by Harmers, as agent for the consignor or vendor.

7. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specifi ed in paragraph 4 of these 
Conditions of Sale and no credit shall be extended.  A late payment 
charge of 2% for the fi rst month and 2 ½% for each succeeding month 
compounded shall be added and Harmers will charge on-fi le credit 
cards if payment is not made in accordance with aforesaid conditions.  

(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of 
Sale (“Non-Complying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which 
such failure to comply occurs, Harmers may, at its sole discretion, re-
offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or 
by private treaty at such time at Harmers, at its sole discretion, deems 
appropriate.  The Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the defi ciency, 
if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a 
subsequent purchaser (whether at auction or by private treaty), as well as 
for all costs and expenses of both sales, all other charges due thereunder 
(including commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to 
Harmers or to a third party) and all incidental damages related thereto.  
It shall be at Harmers’ sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer 
the lot theretofore hammered-down to a Non-Complying Bidder at the 
same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or at a subsequent 
auction, conducted by Harmers, and in no event shall any surplus 
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